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REMITTANCES must be made in money orders, bank checks, or drafis, if’ possible. When neither of these can be procured, send the money in a
registered letter. Al Postmmsters are obliged to
register letters whenever requested to do so. © *
|
oneys
thus sent will be at our risk. Otherwise
they will be at the risk of those sending them.
e regular charges for money orders, bank
checks, and Post Office money orders may be deducted from the amount due,when thus sent. Agents
are particularly requested to make their remittances
as large
as possible
and thus save expenses.

pers are forwarded until an explicit orderis re-

Pa

ceived A
e Publisher for their discontinuance,
and until
payment of all arrearages is’ made as required by law.
"
Kaoh subscriber is particularly requested to uote
the date on the label
for the expiration of his subscription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
year, without further reminder from this office.

Liberal discount is made to those who pay in adJauce, and our object is to secure advance payment
as
the rule,

SPECIAL

OFFERS.

Clubs of sux or more, ONE THIRD BEING NEW 8SUBSCRIBERS, can have the Star at $2.00 each, strictly
in advance, there being no arrearage on the part of
old subscribers.
:

Any subscriber who will Rirnish’ fhe name of a

NEW ONE, can have the two copies of the paper at
si, striotly in advance.
are requestedto act 4s agents for the Establishment, in obtaining subscribers, collecting arrearages, remitting money, &c.; and when they do
this they
are entitled to ten per cent. of the money
they receive, except on money seng

for

mission, if any is desired.

)

itis

proper that the subscribers s

clubs;

then

d pay the com-

}
NEWSPAPER DECISIONS,
1. Any person who takes a newspaper regularly
from the post-office—whether directed to his name or
another’s, or whether he

responsible for the
2.

has

subscribed

payment.

If a person o

his

per

or

not—is

discontinued,

a

he

must
pay all arrearages, or the publisher may continue to send it Wut) haymant is made, and collect
the whole amount, whether the paper is taken from
the office or not.

3. The courts have decided that refusing to take
newspapers and periodicals from the post-office, or

The Moning Sia
removing and leaving

them

——

uncalled

for,

is prima

pal
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16.
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Without.
BY ADDIE L. WYMAN.
——

The summer sunshine softly falls
On lake and wood and hil,

And lightly dances o'er the stones
With every mountain rill.

The flowers smile, the robins sing,
Aud why should 1 complain?
Ask the bright sun which shines for them

While I am in the rain.

High noon is on the dial’s face,
And shortest shadows tell
That many hours must wing their way
E’er sounds the vesper-bell.

Her horn the busy housewife blows,
And waits the answering shout;
But I—ull homeless and alone—
I stagger through the night,

The trees are rich with leafy bloom,
And to the meadow’s breast
Sweet violets and clover cling,
And there green mosses rest;

But not for me do violets bloom,
Nor yet is clover rife ;
The barrenness of winte: and
Its chill are in my life.
The distant hills are softly blue,
Ami fair the distant skies;
And sweetly calm, but oh! so far
The heavenly hills arise.
So far away I—and grim between
There stand so mihny years!
The road is rough and 1 am tired;

‘“ Thy will be done” is near the first,
And, Lord, so let i be.
God can not wipe away the. tears
Of those who never weep,
only His tired children know
The sweetness of his sleep,

English Correspondence.
—————

CHILWELL COLLEGE, ENG.,
May 15, 1875.
CENTENNIAL SENTIMENTS.

to London

during the

Baptist abniversaries may have from

some

of its incidents special interest to some of
your readers. Your centennial celebrations
have begun. Speech and song and festival
already have declared your national joy ‘and
pride.

In

your

celebration

most

modern

Englishmen feel great sympathy ;with you,
and but for the historical paradox it would
occasion might be disposed to join you. If
this can hardly be expected it may not he
+ unseasonable to suggest that *‘ Peace hath
her victories no less

renowned

than

war.”

America may now take her place among the
older nations of the world and when her
centenary is over may find time to note
how considerable is the influence she exerts
upon the commerce and enterprise of the
globe.
is

THE PULLMAN LUXURY.
The journey to London of whtolt 1 speak,
awoke reflections in which your readers
may even now not be unwilling to share.

.Itook the trains that were
and expeditious, both there
distance is about 130 miles,
was made, the committee,

most convenient
and back. The
and the journey
public meeting

and private engagements attended and kept,
and I was at home again in a little dver
hours.

The train I took was

of Pullman

cars drawn

by

a

two

“luggage cars—for

long

* baggage”

is still

—

Oe.

Season.

5

?

ave,

abled to fulfill that promise is well known. often a subject of conversation amcng the
very few of the Senator's friends to whom
al charge upon all drawing-room passen- Few in a brief quarter of a century have the incident
was known. They naturally
accomplished
more.
“His influence in the
gers.
.
watched the developments made during the
churches
to
which
he
ministered,
in
Quarterly
* How came thits phenomenon in England ?
trial of ‘the conspirators, but no conclusion
The enterprising chief officials of the Mid- and Yearly Meetings, General Conterences,
Anniversaries,
through
‘the Star and the was reached. 1t remained as one of the
Jand Railway Company in a visit to the
Press,
at
home
and
abroad,
will never be ‘unraveled tangles of affairs until after the
United States were enamored of your luxfully-estimated
on
earth.
Though
removed Senator's death, when I accideutally came
urious methods of traveling and determined
by an early death, he has left an impress on upon the trail which led to the discovery of
to import into their own railway at home a
the identity of the suspicious characters,
the denomination rarely surpassed.
:
train of your best railway carriages. The.
We have of late been passing through and I'received from their own lips, they
resolve has been carvied out, and with every
mysterious experiences. A few months ago having little idea of the commotion their
promise of success. The same officiald agiif
we bad been asked tor our standard bear- course had caused, an account of their visit
tated also for approximation to your system
ers, what three men would have been more to Mr. Sumner’s rooms on that eventful
by diminishing the number of ‘‘ classes ” or
readily pointed out than Bros. Moulton, night. They were Members of the Massagrades in their carriages. The ‘second
Kuowlton, and Day; but now they are chusetts Delegation to Congress ,—one the
class " is abolished, and now only first and

panied the train and levied a smal addition.

third class carriages arein use on the Midland
ilway ; and the fares are arranged so as
0 be as neatly as possible after the plan of
your own, about three cents a mile for (he
first-class and two for the other. The Pullman cars are gtronger in build and heavier:
in appearance than the ordinary cars oun the
New England railways with which “my
rican experience fourteen years ago
made“ me familiar. They are also some-,
what differently arranged as to seats and
are broken after the English and Conten-

ental fashion info compartments.

But the

door at each end remains except in-the thirdclass cars which have also doors at the
sides, I found the ride agreeable. and the
motion smooth and easy, and suffered no inconvenience except from over-crowding
the doors and along the side passages of the
cars, The journey was accomplished to the
minute, the stoppages being féw and all the
railway servants being under special orders
to facilitate the progress of the Pullman
train. In exactly three hours and a quarter we were in London.
»
ANOTHER YANKEE INNOVATION.
The Committee I a'tended occupied all
the early part of the evening. Tea over, I
found myselfon the way to the Mile-Endgate, Milton speaks of, now removed, but
still retained in the name of the locality.

prayer

+r

A journey made

car

Anniversary

gone.

All have been ‘taken from us, aud

each under circumstances to our feeble vision mysterious. ‘‘Be still and know that I
am God.” Yet in our bereavement and sorrow a voice comes to us ob deepest signifi‘cance.
Responsibilities press upon us as
never before, and it becomes each one to

an™undian, an account of two

men

12

train

powerful

meeting,

fourteen

years

ago,

but

never before im England. The friends who
rise for prayers are afterwards directed to
go “right away ” into the enguiry-room;
d then a hymn is announced, an Ameriid organ plays, aud a musical brother
leads off the singing. Your readers at once
say, Why it was Mr, Moody of Chicago who
was speaking and Mr. Sankey his fellowlaborer who was singing.

ps

‘ ——

—

a

x

make up the substance of the middle arFor tlie past few weeks, New Hampshire
terial coat, are in places here and there no
politicians have been in a state of excitelonger to be seen, their ‘place being occument, if we can rely upon the reports from
pied by fatty globules

,

which

little -resisting™ power
{
force,

Exchange

to

Notes

ch

re

a

have very

disturbing

and Quotes.
—

Concord, but we presume

the heat

of it is

over, as on Wednesday, Person C. Cheney,
Republican, was elected governor by a
majority of nine in the joint convention of
the legislature.
:
2

~~ The Liberal Christinn is not so
in favor of capitol punishment as
pers that could be mentioned.
about * Moral Monsters, ” it savs

strongly
PRECAUTION AGAINST TREASURY LOSSES.
some paThe recent loss of a large sum of money
Writing by the Government has lead the Secretary
that .* to to give notice that hereafter visitors will
hang them is effectual, so far as they are
not be admitted to the bureau of priniing
concerned. * But we have lost faith in the and-e¢ngraving, the vaults of the Treasury,
infliction of cruelty to prevent cruelty; and
or any rooms in the building in which monlate Chairman ofthe Committee of ‘Ways the better part of the community shrinks ey is kept and handled.
7
and Méans, now Mr. Sumner’s suecessor in from becoming, even in the interest of jusTHE DIRECT CABLE.
the Senat®f’Henry L. Dawes; and the other tice, an imitator in any degree, of the cruelbis friend, Mr. Gooch. =
The doubt will
ty which it would prevent.
On Wednesday the direct United States
The facts were thas detailed: Mv. Dawes come whether all the executions since the cable was completed, and communicagion
and Mr. Gooch had been to Richmond, and world began have not been so many oceca- has been established by that means between

teturning to Washington, had made a tour sions of offense, so many hindrances which Rye Beach and Ireland. The superintendof
the battle-fields about Manassas, reaching have to some extent counteracted the .benef- ent reports that the new cable is wdrking
inquire with renewed diligence for his duty
Washington on the night of the fourteenth icent influences which “have wrought out well, and the signals transmitted perfect.
*
and fidelity.
hundreds

colleges

the

forth from

Many are going
and seminaries,

from

our

own,

with the advantages of study and discipline,
to engage in the great conflicts of the world,
Some to the marts of business, some to the
professions, a few, too few, to the ministry

of Christ.

Others step in to fill their places

iv the curriculum, and so the work goes on,

The institutions make a fair show the present year, with good prospects for the future.
But we may well ask at the present time,—
every pastor, every church, every member
may well ask, are we doing our full daty to
these institutions, and to those therd preparing for usefulness?
How imperative is the demand for gospel
wo kers everywhere, in the foreign field,
in destitute parts of this land, in the church-

es of every section.

Who

shall take the

grace of God rendered to Zion and the world.

bathing away in Illinois, and a saying of a Great therefore is our encouragement to go
little American girl who *‘ just took Christ on praying, laboring, consecrating, as nevat his word.” There is evidently a deep im- er before, to stay up the arms of the faithpression made by his addvess avd first one ful, and bring others into the Master's sery.
and then another ** rises for prayers,” as I ice.
had seen persons rise in a° New England

wii

I prayed at mother’s knee,

»

cars,

a trans-atiantic word. Every car was fall,
and a very gentlemanly looking attendant
with American physique and dress accom-

story of

This morn I prayed the same old prayer,

mo

thi€d-class

4

freshment was left to the selection of the terial coat of the cerebral vessels, whereby |.
Events of the Week.
Sergeant, But when the lady of the house their elastic strength is much impaired, the
permitted
"her cook to ‘give the soldiers great irregularity of blood distribution te
BY PROF. J. J. B.
THE FARRAGUT PRIZE MONEY.
coffee and sandwiches in_ the kitchen at the contents of the craniunr, and the little
The return of the season for college commidnight, instead of having the ‘vefresh- support which the pulpy substanceof the
Advices
from Washington state that the
mencements and seminary anniversaries
wents served from the neighboring restau- brain gives to the weakened vessels embed- final payment of the Farragut prize money Ja
brings its suggestions, and to some of us
je
ar
with peculiar force the present year. Twenty- rant, The guards were less dangerousto ded in it,
: will ‘be shortly begun. It will probably
théir
friends.
The
forms
of degeneracy that ave found take eight months to make the distribution
:
eight years ago, George T._.Day, completed
Who
the
two
men
were
in
that
the
so
arteries
frightened
of the brain are the fatty and among the 4000 claimants. The total sum
a course of study in our Theological Schoo),
already a ripe scholgr, a strong man, en- the servants at Mr. Sumuer's lodgings, and the calcareous. The microscope has made awarded was $900,000, of which $300,000
‘
deared to’ all, full of hope and promise. by their singular actions gave point to the some startling revelations on this fatty de- remained to be paid.
How well, by the grace of God, he was én- [suspicions of the Secretary. of War, was ‘cay, ‘The strong, elastic fibers that should
PERSON C, CHENEY.

The

places of the departing? Do we encourage
as we should those Who have committed
themselves to their greatlife work? Do we
pray and labor as we should that others who
Once more I was reminded of America. 1 have not yet decided, may make such decisgot into a car, such as I had seen often in ion as God shall approve? Can we doubt
New York, and was soon drawn along by that every year members go into other prohorses on a street-railroad. For a' long fessions who ought to enter the gospel hartime London resisted the innovation upon vest? Can we doubt that numbers of conber old omnibuses ; but now in, several dis- verts from revivals, those also who have
-| tricts the street rail-road is an established not yet been converted, are halting and
‘* institution ” to the comfort and freer tran- lingering who ought at once and fu ly to
| sit of passengers. At the end of my journey commit themselves {o the cause of Christ?
was a huge wooden building, and thread- Are we doing our parl to produce a right
ing my way into it I found 12 or 13 thon- decision of ‘these momentous questions?
sand persons assemoled. The sight was imIt is to be [cared that we are deficient in
pressive and unusual. Twelve or thirteen | faith, and that we do not sufficiently show
thousand persons were sitting perfectly still our faith by our works.
We ask the chillacd listening to a speaker from a plain and ing question, chilling to our own hearts at
even‘ugly wooden platform.
least, “Will it pay?’ What a question for a
Christian to ask in view of daily experienTHE PRECIOUS THEME.
What did it mean ? a few words Soon ex- ces! What is the cost of the blood of
plain everything. In a sober, earnest, busi- Christ? What is the worth of a redeemed
ness-like way, a zealous man is seeking to soul? All the anxiety, toil, sacrifice for our
persuade men to give over lrying to save institutions of learning from the beginning
themselves and let Crist save them. He to this hour are abundantly repaid in the
illustrates his argument and appeal by a return which a single gragdnate has by the

Pm

I can not see through tears.

and

magnificently filled up with easy chairs,and
a sleeping car transformed into a car for
id waking» ‘passengers, aad last of all

“To'Witom all letters on business, remittances or
money, &e¢., should be sent. In writing to this office
‘the name of the State should always be given.
All communications designed ~ for publication®
should be addressed to the Editor, DOVER, N. H
Werms : $3.00 per year; or if paid strictly IN ADVANCE, $2,560
y
P
. y

.

cars,

and smoking cars, and a drawing-room

ESTABLISHMENT,

D. STEWART,

American-looking

cars come rolling up to the platform of a
midland counties railway station... There

Office, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H.
Rev.I.

[t was a singular and astonishing

sight to see seven great

FAMILY,

ISSUED

FREEWILL

STAR,

- Number

Circumstantial Evidence.

all the good the warld has gained. At least
of April, 1865, a
they started out
fér- a walk, joking each it is not clear, and no one can prove that
other as to their appearance. And well .any good was ever done by a public exe(hey might.
Their clothing was rough, cution, exeepting in stopping one criminal
travel-worn, dusty, and even mud-stained. in his career. ”
:
i
‘Their hands, fates, and necks were much
sun-burned, in spite ‘of the wide-brimmed
The hope having been expre$sed that th
hats they wore.
\Each carried a stick, or new Editof of the Methodist would see his
ratherya cudgel, cit as a souvenir on. some way cleat ‘“ to resist certain tendencies to
baitle-field, and thd hair and beard of each Congregationalism, ” the latter replies that
were longer than usual. Thus accoutered, ‘‘the tendencies towards Cangregatiozalism
they concluded to ca{l on Mr. Sumner. Ile are at least twenty years old, are all over
then had chambers at the corner of F and our connection, and are no stronger now
Thirteenth streets; they knew the house than they werein 1860. The delusive fact
well ; so, without ringing, they mounted the is that a church, like a baby, needs some
stairs and rapped at his door, using their almost exclusive cares, and provekes affecsticks. ‘When it appeared that the Senator tions
in those who attendto its wants that
was out they left the house, and,passing on, make official brethren forget, in appearconcluded to call on the President.
There ance at least, connectional duties much as
again they were disappointed, for it ap- fond mothers forget social responsibilities.
peared, when they rung at the White House, Beyond this tendency, which is harmless
that Mr. Lincoln had gone with some enough in practice, our Congregationalism
friends to the theater. On their way back can be put in a small basket. . . . .|
to their hotel, they stopped again at Mr, Methodism is too big to be put in anybody's
Sumner’s lodgings, and again went up to bushel basket ; and it is too zealously affectbis rooms, and rapped

at

his

door.

noise they made brought a servant
foot of the

stairs.

They

leaned

The

to
over

tween themselves, be worth while to_wait ?

And then they laughed at the evident) fear
the servant had of two such rough-looking
customers. As they were quite fatigued,
they went back to their hotel, and in the

to

learn

that

while they

were last at Mr. Sumner’s lodgings, the
shet had been fired that took the life of. Mr.
Lincoln.
— tO

sub-

The Popular Science Monthly
warning word about *“apoplexy 7:
If there is any one disease

that

has
the

The Ezaminer & Chronicle, appearing
in the exact and logical role, says that ‘‘accuracy in the use of language is a virtue
a
closely allied to sincerity. The careful and
just interpretation of Scripture can not be

dili-

gent brain-worker, a little past middle life
bas reason to fear, it is apoplexy. Although statistical evidence is wanting, the
physician coufirms the popular belief that

more of our distinguished men

are carried

off by this disease, or by one of its sequels,
paralysis, than by any other cause.
The
tend to produce such a re-

salt, and the best means of avoiding

:

REV. W. H. H. MURRAY.

The friends of Rev. W. H. H. Murray
tendered him an informal reception at ‘the
Deacon House in Boston, Tuesday evening.
During the .evening Mr. Murray made a
few brief remarks, in the course of which
he said that the prospects of the new society, over which he was to preside, were very
encouraging. The financial condition was
well assured, and it was proposéd to build
a church within a year, the probable cost of
which would be $175,000.

:

STATE INEBRIATE ASYLUMS.
At the annual meeting of the Massachusetts Medical Society held in
Boston last
week, Ira Russell, M. D., reag’’a paper on
¢¢ State Inebriate Asylums—ZLhe Expediency of their Establishment.”
said that

up to the present time intemperance

has

been treated almost entirely as a mental
and moral disease, ils physical character being ignored. He argued that there is justas
much propriety in compelling drunkards

to

to ‘machinery on purpose. remain in places where there is some likelisouls are saved, and Christ hood of their care as in confining the inby means of the subordina- sane. He declared himselfin favor of the
the great end of our system, establishment of small hospitals throughout
East and West, North and the State, each te contain its distinct class
South, will cling to connectional life. They of inebriates.
The paper elicited the warm
rejoice in the power, as shown by is fruits, approval of some, while others opposed the
of that form of union among ehurches which proposition.
they have inherited.
We never hear of
NEWTON THEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE,
Methodists inclining to Congregationalism
The Commencement exercises held last
except in times and at places where and
week at the Newton Theological Institute
when somebody, puffed up with a little
brief authority, istrying to put on a hard were made more interesting, as it was the
bit or crack a big whip.”
; fiftieth anniversary of the institution. The

——

Apoplexy.

influences which

towards personal righteousness to

ors.

the ordinate men
the But so Jong as
did is proclaimed,
he tion of men to
be- our Methodists

balustrade and questioned her. When
the Senator go out ? Did he say when
should return? Would it, they queried

morning woke

ed

The line is still in the hands of the contract-

them,

too earpestly insisted on.

But

an error

either may be consistent with soundness,
doctrine.

One may

be

subsfantially

in

Rev. Alvah Hovey, D. D., deelaborate historical address om

the occasion. The speaker said that various
experiments were tried to procure funds,
but there was no permanent endowment until 1854, when at a meeting of

it was decided

to make

the

may not agree;
but what theology ‘condemns as heresy the Bible also condemns,
in terms of solemn energy to which we do

trustees

a permanent

en-

dow ment of $100,000, of which $35,000 was

of subscribed ‘at once by the truslees

right

though nominally wrong.
The Biblical
and the Theological definition of: heresy

well to take heed.”

President,
livered an

present.

In December, 1867, the interest ot $100,000 was found inadequate and was~increas-

ed to $150,000, which was raised to $200,000 in 1869. At the end of fifty years an iastitution should

have

numbers

about seven

this

now

number

many

an
were

alumni,

and

this

hundred.

Of

country

pastors,

fifty-four had become missionaries, fifty-five
briefly to disThe Watchman & Refleclor reports the had become presidents and professors in
cuss.
case of a paster who on lately giving the
A middle-aged physician said one day to hand of fellowship to some Christian con- colleges, not including those who were enthe writer: “ As I was walking down the verts, also gave them this excellent advice: gaged in the freedmen’s bureau; many had
street after dinner I felt a shock in the back “1 would also commend to you the impor: become authors of note and twenty had beof my head, as if some one had siruck me; tance of being well informed, and Mivisep come editors.
I have not felt well since. I fear I shall you to take some religious periodical for
TERRIFIC STORM IN PARIS.
Simultancously with the murder of the die, just as all my ancestors have, of paralyvour aid in this direction.
An aecA
vidlent
siorm passed over Puris on
President, two rough, stalwart men had sis. What shall I do?” The answer was,
f!
REFLECTIONS HOMEWARD.
quaintance with what is transpiring outside | Wednesday,
Much window
glass was
@one twice to Mr. Sumner's rooms; and ‘ Diminish the tension on the blood vessels,
of your own limited circles of observaiion,! broken and thousands of chimneys blown
The meeting over, [ visit my friends, have
their suspicious demeanor bad so frightened and there need be no fear of tearing them
and especially in the wide religious world,
supper and a long talk, find another long
The storm extended to the South of
the women-servants who saw them, that no in a weak place.” Now this expresses in is essential to your greatest usefulness, and over.
train of Pullman cars waiting for me at the
France,
where, it is expected, serious dawmplain terms the exact cause of #poplexy in the constant reading of such a paper as I
concurrent story bad been obtained
from
railway station, to which place I am assistage
was
caused. The damage done Paris
them as to the appearance of the intruders. the great majority of instances;
and it is have now recommended will help you very
ed to get by another street-car, and so |
alone is estimated at 11,000,000 franes.
The
servants
had
been
carefully
examined
one,
too,
which
every
one
has
it
in
his
powcome byck home.
There were sleepers now
muchin becoming well informed in matA blood-vessel of the brain,
HONORS TO CARL SCHURZ.
‘in the * sleeping-car;” and loungers in the and their every word had been phonograph - er to prevent.
ters of great importance.”
We wish that
drawing-room car were settling down to ed; drawings of the suspicious visitors had from causes which will presently be men- pastor had more mmitators in that respect.
Mr. Schurz is receiving bovors in the
tioned, has lost some of its elastic strength§
rest.
I went to my own place where a soft been made by artists from the description
—
5
fatherland. On Tuesday evening a banquet
cushion invited not sleep but quiet contem- shown to them, and altered again and again food i abundant, digestion is good; blood
The Christian Era, speaking of Sunday in honor of him was given in Burlin, at
plation ; and easy and pleasant was the antil they - could no looger suggest any is izade in abundance, but little is worked school work, says that ‘ many thoughtful which eighty gentlemen were present, of
night-journeys-and when (here glimmered change in form or feature. Photographs of off by exercise; the tension on every ar- persons bave seen with regret some of the whom about forty were Americans. Mr.
the dawn im the. East and twittered the these had the, been placed in the bands of tery and vein isat a waximum rate; . the newer elements of Sunday school work, the S. made speeches ‘in both German aud
mocking-birds round the College, [ went to the detectives, but up-to this-time no tidings even circuitous flow is temporarily im- bids for popular applause, the dramatic English. If he speaks his nativi tongua
my own musing on the rapidity with which had been gained as to the persons coughs, peded ai some point, throwing a dangerous shows at concerts, etc., etc. But the higher’ as well as his adopted one, his German
pressureoo another; the vessel which has
in religion and locomotion we are Amer: They wight have come up from hell and
surely to be congratulated
interest imparted to Bible study, and the hearers are
then gone back there, forall he could learn, lost its elastic strength gives way, blood is
canizing our institutions.
:
broader range over which the International Among the distinguished persons present
the Secretary said, But so long as they penred out, a clot is formed, which, by-its
Troms GOADBY,
were several members of the Prussian Diat.
ied
were undiscovered,—or at least so long us pressure produces complete untonscious- Lessons sweep, overbalance these evils,
We believe that Sunday scheol scholars
RS
fh (fh fi gh AE—
A TERRIBLE EARTHQUAKE.
their identity was not known, Mr. Stanten ness, This is the apoplectic stroke.
It were never SO prosperous, were never so
will be percéived that there are two leading
We
are
sadly reminded that the days of
| Men are essentially the same to-day that thought it ansolutely necessary that sowe
well manned by capable and earnest teachearthquakes and the fearful loss of lives ofithey were 2,000 years azo, and the gospel care should be taken of Mr. Sumner, 8o no- conditions upon which the production of erg, and never yielded so good fruit,”
en occasioned by them, are not yet past.
which they needed then they have not out- toriously care'ess was he fo his own safety. the stroke depends; a lessened strength in
mn
A Havana despatch, dated on Friday, says:
grown the need of yet, The same ob- On hearing these deaails, Mr. Suamnen the vessel, and an increased tension on
i
stacles in the way of divineness of life hind- ceased to demand the removal of the guard, ‘6
The Christian Union says that ¢ church News has been received bere, by the way
er meu now which hindered them ages ago, though he jocosely professed to be more
There are no vessels carrying blood to debts are becowing a nuisance and scandal 3 of 8t. Thomas, of a terrible eurthquake in
and the same heart-melting and conscience- alraid of them than of those they were to and from the varieus organs of the body church loans an incubus. which none but the’ New Grenada.
Destruction 1s the greatest
quickening truths will be as effective now defend him against. Perhaps he bad rea- which so frequently rupture as those in the best saints have grace enough to carry; in the valley of Cucpta, on the Venezuelan
as they were in the days of the first preach- son, for the soldiers had refreshments each brain. The causes that produce this result church finances more than a match for an frontier. It is reported that 16,000 lives
night at his expense, and the kind of re- are the fatty degeneracy of the middle ar- angel's wisdom.”
ers.— Liberal Christian.
. | were lost by the calamity.
q
at

Gi

it

In Scribner for June we find some interesting recollections of Charles Sumner, by
his former Secretary, Mr. A. B. Johnson.
The following extract is an account ( and
explanation) of the plot to assassinate Mr.
Sumner in 1866:
or
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are the objects we propose
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-

:

A

The heads of 1 18 households. avswered for

i”
is

.

QUESTIONS
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see Lesson Papers.)

SAUL

1
GoLoex

-

AND

CHOSEN.

hence.”

SAMUEL 10:17—24.
Text : —

He gave thé

The people were now eager to see

their fature king, and with shouts

and con-

their gratulations bring him ind the presence of

request,
but sent leanness into their souls.”
Ps.116 : 15.
eer

the elders, Samuel and the high priest.
¢ And when Le stood among the people, he
was higher than any of. the people from his

Notes and Hints.
“The following “events are in the’ record
as intervening between (he one considered

cal form

last Sabbath, and the one we are to study

portant

in this lesson:

tain who went into

Saul's coming

had preferred him,

to the proph-

shoulders and upward.” ' In our. day physi-

isthe

that woul

last qualification’

be designated.

then when

for office

It was all-im-

the leader

was a chief-

the conflict, and

by ‘his

personal strength and kill proved bis fitness for his position. Battles often turned
Saunl’s selection for the throme of Israel on the physica’ qualities of the chief. Sammade to Samuel, and his entertainment of son was thus qualified to judge Israel, GoSaul; the anointing of Saul; the spirit of liah to command Philistia, ang the mighty
offiprophecy coming over Saul so that he men under David to be his rte
prophesied ; his concealment of Samuel's cers.

et to learn.where to find .some animals that
~had strayed away; the announcement of

predictions.
17. Toe CONVENTION.
‘‘ And Samuel
called the people together unto the Lord to
‘Mizpeh.” The place, it will be remembered, was northwest of Jerusalem, about five
Jules away from it. The phrase, * finto
the Lord to Mizpeh,” implies that the taber%
" a macle was there, and explains. why this as-

sembly

took place

there instead of at Ra-

mah, where the elders came

demanded a king.

to Samuel and

der a king.

The full name of Israel's God
because

that

was associated with their
Egypt.

The

Jehovah,

name, Jehovah,

deliverance from
God

of Israel, ad-

dressed Pharaoh, and léd him to ask, “Who
is Jehovah, that I should obey his voice to
Jet Israel go?” The God of Israel, Jehovah, had also
the nation, in

24,

Tue

APPLAUSE

OF

THE

PEOPLE.

“And Samuel said to-all the people, see ye

him whony the Lord hath chosen, that there
is none
And all
save the
into the

like him among all the people.
the people shouted, and said, God
king.” Samuel enters unselfishly
enthusiasm of the hour. He de

clares Saul to be the choice of God.
He
points ont his evidert fitness to be captain
of a people surrounded with foes, who

This convention was of nfust be fouxht hand: to hand.

a more general character than the one from
which the request for a King proceeded.
18, 19. WHAT THE LORD SAID. * Thus
saith the Lord God of Israel: I brought up
Israel out of Egypt, and delivered "you out
of the hand of the Egyptians, and out of the
- hand of all kingdoms, and of them that oppressed you.” This allusion to the glorious
events of their history was made to show
the folly of expecting greater blessings unis mentioned

wrought the deliverance of
Canaan, from the kingdoms

that oppressed them. The book of Judges
gives account of many of the interpositions
of Jehovah, here spoken of. The kingdoms
* ot Mesopotamia, Judges 3 110, of Moab,

- Judges 3:15, of Canaan, Judges 4:3, 15, of
Midian, Judges 6:2, 7; 7:20—22, of Philistia and of Ammon, Judges 10:7, 8, oppressed Israel, but Jehovah had delivered

Sumuel has
ndéknowledge of the future history of Saul,

nor®f the, way ‘authority would affect his
character.

The shout of the people

ly was, ** Let the king live.”

literal-

Allthe mna-

government Samuel

clamored still for a king.

Saul was given,

essary connection

powers.

sees a rejection of God

as governor of Israel.

There

between

was no nec

government

for “souls, comparative

good willbe aecomplished.

li

=

by

aking and the rejéction of Jehovah as governor and king; one did not involve the

ministry more asp

Letas glodfy
is.

emoluments nowhere

else

found.

If no more, they looked upon

a

the |

Whitefield, and

allude

others.

effected a radical

change.

influence of such

preaching;

the neglect of the cross, if to run

in ways

of pleasure that shut our Lord out of the
heart, or if to g8 with lively but wicked com-

panions, or to read ‘works that poison the

imagination or our confidence in the gospel,
other. - But Samuel read the disposition of or to do any other act that sets Jesus aside,
Cling to
the people, saw through their, motives, and that temptation, that act refuse.
knew that they desired this change because Jesus. Have him for king though Saal be

matter with all the candor that

good

works,

creased faithfulness, and to a lite

to

of right-

eousness as it is in Christ Jesus our. Lord.
Let ministers, filled with the Holy Ghost, as
was the case in apostolic times, raise the

possessed

an

showed

even,

well-

husband,

If he can find

which some one had left

displeasure had kept him

on ihe

back.

. Now, all

was on his feet,

He

intended

te ask for

the prayers of Christians, but he could uot
speak. Silently and slowly the tears fol
lowed each other

down

his

cheeks,

while

bis strong, muscular frame shook with emotion. Only a few moments did this terrible
silence last,and then Lynn Carlton dropped
on his knees. In an instant his tongue wag
loosed, and oh, what a prayer followed! It
was a prayer bggun with deep, wailing
ciies for merey, and ending with sweet,
glad, earnest praises for deliverance.
God had chosen his own means.
His
blessing rested upon the spoken word, and
a wondrous revival of his grace spread
through all the surrounding neighborhood.

in

in-

mouth

those fears were stilled.
Scarcely bad the clear tones of the speaker's voice died away ere this young man

every heart. Let there be much prayer
and watchfulness in connection with the
reading of the Scriptures. - Le{ Christians
exhort one another to

set

much, I'd go; for I do believe in woman's
rights.”
;
Provided that woman is. not my wife—he
should have added, but did not.
Lynn Carlton had several times attended
the meefing at the Creek, and already begm (g See himself asa lost ‘sinner, unless
Christ should give him life. On the evening
of which I write, Mrs, J. preached with
more than her usual freedom and power.
Her text was, ** And ye will not come to
me, that ye might have life.” Lyun's heart
was touched. All the deep, thrilling “impujses of his nature were aroused.
Until
this time the thought of his father's stern

into .chis

felt

she

speaker

brown-haired

preaching at the Creek, have they?.I1 declare, if it was n't for ‘encouraging them so

the nature

be

The

boy,” said Mrs. Carlton, rising.
¢« Oh,let him go. It's unly the amusement
he cares for, I know.
ILsun bas too munch
of a mind tobe caught in their traps. Some
father in that boy. - So they bave a woman

the

No doubt there are any,
hereafter, will remember

Jpn the bright
that winter with

songs of thanksgiving.
On the ‘evening of bis soul's deliverance,
‘as Lynn Carlton walked alone through the
woods on his way home from meeting, he

standard of the Cross, and urge the churches to higher attainments in the divine life. looked up at the beautiful stars and thanked
If this were done from Sabbath to Sabbath, God that he, the Maker of all this wondrous
in public and in private, how long would beauty, had deigned to come to Lis heart
they were weary of the devotion to Jeho- left without a crown, for Jesus is the King it be before the church and ministry would and waken there this new joy aud trust,
(3) Be sound at the core. Saul was increase in spirituality and strength, and be Then he wondered what his duty would be
vah which successful government by judges of kings.
he
made necessary. They said, ‘“ Not Jeho- a man of appearance; very modest
that night. Could he go directly to his own
a power in the earth, before which the comseemed
;
very
valiant;
very
goodly
to
bevah for our king, not the King of kings, but
- bined powers of Satanic darkuess would be room without speaking of the events of the
evening? Would this not prove to his faSaul or some other man shall rule over us.” hold. But his heart wa¥ vain. Before Go- conipelled to yield ?
ther that he was ashamed of Christ? But
Men reject the Lord when they say, ** Nay, liah he was a coward ; and he hunted like a
Rutland, O.
He was not
what could he do? Finally, he decided that,
not as thou wilt, but as I will;” not as thy hound for the life of David.
sound in heart; elevation, authority, honor
with God's help, he would do the duty of
truth teaches but as my reason teaches; not
Purity of Life.
/
every present moment.
‘by the way of Christ and his cross, not by brought out his defects, No man, no youth
with its temptations,
Lynn found his mother reading alone by
faith, baptism, church membership and hely can meet prosperity
A correspondent,
“*C. L. M.,” sends a comnot
the fire, his brothers having retired for the
living, but by my own plans, merits’ and if not sincere, true, pure in heart, and
munication
with
the
above
tit'e,the
otject
of
righteousnesses will Ibe saved. Not so have be overcome. The trial hour hastens to which is to show the mischievous influence night and his father was on
tha lounge,
and all unannounced
seemingly
in
deep
sleep.
our fathers heen saved, not so are we to be all; perbaps quietly
with a roar on which certain professors of Christianity exsaved. Our prayer and attitude of soul be it comes; perhaps it pursts
* Well, Lynn, have you had a pleasant
ert by wrong habits, like tobacco-using,
the
soul;
but
if
the
heart
is
true to Jesus,
evening?”
asked his mother, looking up
this: * Thy kingdom come; thy will be
Ie proceeds as folthe man are sound at the horse-tiading, &e.
from her book.
done.” “Now therefore present yourselves if the boy and
v
core, they, having the root¥f the matter in lows:
‘“ Yes, mother, very pleasant.
I never
before the Lord by your tribes, and by your
Let us take (he life of the Saviour for an
them,
will
find
with
every
temptation
a
was
so
happy
as
now,”
*
was
the
reply.
thonsands.” The tribes, as far back as the
way of escape, and, what is more, will walk exadiple. There we find nothing but what
time of Moses, were subdivided into thcu** Why, what bas taken place?”
was elevating in.its tone, and he always enin
it.
i
sands, hundreds, fifties. Nu. 31:14, The word
“1 have given my heart to Jesus Chuist.
deavored
to
lead
those
around
him
to
a
x
thousands seems to be used here as equiva- | higher plane of life. ‘“ A man of sorrows This has brought me happmess,”
To
21.
verse
““ I always supposed you were happy belent to families. Compare
and acquainted with grief,” he daily gave
fore,”
present themselves * before the Lord bv
steadfast
firm,
that
followers
forth to his
* But]I wasn't, mother.
For three or
tribes and by families” meant to have reptrust in his Heavenly Father that taught
pass
four
years
I
have
had
a
longing,—an
inresentatives of the tribes and families
them to look up and endeavor to: learn
The Church and Ministry.
tense yearning for a higher, nobler life, I
by the ark and the high priest,that he might
more of the eternal life.
i.
BY SELAH HIBBARD BARRETT.
i
knew I was not prepared either to live or
designate by lot the one selected of God to
There are too many profeséors of religion
ie
el
A
die aright.” There was a quick- movement on
furnish the king.
Thé church and ministry are of divine ap- whose example is such that, whatever they
20. Tae TrisE OF BENJAMIN CHOSEN. pointment, specially designed for the bene- may. say, it ‘does not tend to lead the uncon- the lounge, and the young man paused a

Communications,

« And

when ‘Samuel

had caused

all the

fitof believers, who, by consecration,

have

tribes of Israel to eome near, the tribe of given themselves to God.
They become
Benjamin was taken.” It is most probable members of the living church, with holy
that this selection was made by lots cast be- aspirations kindled in their hearts. This
In a similar way, it will be flame should be kept burning; if allowed
fore the Lord.
remembered; Achan was taken. We find to go out, the professor of religion becomes
also that the Jot~thus cast was regarded as again as the man of the world.
Though
under the direct coutrpl of God. Prov. 16: he may have a name to live, yet, so far as
83. By lot, Canaan was appottioned to the his spiritual life is concerned, he is dead,~a
es was detected, 1 Sam. 14: mere corpse.
; Jonathan
trib
42; the scape goat was selected and many
It is
other parficalar

choices

settled.

It was a

Just so in regard to the ministry.

instituted for the benefit of the ehurch,

and

common practice, even in apostolic days, to
to lead souls to heaven. Let the minister
decide iy lot. . Acts 1:26. Thus the tribe
forget his mission, lose within his soul
of Benjamin was now taken.
holy aspirations of love and devotion
those
he
* When
21, ¢ Savr DesiGNATED.
to his Lord and Master, and he becomes,
bad caused the tribe of Benjamin to come like Samson, as another man, shorn of hig

near by their families, the family of Matri
was taken;

and Saul, the son of Kish, was.

strength, and lost

to

the

church

and

the

Though he may still keep on the
taken ; and when they sought him he could world.
priesthood, and go through

. .

fy

of the
not befound.” The choice thus indicated robes
with all the formulas of the church, yet it
_ ‘was regarded as the choice of God, and no
his guilt in the sight
one could rebel against it. That Saul was will in no wise lessen
Why ? Behypocrisy.
his
to be chosen he already knew, and ‘when he of God, or hide
to useessential
so
ons
qualificati
the
heard the announcements, and saw the cir- cause
Great
lacking,
are
ministry
the
in
fulness
ele narrowing ‘around him, unobgerved he
apparent
‘and
abilities,
went and hid himself. He did not wish to learning, eminent
supply the lack.
i’ appear eager to adept the responsibility,but sanctity and zeal, will not
desirable qualifications,
to appear to be aware of his unfitness for Though these ave
love of Christ and a
the
of
ute
destit
if
yet,
the position. He was modest hefore so many

fy

moment, then

verted to repentance, or the young children
to continue

striving

to

reach

standard they have reared in

their mind's

eye. It leads them to look upon their own
life and compare it with those around them.
those around him, the chances
feclthat,it no better,he is equally

having reached this conclusion, and™Ngnow-

until your reason is gone?

through carelessness,

come here to sect yourself up
authority?

we,

to

allow habits

our lives

critic's eye, eagerly searching for some flaw
that they may use it as an argument against

‘Then

in the sight of those who

Let not young converts feel that

the

ex-

ample of those with whom they ‘associate is
the one for them to. follow, but look to the
Saviour and his apostles, and there we find
that their chief aim was to leAd sinners to
repentance,

strengthen, the

and ever

They cast aside the world,
p

fathér,”

was

and

gave

wenk,

their

cease

and

Now I
the God
me for-

Or havey
against

my

more

truly

your

the

answer.

sane, or a more

ravings,

frig
Never

let

fall another word of this nonsense beneath
this roof. Keep away from those meetings ;
from those people. I expect to be obeyed,
and in the light of reason, you will eue day
thank me for this,”
There was a few moments silence, then
Mr. Carlton's tones were quick, almost
painful, as he asked, ‘ Lynn, were your
?
| cistars there to-night?"
\
]

f

we

Lanlse:

4

be:

i

were

5)

\

|

:

en

yet through with all the com.
pounds, The school is three ‘miles distant,
and it is rather hard to walk to the place,
examine the school and return in time for

the morning.

‘They can’t live down to the

Creek any. longer ; not even to go to school.
They'll bave allmy family turned #gainst

anything else this dreadfully hot weather.
Three other schools have been started this

quarter, but 1 an not sure that they will go
The great lack is a proper place,

But I tell you I on long.

If this state of things is to

The other schools

are progressing slowly,

but surely.

In my school,the second teach.

children by the light of .reason—that I will;

have a man

who

of you.”

ot the church at Balasore. He professes to return from his backslidings, stillif he
knows anything of heart piety he don't

The ¢ state of things” which Mr, Carlton so much lamented, did continue; con-

The other teacher ‘professes to be a firm

months,

I'll go where I can’ guide

my

er has been dismissed ‘and in his place we

segm

was formerly a member

to know

how

to give
a proof of it.

tinned until members of every family in believer in Christ, and ' denounces ‘heathenthat immediate neighborhood were rejoic: ism, but he does not break caste, and has
| no discernible courage. Many of our old puing in God's forgiveness,
True to his rash. vow, PCariion pre- pils have left. -Seme have married, some
pared to leave.” He sold hi$ farm, and, have gone to M. andB. to teach, and some
taking all his family—much against their have gone lo work.: Others omght to go if
wishes—removed to a comparatively new we could find places for them. Seven little
girls have been] received from Bhimpore,
settlement in the south-west.
“Now,” he said, trinmpbantly, ‘1 can four from Balasore and one from Santiguide my family as I will. No interference pore. All these changes have served to
Some of
Not a church in the place, and a make work harder-than usual.
here.
stranger here would never mistrust we had those. who have left are greatly missed, and
any Sunday.

Lynn will

goon tire of going

hengefdrth T am going to keep some of the

off to pray alone, for I'll tell him he's left very best here. A few who have just pass.,
bis God up in Wisconsin with those fanatics. ed sixteen bave shown some spiritof in.’
I'll have it all my own way yet, wife, though subor@#ination, but are. yieldmg, and find
I do half pity the boy. He ‘looked solemn | they have gained more shame than honor.
thie wiser for their
as the judgment when I torbade him to speak They will probably be
latg
,
experienee—Pudsday
evenings we
of his religion in my presence. How firmly
a prayer meeting for all who go out
he spoke, though, didn't he, when he said, have
‘I can pray for you, father, and I must.’ to teach, and every Saturday evening each
I know I storuged fearfully,
but I declare to one reports how many have daily attended
you, Susan, I never came so near breaking through the week. Saturday Pp. m., I have,
a meeting for the younger, members of the
down in all my life.” ~~
“] Tr ensyered Mrs. €arlton, meekly, church, and for seekers. None have been
“I wig
yon wouldn't trouble Lynn so baptized here for a year or more. The
about his religion. You know there never church has been relieved of some of -its
was a better boy than be. Only the other
day, I beard Albert and Thomas saying they
never saw a fellow change for the better as
Lyon bad. Don’t you think it would be as
well not to trouble hiia any more? ”

«Tl let him alone now.

I can afford it.

worse than

*“ dead weights,” and could it

be saved from a few more

there

would

be

some hope of ils prospering. There are
some praying girls whom I should liketo
welcome into t0€ church, and hope the
way may be clear soon. Hoping this will

find all the members of the Board well and
enjoying spiritual prosperity, I retain,
yon Carlton "did not forget /bis- with kindest Christian love to all,
?
L. crawrolfp.” ’.
. He was not one to dény his
Nlasore,
April
13.
Lord. Quietly, but faithfully he worked,
and prayed, and hoped. And when, wo
Broken and Contrite.
years later; an evangelist came to that
place to hold a few meetings, he lound that
BY HOPE.
/
a
——
the godd seed had "already been sown, and
The
sky
¥eams
down
on
the
waiting brook
a.most abundant harvest followed, In this
revival Mrs, Carlton and Lynn's brothers Which sipiles baek the blue with a trustful look.
and sisters all came to Christ and found for- Pale violets-n0il o'er the water's side,
fill forget that nonsense called rehgion

As sweetly as/ifmy hope hud not died.

giveness,

blessed

of the

is now a preacher

"Lynn

bim say,

Gospel, and the writer once heard

« Fatlfer writes that he feels as though he
stood all alone.
He has learned that
although he may run away from religious
neighbors, he.can not flee from the presence

of God, and he no longer opposes religion.
We are all praying for him,” he continued,
and the glad light of trust made his fuce
radiant as he said, * and I fully believe that
my dear father will yet rejoice in the fallness of our Saiviour's love.”

had

After that job was done, our

outside

treat these girls as though théy

though{

them quite superior to themselves.

As long as we stayed at Surgie's, more or
less wee around the door all the time,to ask
questions and to listen to the simple’ truths
ot Christianity. The women crowded into
our little prayer meeting and were very
quiet. Not one had a word to say in favor
of idolatry. At the girl's house, twelve
miles distant, where we staid over night,
many came around to see and hear.

Some

of the men tried to put the girls to silence
by their arguments,
bit would not say much
against anything 1 uttered. They
‘were
still while we had eveping worship, and as
soon as that was over;

manner

hegan

‘of praying.

to

It was

praise our

very

‘goed

to worship God thus.” They praised our
forbearance too. Said we had shown no
anger at anything they had said,

and when

the Sahib and native preachers were

there,

they also were. good-tempered!

‘The next

day we went a little out of our

way to call

on Bros.

Phillips

in the tent.

and Marshall, who were

We até there, and had an ex-

cellent time talking and singing to the people in the village, especially to the women,
Some seemed hungry for the Word.
On
the way home I called at another heathen

village
Some
say is
thing
On

and was

most kindly

received.

said, ** We know ..every word you
{rue.” Oh, that they would do somebesides listen and applaud !
reaching home the evening of the

2nd day,

1 thought a chair or table (to

say nothing of a bed) great luxuries.
In Feb., visited all of our Hindoo schools
‘again, and was encouraged. In March,

notwithstanding

“ Look up, not down,” sang on God's bird?

“ Not down for the Father hath sént ypu
word
That he caretlyfor sparrows that fluttering (all,
And for hearts that are broken more than all.”
Shall the-fall of a sparrow claim God’s thought,
And a dying soul go down unsought?
The fountain of blood may be open still,
For the washing of whosoever will.

O soul! thou art erimson-stained with sin;

the

schools were visited, and afler my company lefr, Twith a few of the girls went to
visit two of the girls who are married. One
of them lives six miles from us, the other
twelve. All their neighbors are heathen,

but they

]

the heart to win;

Still something whispers, * He came to save.”

great pleasure of a visit from sister Bacheler and her daughter and the two young
ladies recently arrived. We liked the new
With sister B's help, the
comers much.
most forward classes in school were pretty
thoroughly examined. That took several
days.

And never dying they ever must ache.

this quarter

In Jan. we

bard ‘work.

Or sing no more, for hearts must break,

Silent and bound lies hope in her grave,

——
fp P—

There is not much to report

¥xcept

Wild songs are gushing from clearest throats,
O birds! you mock me; sing mournful notes,

Christ dies no more

Missionary Work.

also,
was

look on with a dutiful son than I am now."

the religion which we profess.

closed

)

« Neither,

be-

«I never

come formed that tend to corrupt

it

kept

boots, and Mr. Carlton stdod before his son,
“Lynn, Lynn Carlton—are you mad? Have
you listened to the ravings of these fanatics

to compare their lives with those of the Sav-

»
take heed lest

have

There was a quick bound, a stanip of heavy

ing that such persons consider their souls
saved, they naturally consider that they also are safe, and’settle down into this "condition, until something suddenly leads them
four and his apostles.
us, therefore,
Let

* Often, very

on:

have opened the door, and Jesus,
I love, has come in, bringing
Mtv
giveness and joy. ”

good,an

as

went

barred against him vntil to-night.

will

are he

T

my heart, but

with

And when a person compares himself

he

often. I have been kept awake nights studying upon these things, Many a time has
the blessed Saviour.knocked at the door of

that high

4

approve? if I have to go where there dre neither
There is schools nor meetings. Remember this—all

« Bo¥ Lyon willnot go to-night if you
object. You know hes always a dutiful

of the subject demands. : Let them be the
first reformers, and then they will be able
to reform the church, or be able to bring
it up to the proper -standard of religions
duty.
sie
Let the true spirit of devotion

firmly

to

table, and, with a sneer of contempt toward
the book, continued, “How absurd ! What
perfectly ridiculous notions. Iam glad my
children have too much father about them
to care for such trash.”

church and ministry are retrograding ; that
is, falling back in the old paths, seeking
popularity and worldly emoluments,

ers of the everlasting gospel, look

to go

and as Mr. Carlton spoke, he tossed aside a

the

places,

there.”

“ Yes, Susan, let him go.

forth as a messenger of God, he aceomplished a noble work in this great reform.
These influences have not yet: ceased, Lut
it is to be feared that, in many

—

any amusement in those. shouting, tearing
meetings, I've no ohjections. I fancy there
dre enough of my principles in that boy's
mind to keep out all such foolish nonsense ;"

and, going

both there,”

won't bear it.

whom she addressed gs ** Father.”

was

@

Susie. and

continue, I'll leave Wisconsin in less than six

self-willed, exacting man like her

soon

under

God.

pleasant-faced;

whose

Testament,

vy

father,

me—those fanatics will.

balanced mind and temper, but withal she
was one who could not but fear a strong,

that,

Randall

converted, | though - indirectly,

preacher

plainly that

‘“ as the body without the spirit is dead, so
faith without works is dead also.”
They
went forth as flaming heralds of the Cross,
arousing the chureh from the repose into
which it bad fallen, and showing to a lost
world the plan of redemption.
Like the
apostles, they preached the Word plainly
and boldly, and the consequences were a
great reformation, only second to that of
Calvin and Luther.
:
The thrilling pathos and fervent appeals
of Whitefield, in this country, among the
New England and Southern churches,

which

MARILLA.

——

lady

woman,

to Wesley,

They taught

BY

was a sgl],

warning, and to exhibit the outburstings of

= We

our influence’

meeting again to-night, do you
He doesn't tke %o ask you.

to be

“ Yes,

In the purity of our

« Father, Lynn says he wants

oS

life.

those

glorified.

The example we live is the. one

~

from the depths of their hearts, to give the
inner

God

Fleeing from

Whilg this state of things existed, a few
men were led to see the destructive - consequences of this course, and were moved,

the

whntSof

brings forth the greatest results,

ministry as a profession that would afford a

competency.

y,

God might

daily lives, for here:is where

conferring

certain

}

to the Soul's

around them, thi

©.

profession,

}

‘whole attention

tion was rot enthusiastic over this selection. Verse 27. They disdained
Mim beNow is the time to pause and consider
canse of his previous obscurity, their envy,
upon this subject.” It is quite apparent, at
or, it may be, from some acquaintance with
‘least fo many rainds, that the overshadow.
2
his personahdefects.
A prophet is not hon- ing influences of the world are beginning
ored in his own country and among his own
to blight the most fondly cherished proskin; no more is the king whom the Lord
pects and hopes of the church.
We see
bath chosen. eae
not that general ingathering of souls to the
»'Samuel wrote out the constitution of the fold of Christ as in former times; and even
monarehy thus éstablished, perhaps simply
many of those who do outwardly’ put on
transcribed what he found in the Mosaic
Christ, are not so fully devoted to the inlaw on the subjeet; and then put his book terests of religion as could be desired.
in the ark-before the Lord. Thus a bloodBut where does the fault lay? Evidently
fess, but an unwise revolution was effected
with the church. and ministry.
They are
in Israel.
z
said to be the light of the workl.
Now if
The Jesson may instruct us practieally {dn this light be hid, how great is the darkseveral respects.
(1) Let us not persist when
ness! And we see enough of this darknesg
God warns. The Israelites pressed on for
to be admonished to duty. When danger
a king; told that this involved and meant
is near at hand, itis certainly unwise not to
a rejection of God, that God
had hithheed it. Then let the ministry, the preacherto been their king and deliverer, they

but he did not answer. the expectation of
Samuels the people, brought them distresses, burputs these facts before the convention and dens, woes. When God warned they perwarns them not to expect from any earthly sisted. God has warnegus of sin; shall
king so glorious a leadership as this. ** And we persist in it? (2) Refuse everything
you have this day rejected your God who that sets Christ, our king, aside. However
himself saved you out of all your adversi- the temptation comes, if to be personally
ties and tribulations; and ye have: said unto honored at expense of loyalty to Jesus, if
him, nay, but set a king over us.” .In to gain money at tke expense of the will of
the request for a change in the mode of Jesus, if to trust in the goodness of self to
the nation from all these

yearning

den
This is thereason why revivals, two
{heir members, for it Sal had been persontories,
were
less
frequent
and
‘exten:
ally called ont before the priest, he- would
sive. In the elergy,theré was no deficiency
not have been able to hide away.
If
22, 23. SavL Brovenr ¥orTH; His. Ap- of natural and acquired endowments,
possible,
the
men,
of
that
gge
were
more
PEARANCE. The people that condueted the
selection of the king knew not whether Saul thoroughly diseiplined than at the present
had come to Mizpeh. God told themhe was time. But many of them greatly lacked
vital piety and full consecration to the
there hid among the baggage of the encampwork.
They were men of pleasure rather
J ment; ** behold ke hath hid himself among
than
men
of God.
They looked upon’ the
the stuff. And théy ran and fetched him

Sabbath School Lesson,—June 20.
-*

the Lord

RE

S. S. Departmont,

above whom

3

the

great

Isaac May.

Rev, Isaac May died of lung fever, in
Townsend, O., Dec. 5,.1874, aged 78 years.
He

was

born

in Strafford, Vt.,

and at an

early age removed with his parents to New
York and settled in Livingston Co. At the

age of 19, he was
Millen.

married to Rachel

Mec-

In 1824, he removed to Sandusky

Co., O., where, in 1829, he experienced the

loss of his wife by death, and in the following year he was married to the sister of his

former wife,

Bro. May

the age of 18,

under

was converted at

the

labors

of Elder

Millard, and united with the Christian denomination ; but on his removal to Ohio, he
united with the M. E, church. On becom-

ing acquainted

with the F.

Baptists he

found himself in accord with them, and
united with the York church in the Huron
Q. M. In 1831, Bro. M. was ordained by
a council consisting of Rev's John Wheeler

and Jno. Mugg

and Bro. Seth C. Parker,

and was soon after employed as an itinerant
to travel in the Huron

Q, M.

The

-increas-

ing demands of his family, however, made
it necessary for him to give up this field of
labor and settle on the farm which be occupied until his dzath. A great deal of ministerial labor devolved on him in connection
with his home cares such as falls to the lot
of the pioneer minister usually. Soon after his settlement in Townsend, he organized a church and became its pastor,and lived
to'enjoy many precious revival seasons, and
some of the saved will doubtless

meet

him

in the land of the blest.

As a minister and a Christian, Bro. May
was a ‘model of meekness and sympathy
with the cause of God and for human welfare, and, in the prime of life, was an inter-

esting preacher.
His lasi illness was brief,
but.it found him ready and much comforted
by the presence of all his family ( two living in Mich.) during his closing hours to
receive his last benediction. Of his children, four by his first and five by his second
wife survive him. The [funeral services

were

conducted

May

the "blessing

by

Rev.

of God

Joht
rest

Ashley.
upon

his

surviving family apd bring them te the
heat, I

went all around again, This time I
one school was now daily opened by
ing the Bible, singing and prayer. A
number of heathen came to see and

and some of the women

Rev.

found
readgood
hear,

spoke revilingly

of their own religion, In several of the
schools hymns are sung and verses of the
Bible learned, but I am not aware that any
‘others are opened with prayer. The school

Christian's

rest

If the Christian
and joyous

in

world,

heayen,
JAMES ASHLEY.

world

were

taking

all

a peaceful
the os

ess,
things of this life in gratitude and gladn
while holding itself pure

from

corruption,

ard
and not fearing death, but looking forw

has nearly forty pupils and is supported
by that timely donation from Whitestown,

to another
witli unwavering faith and hope
which’ it
als
reviv
the
happier life peyond,
and the tual,
perpe
be
d
woul
struggles for
would"
for
it prays
which
millennium

All

come,

at the Gope, which was commenced

commenced

with

the
tl.

in Jan ,

Alphabet,

and

pes

————

Not every man that striveth shall be crowned.
Strive inthe fashion that thy Lord doth set

aye,will conquer.

Leave to Me

The conductof
the battle: thinkest thou
With thy poor might to

‘the master

wy

O! ransomed child,

Me, trust Me, trust Me

“

George

saving influence upon

~ Selected.

Muller.

recent reference in your

paper

mal nature with those

men,

and

by

realize his prosperity ‘hat,

may

their

In and about

this quaint old English city there are many

reaved of both parents by death;

3, They

are the overwhelming majority of Christian

believers and workers.
:
The common people heard him gladly.
For the orphan work above, Mr. Muller
has thus far received voluntary offerings in We are all common people as to the ground
many and needful articles, to an amount covered by his teachings. The daties incumbent on us to God and man have, in
exceeding $3,000,000.
?
Great as the orphan
work has become, their prineiples, their motives, their spirit,
this is only one of five distinct objects which no diversity corresponding ~te-the differenengage
Mr, Maller. And for the means of ces of condition and culture. The Sermon
carrying them on he depends entirely upon on the Moant may all be lived out by the
a covenant-keeping God.
These objects laborer, the poor wilow, the person wuose
are briefly, 1,
To promote religious in- intelligence and sphere of action are of the
struction in the secular schools of the very narrowest ; and at the same time there;
shall be in needy circumstances.

United

Kingdom;

2, Bible

distributipn

4

at

home and for twelve years past, largely io
Wales
(Who can doubt the effect of this
in emancipating Wales from papal thraldom) ; 8, Missionaries in various parts of
the world are aided to the amount of $60,000, or more, annually;

4, Religions

tracts

and books are ecirenlated. Numerous instances of conveusion are directly traceable
to this
agency.
For this comprehensive and costly work,
not a single peuny has ever been directly
or indirectly solicited of human kind. Mr.
Muller simply lays his case before God, and
asks of Him what he needs, and the supply
has always been timely and adequate.
., From the first,

the

names

of contributors

have been scrupulously withheld from: publication, for fear that praise and notoriety

might induce persons to contribute.

Every

precaution is taken to secure the praise and
honor of Him alone whose are all the silver and the gold. and the cattle on a thousand hills,
\
Nowhere is George Muller more respected and beloved than in the .city where he
dwells. His influence is recognized and
felt in more ways than one in Bristol.
While his preaching and Ilnbors aim at
spiritual ends, he is vot indifferent 10 the
In
physical welfare of his fellow-citizens.

ing in the universe.

we

were

told,

admirat

dimple,

trials)

peace, but “Father, thy wiil, not

answer of

mine,

presence

done.” Inthe

be

mighty leveler

people.

When

death, we “are all

of

the

common

the shadows of death

seem

the feet of those who have bur-

peur; when

ied our kindred are at our own doors’; when

who uttered with authority the words of
eternal life, whe pointed to the everlasting
mansions in the Father's house, who said b

the graveside, as none other ever spake,
am the Resurrection and the Life; he that
believeth in me though he were dead, yet
shall he live ; and whosoever liveth and be-

be

Lord

we

mind how dull a scholar he is; or how big a

berally, and gpbraideth
not; and it shall
be given him.’ So let usall say as Simon
did, an’ mean it too,

by

go a-fishin’.""—Rev.

M.

the Lerd’s help, ‘I

G. Pearce

tn the

City-road Magazine, London.’

Heart-Power.

was

Jy

p—

™
AM)

I finally procured one-half dozen bot-

tles of your Golaen Medical Discovery and
one dozen Sage's Catarrh Remedy and commenced their use. At first [ was sadly discouraged, but after taking four bottles of
the D scovery I began to improve, and

{rs. L. CHAFFEE.

corpuscles,

r. Pierce's Golden Medical

Christianity

produce

barks

injury,

aud

IN

busi-

promotes refitement, suggests method, ingists upon erder, promptness, regularity,
good humor, good maneers, and good liv-

ings.

tation as a blood purifier, is a
thirty years ago, and may well

in

Christian
—

E—

Work,

Sent

Palestine is one-fourth the size of N. Y.

The Morning

v

;

Agents wanted.

in

Chicago,

and

the

Boston,
has x

manager

~

Faith

is

aconfession

but
tly

Sabbath

papers,

single copy,

each,

-

dress,

each,

.-

-

Lesson

.

«

and

no

copies sent

The

25 cents.

Mrs. Child's

9

50 or more,

at the

Boy’s

for each
Sample

Series.

Sunny Skies,

Pompeii apd Herculaneum,
Archibald Hamilton,
*
starlight
Series.

Brother and Sister,
Miscellaneous.
Anecdotes of Animals,’
Bloomfield,
Glencoe Parsonage.
Early Choice,
Strawberry Hill,

obituaries

of deceased

Price,10 cents a copy;

Overcoming,

Perfect Man,

Willie Maitland,
Who is my Neighbor?
Trinmph over Midian,

ministers,

96 a dozen;

87

a

Postage, 2 ceats per copy.

When wewere Young,

Sybil’s Way,

Psalmody

is
uged,
book,
1.5";

the den6minational Hymn Book, extensively
printed on both white and tinted paper. Large
in Sheep, $1.00; Morocco, $1 10; Morocco Gilt,
Postage, 16 cents each.
Turkey Gilt, 2.(0.

"isa small book of 235 hymns

and several

by mail, free of
y

Any of which will be sent
on receipt of the price.

EL aid

Parties designingto get new

Sabbath

replenish old “ones, can

tunes

EASTERN

Choralist

&

MAINE

CENTRAL

Trains leave Dover for Bator
mouth and Boston at 6.40.7.5 A

The

A.M. 12.30 and 4.45, P. M.

00, P.

i
Tr

is still larger than the Choralist,
and 230

different

contains

tunes.

Portland, Portseta.
, A. M., an

M.

Leave Portsmouth for Dover
and 3.96 and 7.00, P. M.

more

Itis

R. E,

Leave Boston for Portland, Bangor and St. Johns,
at 8.00, A, M., 3.15, P.M , and 8.00 evening (Pullman
Sleeping car); and for bover via Portsmouth
af 8.00,

of Worship

than 600 hymns

School

‘send us

postage, 4 cts.

is a larger book of hymns and tunes than the
Sacred Melody, designed mainly for social worship,
though sometimes used for ccngregatiomal singing. 50 cts.; postage, 11 cts,
:
Book

postag
sd

orders whick will be immediately filled with our owe
publications,or will be filled with the books or other
publisisers, and will be furnished to Sabbath schools
rices.
in Libraries at wholesale
D. STEWART, Dover, N. HL

Itis an 2xseleoted gspecially for prayer meetings.
cellent book; bound both in paper-board and cloth

35 cents;

Rescued from Egypt,
Claudia,

Child Life,

braries, or to

The Sacred Melody

The

Day

Bright Days,

The

covers.

Heaven,

Bright

same

Small, Morocco, 85 cts; postage, 7 cents,

remedy of
give place

Series.

Starlight Stories,

ary institutions,

its effects

18
1

Making Something,
Jamie and Jeannie,

all ministers and their post-office addresses, officers
of our benevolent societies, an account of our liter-

roots,

i150

The Christ-Chald,
Good Little Mitty,

Calendar, the names of all Freawill Baptist churches, arranged in their appropriate Quarterly and
Yearly meetings, with their statistics; the names of

on

160

150
150

Xx

‘New Year,
Fireside Angel,
Rainy Day at Home,

commission

Register

hundred.

;

$150
156

Light from the Cross, .
;
>
Contradictions; or, High Life'in Edgerton,
Rainy Day Series.
A Rainy Day at School,
Birthday Present,

free.

&c.

Series.

Aunt Mattie,

has made its annual appearance for more than
forty years, and contains, in addition to the usual

&c.,

Prize

May Bell,
;
Sabrina Hackett,

30 cents.

Any number less than 50, 12 cents
Payment in advance,
per year.

rate.
copy

S. 8S.

Master and Pupil,

alternate

Papers

per year;

TO

Andy Luttrell,
Shining Hours,

of the International Series, for adults, also ror
children, are issued every month. 100 copies to one
address, $9.00

CHURCHES

OF

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
Establish
lished by the Freewill Baptist Printing
ment. These Books are now ready for sale and de
livery.
‘

Packages of ten or more to one adPayment always in advance,
allowed on money sent.
Sample copies sent free.

:

Superintendents of

=

-

a de-

:

AND

weeks, on superior paper, beautifully illustrated.
Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
STAR is for an older class of readers than the MYRTLE.
Terms:

<

y

printed

Covenant
of 17 articles of faith and

TO PASTORS

$3.00
250

and JMyrile

School

and

there

Postage is paid by the publisher.
Little Star

of importan

I. D. STEWART, Dover, N. H.
A. H. HULING, 56 Madison St., Chicago, IiL

$4.50
One old and one new subseriber,
Ld
Clubs of six or more, one-third new sub:
scribers, each
$2.00.

are

proof

is a brief historical statement, the amount of
donations and a list of our publications. Published
by order of the General Conference, and for gratuitous distribution.
The above named books are sold by the dozen a
20 per cent discount, cash paid with the order, or om
receiving the books.
Send yourorders to

no commission paid:

The

in

-~

Our

Special offers, strictly in advance,

with

a

Printing Establishment

Star

ive. The principle offices are to be in
one for the WESTERN DEPARTMENT
opened

and

church polity

sirable church covenant.

Ad-

Meigs Co., O.

gives his entire time to the work.
Terms peryear =
=
=
“
inadvance,:
=»
~
-

\

statement,

doctrinal basis,

in
or Scripture quotations

BOOKS!!!

Rutland,

«

>

doctrines.

also,

:

Street, BOS-

is a large religious paper of eight pages, now in
its fiftieth volume.
It is able, literary and progress-

GEO.

well

at 7.15 10.20, A. M.,
dis

BACHELDER, Supt. E. BR. R.

adapted to either socigl or public worship, with congregational

Sold by all dealers

all gilt edge.
copy,

singing.

Th

“We

Butler's

PRINTING PAPER

have a few

ound in

copies

Morocco,

Turkey binding, $1.25, and no

the dozen.

A LARGE QUANTITY OF

lefl,

$1.00 per

discount

BOSTON

by

Theology

TRAINS

at

1%,

3.50, p, 1

7.55, and

5.50,

Leave Portland at 6.15,

11.00,

and

3.15,

TRAINS

FOR

STAGE

pr.

\

PORTLAND,

Leave BOSTON at 8,00, A, M,, 12
“
DOVER at 10.42, A. Ms, Perky
8.26, P. M.

340, Pm.
6.3, and

CONNECTIONS.

Stages leave Center Harbor for Conway and White

Mountains, at 2, P.M, or oh the armival of the boat
that runs in connection with the 8.16 train from
Boston.

of the Freewill Baptists

*
covers the first half century 'of our existence,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable detail, the early events of our
denominational
tory. ‘15 cents; postage, 18 cents.

9.10, A. M.,

Leave Alton Bay at 6.35, A.M, 3.50, P.M,

Treatise
contains a brief statement of the doctrines held
by the denomination, and our general usages in
.| ehurch-building. It is published by authority of the
General Conference. 25 cents; postage, 2 cents.

H.

BOSTON.

Leave Boston at 8.00, P. M., 12,00, M.3, 15. and 5, ». wv.

age, 20 cents,

History

FOR

1875.

TRAINS FOR DOVER,

Commentary

The

The

RAILROA®

Leave ALTON BAY at 6.35, A. M., and

Leave DOVER
and 5.16, P. M.

by the same author,—Prof. J. J. Butler, now of
Hillsdale College, Theological department,—contains
two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the other on
Acts, Rom. anit Cor.
It is an excellent help for
Sabbath schools and family reading. $2.0); post-

Let us

MAINE

ARRANGEMENT,

Leave PORTLAND at 6,15, and 9.10, A. M., and

postage, 23 cents.

Butler's

AND

SPRING

discusses briefly, but clearly all the questions of
doctrinal theology, and the author’s views are
those generally accepted by the denomination. $1.60;

Kept constantly on hand. Can furnish almost any
size or weight called for, at a day’s notice. Itis all
made of’
=
you I<"
S,

s

by mail;

points

25cts; postage. b cts.

brief notice of our
and institutions.

reewill Baptist
PUBLICATIONS

nn

-

prepaid

:

which contains a historical

YORK; or 80 &

BOOKS!!

important

to the Saviour,

Delominational,

rent pays for the organ.

dress S. H. BARRETT,

Claremont M'f’g Co.,

G. Bafford, in Waichman and Reflector.

* search the Scriptures.

. were not stereotyped till within the last (ew
years, and we can farnish only the following: 7 cts.
per dozen; 50 cts. per hundred.

cash ; or
ns sold orfor. quarterly
for monthly
PAYMENTS «+ Orga

:

excéllen

Tracts

Autobiography of Rey. 8S. 11. Barrett,....i..... $1.00
Memoirs of Eminent F. Baptist Preachers..... 1.25

ical investigation and discovery has brought

5

the way of salvatlon,

BOOKS!

as itis doing, to the more positive and valuable vegetable alteratives which later med-

and intractable cases.
in medicines.

TY or hove 2 Mason & Wham Do not
take any other. Dealers get LARGER COM-

SY
EA
pe,

The resources of the earfh are abun-

overtaxed, unfashioned, and unchurched,
that so many toilers are worn, and weury,
and forced to be illiterate and melancholy ;
whereas
. if their work amd position were
properly rewarded;sthey would be strong,
vigorous, intellectual, religious, and happy.
—QClark’s Workday Christvanity.

|

an

is a little book intended to assist inquirers im

S
E
M
PIAND-HARPCABINET GRGAN':

being strengthening and curative only. Sarsaparilln, which used to enjoy quite a repu-

invention,

Guide

«

MISSIONS
for selling inferior organs, and for this
reason often try very hard to sell something else,

and

Discovery,

BIBLE;

$1.003 postage, 16 ots.

3 to be wunrival
ONIAL CIRCULAR,
with opinions of more

than One Thousand
(sent free);

otherwisé
permanently injure the human
system, | should therefore be discarded.

‘will in no case

——eo—
The Bible allows uo stovenliness in
ness.

of Bible study.

to break down

and_debilitate

THE

book for all who would

and iodine variously combined. All of these
blood

OF

Twenty-two lectures on the most

Most medicines which are advertised as
blood purifiers and liver medicines contain
either mercury, in some form, or potassium
the

Communion

:

ON THE TRUTH

in

eruptions and great blotches on my head
that made such sores that [ could not “have
my hair combed without causing me much
| suffering ; also causing swollen glands, tonsils enlarged, enlarged or ** thick neck, "and
large and numerous boils. I. also suffered
from a terrible Chronic Catarch, and mn fact
I was so diseased that life was a burden to
me. I had tried many doctors with no ben-

or Open

is an experience and an argumsuf, in which the
folly of close communion is clearly and ably exposed. A bookof 175 pages, by a Baptist clergy
man, 25 cts; postage, 11 cts,
Lectures

00., 154’ Tremont

WELLINGTON, Lorain Co., O., Aug. 24, 74.
Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.:
Dear Sir—Your medicines, Golden Medical Discovery, Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy,
have proved of the greatest service to me.
Six months ago no one thought that I could
“possibly live oiig. I had a complication of

agents have strong tendency

Close Communion,

TALOGUES 222 Chit, it zac

Thanks “from the Depths of the Heart.

25 ots; postage

tion, and considers the responsibility of man in relation to his thoughts; the government of the
thoughts; and the influence of thought on the for
mation of character. Almost gratuitously distrib.
uted ;—five cents per copy.
;

by any

TON; 25 Union Square, NEW
Adams 8t., CHICAGO,
1yl

:

by reading it,

‘

Thoughts wpow Thought
is a reprint of 130. pages from an English’ edi-

|

the other hand, being composed of the fluid

Business Religion.
encourages

capacity

been

efit.

b cts.

ONBATAL
DE NAPPROASEED
‘THRER
HIGHEST
MEDALS
. «xo DIPLOMA
OF HONOR, +=

There is no power that can melt and win
the heart like love. Argument may fail,
authority may lose its inflience. The stern
commands although backed by right, may
be ineffectual. - But charity never faileth.
Love is the great invincible power in the
moral universe, It is the sunshine that
thaws the ice of opposition. It is the
Spring breath that quickens the cold soil
of humanity into fruitfulness. In persuvasion, it is the key that unlocks the gates of
success. We are persuaded that the significance of {rath is not sufficiently understood
by Christian workers in the different fields
of labor. The want of this Christian love
in the heart has made many lives compara-

itself

would be benefited

:. CABINET ORGANS.

of Love.

manifesting

The Church Member's Book
ig a valuable little work, and every Christian”

& HAMLIN

——

diseases, —scrofula,

pos

,'8,

Biographies of
DAVID MARKS, MARTIN CHENEY WILLIAM BORR
and Daniel Jackson are extensively read by their:
friends, and several copies are still on hand,
Marke,
=~
- $1.00, post, 19 cents,
Bar,
=e
ca™
05
»
Jackson,
wil
eis tint 100
»
19”

to hear, the glad tidings of salvation by
Christ, the Friend of sinners. »

tively fraitless.

Mca di

The

child to the voice of the Lord in her heart,
bis eyes were opened to see, and his ears

The Power

¢

* LEsSoNs for Every
Rt postage ”
Yh
SIT of Jesuse
WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, 15,
“

Paper or Books

confiding
78

rom

are for adults and children.

Some few years since a servant of Christ
that I nq
love very much, came near the
The heart-power belongs to all; it may be church where 1 labored when in London.
cultivated in all, Sooner or later we find He is a great teacher, and bis ministry very and works better than other kinds of paper.
hear from you when you wish either
as’we grow up, particularly in a Christian lesséd and very profitable. After some
atmosphere, that the affections are partly months I missed hearers. I soon found nyunder our own control, and they may be gelf the subject of feelings of unkindness
shaped by our own effort; but when we and jealousy, ubout which I need not enSuffice it to say that I became uttercome to put forth persistent efforts, to make large.
our affections and our character what they ly disgusted with myself about them; for *made to order. We do the whole thing.
ought te be, we are met } with extraordinary when I came to analyze my thoughts, T
say—
difficulties which lead us to believe in the found that it was as though I should
innate depravity of hpman nature. Then “Lord Jesus, if thy kingdom come not by I
we understand that part of the epistle of me, it bad better not come.” If ever
N.
Paul to the Romgns which describes the loathed myself it was then, and I prayed CLAREMONT,
difficulty that man is compelled to contend either that T might die or his grace enable
b

the in

Sunday,

extracts of native plants,

Selfishness

dhic

© pay

tp
@

can

get so much of it as ever we mind to and
all for nothing.
‘If any of you,’ never

lieveth in me shall never die."—Rev. Dr.

Peabody.

dollar:

Sabbath School Question Books

to light. In Serofula or King’s Evil, White
we are conscious of passing rapidly down
Swellings, Ulcers,Erysipelas, Swelled Neck,
dant
for
all.
If
manual
labor
were
made
a
the graveward declivity, it" is not -on any part of education—an essential in every’ Goitre, Scrofulons Inflammatious, Indolent
Inflammation,
Mércurial affections, Old
Sores,
self-spun fabric that our hepes depend ; we school and cellege ourriculum—the worl
are alt alike, in our conscious imperfection would be brighter and cheerier for the Eruptions of the Skin and Sore Eyes, as’ in
and sinfulness, and, with the realm of the ‘change. 1t is because labor has been dunn- all other blood diseases, Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery has shown its great
unseen close before us, look to him who in- ed out as toll for a livelihood—underpaig,
remedial powers, curing the most obstinate
carnated on earth the forgiveness of heaven,

ve
thie simple,
for godly
intrepid inization
faith of this
man.—Rev.

.

to
no
the
be-

Almighty love; no prayer that cau bring an

due to Mr. Muller.
At the picture stores,
we sought in vaio for his photograph and
were informed that he had stea iy refused
- 10 have his likeness taken, thinking his
consent might be wrongly construed.
Our visit to Bristol was replete with devout interest, and lapse of time does not
" abate

thing in the world, bless the

when the heat is overwhelmed, but trust in

80 uncient a city, sanitary arrangements ave

of which,

regards our

a

LAR

somi-annually in New Yor
atte
During the The Minutes of the General Conference
panic when all other securities lagged, our farm
are published in pamphlet form at the close o
mo!
were paid promptly,
We get funds every session, and the bound volume embraces the
from the Atlantie to the «Missouri river, and may
proceedings of the first sixteen sessions, 5 cents;
beable to refer to parties of your acquaintance.
nd for full Fhkiculars,
‘postage, 18 cents.
2
.
J. B.
WATKINS & Co., Lawrence, Kausas.
"
hi
vid

words then; that would scare the soul when I bad taken the remaining I was well.
away in a minute. "No bit o’ quick temper In addition (o the use of Discovery I applied
or angry ways, that would spoit it all. Pick a solution of Iodine to the goitre or th
out your soul, and begin to pray forit; set neck as you advise in pamphlet wrapping,
to work to catch it, and we shall do it. | it entirely disappeared. Your Discovery is
Only set to work the right way: It isn't certainly the most wonderful blood medicine
those who try, but those who try the right ever invented. I thank God and you, from
way—the wise—that shall shine as the stars. the depths of my heart, for the great good it
gratefully,
An’ as for wisdom, for all it is the rarest has done me. . Very

and our griefs, too, we are all common people. sThere is no recourse for high or lew,

usually very defective. Numerous narrow
streets, with thelr overhanging houses, so
pleasing to lovers of the Jicwresgue, hut so
rejudicial to health and free ventjlation,
Pe been widened, and in new streets the
building improvements are perceptible, the
pei

As

lost

the Freewill Baptists, $1.25.

Mind Thy -Soul.

with the Holy

let
is no life 80 large, so high, so extended in’ fool he is, ‘if any of you lack wisdom,
jm ask of God, that giveth to all men
its relations and responsibilities, that it may
not find here all that it is bound 16 be and
do. Still more, we can conceive of
broader, fuller, loftier law of duty for
redeemed in heaven, or for any created

never

our work, ever singing John’s refrain: ‘He
must increase ; I decrease.”—H. Varley.

ice
Can they be brought to life and
thus transferred to the other class?
Unquestionably
they are harder to reach than
things to attract and interest and prof any others, in or out of the Church.
They
The ‘American tourist surely will not forget seem twice dead. "And yet, excepting those
that here Sebastian Cabot passed his early who are given over to delusion, they can
lite, and from this port sailed the ship that be made to live; for when the breath of
first touched the. shores, of the
Western Jehovah blows upon them, even the very
Continent. These facts, and the numerous dey bones of the valley are made alive.
monuments of antiquity, literary and edu- HEnee, \every effort should be made to
cational institutions, large
trade, extensive alarm, awaken, and reanimate these dead
manufacturies , commercial importance, the. members—by instruction, faithful warning,
hot baths at Clifton, and its famous Suspen- rebuke and discipline. Much more care
sion Bridge, made my visit exceedingly and fidelity should be used in- receiving
agreeable, and yet the whole combination members.
better keep all®these dead
would not have drawn me thither except as members in Far
the court of the Gentiles than
associated with the name and faith
of to place them where they do not belong and
George Muller,
This is why so many
do harm.
Si Nien
Christian tourists turn aside to spend a time canA only
more
important
matter
is,
to
at Bristol. They would personally inspect train all newly received membersto begin
at
once,
the trophies of grace won by this man of before they join the ranks of the deadod.
heads. New comers into the Church, take,
For {birty give consecutive years, Mr. very
soon, the position they hold through
Muller has literally accepted the words of life. The tendency is very strong to adopt
Jesus; ** All things, whatsoever ye shall as their compaaions and models, those who
ask in prayer, believing, ye shall receive. ”- make church membership a very easy mafAnd in tangible, substantial fopm
may be ter. They should from the very first
beheld the truth of the Divine
pedmise.
cempany, and warned
The five spacious orphan houses, built of kept outsuchof such
examples. Let them understone, architecturally plain, finely located, against
that such a character is disreputable
capable of accommodating 2,050 children, stand such
a life very sinful. They’ should
these are veritable monuments of believing and
be taught to fix a high standard of Cbris2 paver, here is indisputable evidence that tian
piety. ’ They shouldbe taught to work names before the people, and obtainin
still h
nd answers prayer., The for Christ,
and be put to work for him. credit sometimes for what others do, an
current opinion that they who become em- They should be taught large views of Chris- often for what has never been done at all!
inent for prayer and intimate communion tian liberality. That thousands fail to take (Ho man can be a Christian worker unless
with God owe their attainments to natural such places in the church is due partly to he lives a Christian life.- If he is a sinner
excellence of character, ur peculiarly favorneglect on the part of pastors and in secret or a tyrant in his family, or a nuiing circumstances, has no warrant from the early
sessions. All parties seem lo be satisfied sance in his neighborhood, or a rascal in
history
of Muller.
such persons profess their faith and bis busiuess, no matter how much he may
Until twenty years of age he was a prof that
unite
with the Church.
: talk religion, he is lize a sounding brass
ligate. His mother died in his fifteenth
But the best specimens of this desirable and a tinkling cymbal, with no spiritual
vear;
his father was not a Christian.
are produced Ly a training which be- power, even though he way preside over
Whilé a student, he was invited into a lit- class
gins at a much earlier
period. That sound societies, control committees, direct meastle prayer-meeting, and there received his religious knowledge, those strong and deep ures, and rule over men who are far more
first religions impréfsions.
Immediately convictions and firmly fixed principles, worthy and efficient than himself.
he sought instruction of Dr. Tholuck, at which lie at the foundation of the style of
Christian work demands clean bands, a
Halle, Germany, in preparation for the lite piety which shines with the brightest and pure heart, an honest soul: true to conviecot a preacher. For a few months he was steadiest light, and which is developed in tion, to duty, and to God. Professions will
a Tissioaaty among the Jews in London, habits of eagnest- and constant usefulness, not suffice; name, position, and prestige
subsequently preached in the rural districts, liberality ard true devotion, are not ac- are. vain; God works through his own
until led ** to form a plan for establishing,
aired suddenly nor by a few efforts. chosen workers, through meu whose hearts
upon Seriptural principles,an institution for
‘hey begin in early life, under faithful re- are true and upright with their God. He
the spread of the gospel at home and ligious culture.
hey grow with years, bates robbery for burnt-offering, and will
abroad, ” Meanwhile, he chanced to read
He
They gain strength by means of. repeated not accept guile and craft as wisdom.
the life of A, H. Frauke, who. years before and loog continued impressions. In a word, himself must work in us; and he wills that
had founded an orphan house at Halle. it is the work of Christian
such unity and harmony with
parents . to raise we maintain
That this suggested to him a like work, can up a live membership for the Church. This him, that all our works may be wrought in
not-be affirmed, for he says, ‘‘ I have fre- is the grand design of the parental relation, God—wrought under the influence of his diquently and for a long time thought of’ la- and it is the noblest object to which ‘their vine power, under the influence of his abiidboring in a similarway,
. . . . andin energies can be given. A faithful Christidu ing blessing, and with respect unto the
reliance upon the Lord.”
In November, education of the children, if general, would grace which he has already beswowed, and
Juss: fe shiter was Settled, and the fol fill the church with burniog and shinin
the recompense of reward which he shall
owing
April an orphan house was open
give to all his saints ut last.—Christian.
lights,
earnest
laborers,
liberal
givers,
ns
in Bristol. with seventeen girls, between faithful co-workers with God.—Sou'hern
the
of seven and twelve. In a féw Presbyterian.
:
days he opened an infant orpban house, and
. Catch’ Souls.
oy
{
.the next year one for boys. For ten years
—
*
"Muller had no desire ta build, but at length Jesus and the Common People.
| ** Then there’s just one thing more about
thought it the will of the Lord that he
this catchin’ souls. ’'Tis a’'most so good for
shoulddo so, and he began praying for
Tae common people heard him gladly. ourselves as tis’ for those we (ry to save.
means. The work of building did not comthe The's nothing else, I believe, that'll make a
mence until the requisite funds bad come This is one of the clearest tokens of
in. In Jume, 1849, the first building was divinity ‘of his teachings. The simplicity man so watchful an’ so careful about all he
opened, and occupied by 250 orphans, and and frequent homeliness of these teachings says an’ does, as this will.. When I nsed to
in six'months was completely filled, so that have, no doubt, repelled some, who would go fishin’ with a rod an’ line an” caught
plans were at once made-to provide accom- fain bave had from him profound discnssions sight of big fish uunder-the bank, why I
as to the divine nature, the ground of right, could keep so still as a mouse for half a
modatious for 1,000 children.
Other times we might run about on
This orphan work bas now grown, until the functions of conscience, the essence and day.
five buildings are none too many for the mode of the life to come. But such discus- the bank, aun’ jump about so much as we
applicants. Each of these buildings was sions would have been for the few, not for liked. But now a shadow musn’t fall ’pon
If a teacher came from God the water ; there musn’tbe a sound; only
completed, paid for and occupied before the many.
another was begun.
The conditions for ad- with a broad mission to humanity, his in- just letting the bait'@F6p in, so gentle and
mission are, 1, The children shall have been structions must of necessity have been quiet. Ah, you go an' try to catch a soul
lawfully begotten; 2, They shall be be- adapted to the common people; for they if you want to be watchful! No hasty
notes of a visit to Bristol.

have

Near the close of a meeting for d vine
worship in New York, a person arose with
the words, * Mind thy soul, ” and proceedObserve, the higher a man’s emotions, the ed as follows:
:
Recently an infidel
at one of our
higher his character. For ordinary. life,
staying for a few
nothing
more is needed thad ‘our animal large hotels in New York
and individual and social pussions; but for days, and on the morning of his departure,
the noble work of life we need reverence while gathering his baggage together carefor God, regard for right, and consecration fully, a little girl stepped gently up to bim,
to God. Observe, too, that the culture of a and said, ** Mind thy soul! ” passing quickman is more seen in the natureof his heart ly out of sight.
:
than anywhere else ; and observe, also, that
He left the hotel and took the train.
the heart is cultivated not when our affec- Again and again these words sounded in
tions are allowed to evaporate in dumb his ears. He became uncomfortable, thinkshow, but when our emotions are transmit- ing;™* Who didssay to me, ¢ Mind thy soul ?’
ted into life. Mere is the great difference Ceuld it have been an angel ? After travelbetween that sentimentalism of which I ing twenty miles on his journey, he conhave spoken and genuine Christian feeling. cluded to retrace his steps.to the hotel, and
Paul was no sentimentalist, for he changed endeavor to find the individual.
who had
ever his emotion into action.
It is some- spoken to him. Upon his arrival, calltimes said in complimzntary terms of a ng for the propuietor of the house, he inquired whether there were any Christians
preacher:
‘His sermon was remarkably
eloquent ; it drew tedrs from many eyes.” in the hotel. _He replied, ‘‘ T do not know
A sermon the effect of which should end in of '‘any,” but after a pause added » *“ Th
tears would certainly be a failure. It is not is a little girl in the house; = for anything-I
emotion alone’that is of value in the sight of know, she may be a Christian. ”
:
The infidel said, ** I should like (o see
God or of an intelligent man, bat it is emotion translated inte life.—Dr. E. 0. Haven. her.”
The little lamb of Christ’s fold came in
and timidly advanced toward the gentleChristian Workers.
man,
He said, ‘ Did you say to me, ‘ Mind thy
Hn
soul?”
be
There are two kinds; the genuine and
She replied ¢ Yes, I did."
J»
the spurious. Men who liave the power of
He quickly inquired: * Who sent you to
God 1 their souls, the word of God abidin
say it?”
in them, and the glory of God in view ; an
She lovingly replied: ‘‘ The Lord Jesus
men who contrive to «get introduced into Christ.
RE
the work, elected to offices; there, with
infidel was so convicted of his sins
nothingto commend them but respectability andTheunbelief,
so broken in spirit, that
and formality, rehearsing old things without he asked her toandkneel
down and pray for
power or unction, and disheartening and him. - The dear child did so, aud prayed
disgusting all who have the spirit of Chris- most touchingly for his conversion to Christ.
tian labor or the gift of discerning Christian Now he is a Christian, Through the incharacter ; but stili contriving to keep their stramentality and faithfulness of this little

Can anything be done with these dead

Muller and his work, moves me to forward
my

like as we

give the rise and progress of this body of Chris.

tians
In New York, till the time of their union with

Improved Farm First Mortgage Coupon Bonds
Guaranteed,
Wu logan not to oxeesd one-third of
the value ascertained by
personal in
ion by
one o She rw,
In yan
A
ears’ business have

Spirit; and then’ he comes to underslan
the great primal evangelical truth: *‘Ye
must be born again.”
;
;

various ‘works of the Church? How wide
the djfference between. the two classes!
And how much to be desired that all should
belong to the second !
:
:

to Mr.

below, he

lifted up by communion

al and liberality, shall do their part in the

eh

A

of

seen a huge harvest-ficld in which the reaped sheaves Were piled in stacks so many

leet on the earth, by partaking of the ani-

such as by their daily conduct shall exert a

evermore.”

eho

influence from above to toudh those bad
elements of his nature and lift him up; so
that as he is dragged down by haviog his

ment:
Re
Li
But the important , question that presses
the heart is, how shallwe increase the proportion of live members—such as are spivitually-thinded, consistent, earnest, active—

AA

Dost thou agree thereto?

Oh, wretched man that 1
am, who shall /deliverme from the body of
is a this death?” Then man ascertaios that

wealth.

ble burden of grief, anxiety and discourage-

ly victory lies in trusting M e.
Yield
Me thyself, and all thou
hast and urt,
And in the stead Myself I offer thee;
My bladd,
alli My righteousness, My strength, My
Then love

more

his blessing, and I yearn that we may 80

far present with me.

weights, giving to the live members more
to carry, more to do, more to give, a more
werful evil influence to counteract than
seven felt from the outside world, and
lays on their hearts an almost insupporta-

€

t

or

known

The Memorials of the Free Baptists |

12 PER CENT NET.

us wicked-

Since then I have

The large proportion of dead members.
grievous evil not only because it lessens the although he ean to a certain extent mold his that the reapers’ were hidden and only the
foroe of effective workers and exemplars of own character and shape and purify and united voices shouted ‘“Haavest Home,"
piety, but
because
they are all dead elevate his own, affections, still he needs an even so way we be hidden in him, lost in

——

And

i

ness.

CELE]

Strive Lawfully.

from evil and bring limsolf into. harmon
with right, “When I would do good, evil

BREER

—

increased numbers

46, 1875.

0

| with when he would emancipate himself me to be purged of this s

Live Membership.

This is the great want of the Church,
more than

he
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steps there taken, and the Hom® interests
He who created usin his own image, with
| especially are to get their help, The pre- means and faculuies of knowledge, feeling,

free-and-easy

pent worked

R. F. Associ-

into an | lower its standard, or change its well

hon-

ation of Free Baptist churches at its recent

the belief and practice of the

who

to take such measures as will

ored status.
The resolutions
adopted session with the Park St. church, Provicarry with them their own explanation of denge, instructed its Executive Committee
persons

adopted them.

result

in the

erection of a suitable monument over the
Thus New Rampshire, the birthplace of grave of the late Editor of the Star. That
tered by excessive modesty ; and so it Jnp- our faith, stands tyue to its’ fundament
al such a monument should and will be erectpens that the ministry is made a target for articles, and with cordial greeting sends
ed can not but be admitted by all.
The
tliese sharp-shooters of the press, who seem
word to the whole Free Baptist family, that character of the deceased and the service
to find the exercise both safe and amus- | the belief and practice ofthe fathers are not | to the denomination of his choice were
such
ing.
‘
!
to be contemned nor dishonored by their as to demand that this tribute be paid to his

We do
not now refer to the abler and
* better class of public journals, which hate

as

mistake

audacity

for

enterprise

and

cheap wit for current wisdom.It” is useless to ignore the influence of this latter
cigss of newspapers. They are widely patronized, and make theirmark. The worst
of it is they seem unconscious of unfairness,
and unmindful of the effect their thought-

less course is calculated to produce on the
morals of the community at large.

In view of several painful examples of
fate, it is not at all strange that the ministerial profession should become the subject

of some searching

inquiry

and

places
of trust and responsibility;
the
prayer meetings, which were in every case

criticism.

Of this we have no right or desire to complain, however much we may deplore the
readiness of

these journald to

believe

the

~worst that can be said about good men, and
to treat a scandal as though it were a
foregone fact. Itis the verdict of ignorauce and folly that condemns the coin of
the realm because a bogus dollar or two has
been found.

As well declare every

patriot

soldier of the late army a traitor because
few renegadeswvent

over

to

the

a

enemy !

Shall a half dozen: examples of unworthiness in an entire year be taken as exponents

of the entire fifty thousand, more or less,
noblemen
who preach and practice the
Sermon on the Mount
and represent the

best culture of the age?

;

Sappose the religious papers aad: the
pulpits of the country hold up to the public
gaze for a while -the Joe Howards and
Brick Pomeroys of the secular press as fair
specimens of the entire fraternity; what
would our friends of the quill have to say |
about it? And yet, such a.course

would

respectable men is so

constantly’ smiround-

Man

»

Immortal.

A fundamental doctrine of our religion
relates to our future living. Though we
die, we shall live again.
The evidences of
this ennobling truth ave various and decisive. Nature abounds with analogies and

two sources,

ly and fully teaches it.

It need

hardly

be

the part ot the minister thate the people of said that it lies at the basis of all frue relighis charge place in him the most loving and ion, all social elevation, all sound morality.
implicit confidence, thus affording superior Those who deny if, in so doing, repress the
opportunities for the perverse use of his pe- best sentiments of mind and heart, by a
euliar power; and, second,the promiscuous ready process come to conclude that man
* petting ”” which a popular pastor. inevita-- has no pre-eminence above a beast, and
bly receives from both innocent admirers may therefore exclaim, Let us eat and drink,
and those whose admiration is laden with for to-mérrow we die.
designs more or less mischievous,
NotYet skepticism has many ways of trying
withstanding all this, the triumphant fact to beget distrust of the doctrine. Oa
remains that of no class of professedly hon- prominent at the present day works throug
est men. of equal numbers cap it be said so specious theories of mind and matter. I
few fall into sin.
assumptions in brief are that matter is cor
In this period of general decline of pub- ruptibe and mortal, mind is wholly depenadFic and private virtue, when cunning fraud, ent on matter, and therefore our complex
and downright stealing, and shocking li- mortal and material nature is unsubstantial
eentiousness, and even murder, follow each
other in startling succession, who are the

men to whom the people turn instinctively
for the application of some remedy to stay
bhe fearful current?

to the men
against sin
repentance
but the men

To

whom,

surely,

but

who echo God’s commandments
and emphasize his entreaties for
on the part of the sinner?» Who
whose mission it is to awaken

and perishing.

;

The theory rests chiefly on ignorance and
assumption.
It is said that there is no real
distinction between mind and

matter,

that

mind is but a phenomenon of matter, all
subject to the same law. ‘Whatis the proof ?
On what ground is the” world required to
reverse the philosophy
-of all nations and
ages? - We protest against all such reckless

and educate.
the public. conscience
are found. | assumption,

in the van of all reform movements?

Who

but ministers are-at the head of our best
institutions of learning,
and the valiant de-

»

business,

all served to make an unusually interesting,

pleasant and profitable session. The clerk

will report'in detail,

3

‘Meanwhile it gives us pleasure to refer
tothe interest and zeal for the Master's
work, the

loyalty to

the denominational

faith, and the enterprise in providing to
meet the needs of our mission

and

other

benevolent interests, There was apparent-

Jy but one thought in the heart as there was
but one expression on the lips of the breth-

ren,
and that was to see that the portion

of

his work which God has committed to our

:

a

oe

even
God

ante-rebelhasten the

day of perfect peace, and may
nothing to delay its coming.

Tag Ledtuke Filo,

man

do

-

Tt is time that the

lecture courses for the coming winter were
provided for, ‘ Williams's Lecture Bureau,”of Boston, makes its annual announcement, and in the list of lecturers we

notice Carl

S¢hurz with

a

new

lecture;

Among

readers,

of

London,

Prof.

with ®lect-

Churchill;

Prof,

Brown, Miss Cayvan and Wyzeman Marshall are prominent. The Opepa of Maritana for Lyceums is furnishéd, together
with a great variety of musical talent for
Lyeeums, We indicate the qua'ity of the
list to aid our readers who

may

be glad

of the General Baptists in this country, and

Without following again these yagaries
so often exposed, there is this to be said with

regard to the new vamped skepticism.

Al-

Western

Iis

.——CAPITAL PuNisHMENT.
It is natural
that the recent mania for murder should call
ont expressions as to the fate of the murderer. Several sermons have lately
been

preached on the subject, the speakers generally agreeing with the position taken by
Dr, Webb, of Boston, in a recent sermon on
cA punishment. His text was the well
known

passage in Genesis 9: 6, [rom which

he argued that both the Old and the’ New
Testament advocated the speedy death of

the

murderer.

“Civil government,”

said, ‘“ is a compact to which citizens
ctrtain rights and in return receive

he
yield

protec-

rom?
If,” said he, *‘a vigilance committee
should from a beam stretched from yonder

belfry hang high as Haman the murderer of
Mabel Young and the murderer of the South
Boston children, the effect would be saletary.” It is very likely, now, that Dr. Webb

was a bit warmed up when he expressed that

sentiment.
We have no place for mob violence. Bat doesn’t he practically advocate
it? We don't believe he honestly meant

that, What would sooner destroy the very
sanctity and certainty of law, to which the
preacher appealed for the quick punishment
of these criminals and the consequent’ in-

creasing safety

of society?

Department.

Rev. A. H. Huling,

There

is of

Manager.

5 Madison St., Chicagg, Ill.
Notes

on

Current

Events,

. SIGNIFICANT UTTERANCES.
Just now,
peculiar interest is felt in the utterances of
the people on the question of churchly interfepence with our

Topics.

Moderator

toek occasion when called upon

rge soffer ng. loss. ‘The mission work

has

z¢

§ zealow®
Sitar fy

ey

ds, if wo may fudge by the

FEE

to the same fundamental laws.

1

public

schools.

immensely emphatic protestation of adherence to thie standards of the church, and an
indignant repulsion of the idéa that the orthodoxy of the church
had strangely suf-

fered deterioration during

recent years.'”

The material world is the workmanship of
God, curiously and wonderfully made, de- ——THE RECENT Y. M. C. A. CONVENTION.
claring the glory of God, clearly manifest- By reports of the Boston delegates to the
ing the invisible things

of

eternal power and godhead.

od,

even

his

Convention in Richmond, and from

various

How excellent other sources, it appears that the session

must be the nature and capacity of what can

was one of the most

harmonious

and

suc

tionof an American Cardinal

and several

Archbishops, with all the attractive parapheinalia which counts for so much in
ignorant minds,
At such a time the utterances of the Pratestant church should be both emphatic and
prompt. We notice that the United Presbyteiian General Assembly (and we believe, both the other PresbyteMan assem-.
blies) at its recent

session

phatic words protesting
tical interference with

had

some

em-

against ecclesiasour

public

schools.

The state convention of Universalists in
Ohio has also, we notice, just added its protest, and doubtless other bodies will foHow
in like action. Perhaps, however, the most
significant utterance yet made comes from’
the Republican Convention of Ohio which
recently nominated Gen. Hayes for Goyernor. Gen. Hayes is understood to be a
true friend and defender of our school sys-.

of the party for

the

coming

campaign.

=

A
UNREALIZED

freely had

EXPECTATIONS.

the old school

Sr

: he

So

Westminster confession of faith been
nounced last summer

by

very

theology of the

re-

leading members

y

goodfeelingon all hands.

The

past

had been 4 cingulatly profitab’e one in

year the vecen{ meetin zat Cleveland,
the

ly enough’ to effdit whatever,
A

Na

national

cessful for many years. Almost the pers constituting
a majority of (he Chicago
fection of Christian charity and fellowship; Presbytery, on the occasion of Prof. S wing's
subject to present infirmity, but they are a sebmed to prevail, and but (6¢ She éxpres- famous trial, and so freely had prophecies
part of our being. He who'is the Father *of gions of one or two fire-eaters, who made of a revision of the Standards, when the
te n made
our spirits is also the former of ourrbodies. their way intothe meetingsjbut whose words General Assembly should meet,
He gave us otir entire being, creited in his failed to kindle any passionate flame, there in various quarters, that at least a vigorous
own image. We have therefore no occasion were harmony, and Jove, and: the utmost effort for such revision was looked for at

to infer tRat any part of this, (he Creatoi’s

»
OT EARNER

a

thing. “The report embraced the statistics
of not one hall of the schools, and yet 222°

conversions were reported. A

superintend-

ent was chosen by the Y. M., and the pur-

pose evinced

to push

the Sabbath

school

sive party really so little influence, or are
the sentiments of Dr. Patterson so general
that the friends of revision can afford to
wait till the next Assembly for a still fuller
vote, and thus avoid the dapger of a schism
which a more evenly divided vote might
augment?

bath afternoors, were truly refreshing

sea.

sons, as Jesus himself was in our midst.

and

‘low? |

church from the fact that Dr. Ecclestonie
THE ILLINOIS Y. M.
regard®d as at least a moderate churchman,
The annual gathering of the members of
the chief difference between him and kis our dehominational
Zion comprising northopponent, Dr. Knickerbocker, being one of ern and central
Illinois has come and gone.
degree in liberality toward low church Whatever of fraternal feeling
may have
ideas,

been fostered, or of wise plans devised, ‘or

Cases are not wanting

of spiritual strength gained, for future
work, has passed into the record which is
known onlyto the Muster on high.

which, here and there in the South, still exhibit the half-fiendish malice engendered by
The meeting was held at Kewanee, a.
the * Barbarism of Slavery.” A paragraph beautiful and thriving town,
noted both for
which lately appeared in the Albany. News, its many and prosperous
churches and its
a Georgia paper,

has

guage:

the

following

lan-

:

Oid John Harper, last of the old magazine Harpers, died last week. John Brown
went

first; but they

will

probably

get

to-

gether and have a lava supper.
That malice the most bitter should so fol
low the object of its malignity, ghoul like,
to the grave, is almost incredible, and, for

the credit of humanity, we choose to believe

such specimens, either in Georgia

or Hin-

dus(an, exceedingly rare.

excellent schools,

It is reached by the Chi-

cago, Barlingtlon and Quincy R. R., which,
it is a pleasure to

say, is

roads which enjoys
public, because

one

of the

the confidence

it deserves

it,

few

of the

and

which

has for its managers men of rare ability
Christian courtesy.
The Y. M. proper was preceded
Mmister’s Conference
commencing
Wednesday evening. The attendance

and
by a
- on
was

not all that eould have been desired, and we

could

not help

feeling

that

many

good

AN InpORTANT DECISION. The first decision as to the constitutionality of the Civil

brethren missed by their absence an oeca-

been a life-long Democrat, and his sympa-

approached! from -widely different stand-

sion of rare profit and enjoyment, for the
exercises were of a profitable character and
at
Winona, Mian., by Judge - Nelson, of the the interest well sustained throughout,
Tt
United States District Court. The decision was especially gratifying to note the ‘unis
affirms the constitutionality of the law em- form kindness of feeling manifest in the disphaticaily. Although Judge Nelson has cussions of the various questions naturally

Rights Act was

last

week rendered

puints. Of the exercises in detail we will
the enforcement of the law, he meets the not take space to speak, but take pleasure
question with a judicial eye, and in his opin- in saying they were highly ereditable to the
ion announcing the decision makes a very participants. With a little more variegatclear and convincing statement of the equit y] ed programme and better attendance on the
underlying the case. This doubtless fore- part of the ministers of the Y. M., these oocasions hold promise of much inteHeetual
shadows other decisions in like cases,
profit and spiritual refreshing.
The Yearly Meeting session was one of
rich blessing to all in attendance, and will,

thies are supposed to be

politically against

Denominational News aul Nuts

ve trust,
on

Western Correspondence,
LaxsiNg, Mich., June 7, 1875.
The Michigan Yearly Meeting has been

in session here for the last three days.

exert a marked influence for
our cause in Kewanee, where

Rev\H. J. Brown

has recently entered

field (> meet its difficul'ies with

his

_

the

accus-

tomed energy born of the zéal of his large,

warm heart.
The subjeet of missions received a large
attendance large and the interest good. Min- share of attention, and by the presence and
isters of age and experience were present, labors of Bro. Manning, took a praetical
weather has been cool and pleasant, the

young men

//f great hope and

promise

rising, sisters of piety, with hearts

The

are

direction towards providing for the negds

and of the Freedmen.

The interest in the more
hands ready for labor were also present, immediate home field was, however, none
and the meeting was one of encouragement. the less fervent, if, for the time being, less
The bounds ofthe Y. M. enclose a large practical. The growing interest in our deterritory, and embrace eleven Quarterly oominational publications, and especially in
Meetings, some of which are comparatively attachment to the Star, found emphatic exstrong and others are small and feeble. pression in a variety of gratifying ways.
The reports were generally encouraging, Never, perhaps, before have our brethren
and most of them brought the cheering in- hereabouts more thoroughly realized the
telligence of conversions, and some of them needs of the denomination, or been more
fully awake Lo the importance of a faithful
spoke of extensive revivals,
The business was varied, and some of it and vigorous use of the means necessary to

important,

but great unanimity

of views

build up its walls.

The churches of the Y.

were finally reached, and the prospect of M. arg'by no means numerous or strong.
harmonious and vigorous action is hopeful, They are unfortunately scatlered over a
The churches were recommended to pay the wide field, many of them small and sufferapportionment assigned
lack
by. the Mission so- ing more or less fro
active pas.
cieties, and a Board of Trustees was legally toral labor. But though the outlook may
chosen and organized, to promote church in many respects be discouraging, there is
extension in'the Y. M. The interests at more to encourage.
A band of earnest,
Jackson,

Detroit,

Lansing

and

Grand

capable workers, united in the spirit of a

Ledge were encouraged to struggle on, deep consecration, can accomplish much,
tem as against all interference from relig- with the assurance of sympathy and help. under God. The recent accession (o the
sects. The following resolution adopt- The Detroit interest was considered at some ranks of the earnest workers in the Y. M.
ous
ed by the convention, will show of what length, and the difference and conflict of of such brethren as Brown aud Tibbetts
;
stuff Ohio Republicans are made :
measures heretofore taken were alluded to, and Pett gives new hope and added courage
Under onr republican system of govern- ‘but the Conference very wisely discounte- to the old workers,

thus illustrate the divine being and .perfeetions. Our bodies are indeed material, and

work, is evil.

‘possible to have too much of even a good

work in all the churches, and bring the
And the Moderator had been classed among children and youth under
Bible and Chrisliberal Presbyterians, too! What does all tian influence, so far as possible,
§
this mean, it is usked.
Have the progresThe social meetings, Saturday and’ Sab-

It is

generally known, but we fear not adequately realized, that the Catholics of the country have entered on a systematic and persistent campaign to cripple and eventually
break down our free schools. The time for
this seems to be chosen just when the blind
attachment of Catholies for the ** mother
church” is being strengthened by the crea-

“note

WE

Saturday

becamé satisfied belore the close that it was

to respond to some delegates from other
charches to utter, as the Interior says, ‘an

Tue OLp Sririr.

Tue Baptist Herald, the ficst number.of
which is before us, is the organ of a portion

tion have named L. W. Anthony, Esq., its
Treasurer, 100 Weybosset Si., Providence,

Current

- The Sabbath school, meeting

though

to

see something of the kind.

Associa-

as the person ‘to whom the contributions
should be forwarded. Is it too much to expect that some day in the coming autumn
will witness its erection and dedication?

direction,

The Lord's Supper, at the close of the Sabbath afternoon meeting, was a precious
ures on
‘“An
Englishman's Views of
season. The preaching was all very acceptAmerican Politics,” and ‘Five Dead Men
able, and some of the sermons were spoken
I have Known; ” Prof. Richard A, Proctor,
of as of very great power and comfort. Sinof London, the eminent astrénomer, ‘on
ners were awakened, and expressed them‘*“ Transit of Venus and Celestial MeasureA Divipep CHURCH. . The irceconcilable selves as anxious and ready .to seek
the
ments,” “The Infinities About Us,” &-o:; conflict raging in the Episcopal church Saviour.
Indeed some of them commenced
Daniel Dougherty and Henry Armitt Brawn, finds a new illustration and gains
emphasis the work while the meeting was in prog
orators of whom Philadelphia is always just now by a bitter strife over the confirma- ress,
proud ; Wendell Phillips ;Rev. Dr. Tiffany on tion of the newly elected Bishop
for lows,
Lansing is the capitalof the State, a small
“The First Great American ;» Prof. W. H, Rev. Dr. Eccleston.
A majority of lay dele- city, and comparatively young.
When seNiles, with a new lecture on ** Holland and gates havé'refusedto sign the
credentials, lected as the seat of government some thirits People,” illustrated ; DeCordova with his and no end of lobbying
and wire-pulling is ty years ago, the place was a dense wilderinimitable fun; De. Lorimer on the *‘Lost now being
engaged in to induce the stand- ness.
A plain wooden structure was erectVirtues,” and ** What [ Know about Boys;"
ing committees, as in the case‘ of Dr. De ed as a State house, but a magnificent ediH. G. Spaulding on “The Antiquities of Koven, to
vote
against
confirmation. fice of Ohio sandstone and iron is now in
Rome,” illustrated with the stereopticon ; Charges of unfair
dealing and political in- process of efection, and when completed it
Dr. Villers, with his leciure on “Fanny
trigue are freely. made against the friends of will be worthy of the noble State fo which.
People We Meet,” with his mirth-provoking
the successful candidate, who was elected it stands.
I. D. STEWART.
imitations; and many others. Among the by a bare majority. This strife all the moro
editorial craft, we notice the name of W. A. forcibly illustrates the sharppess of the
con- |
:
<
Inthe Field.
Hovey, editor of. the Boston Transcript. tending factions Gf ““ high™
Charles Bradlaugh,

is published in Oakland City, Indiana.

The Ex. Commit tee of the

in this

—————
a
——

the dissenters from. the * five
points” of evening was devoted exclusively
to the in.
Calvinism were supposed to-be both numer- terests of that department of Christian labor,
ous and influential. Instead of this, the It was th first meeting of the kind, and aji

course much to be said on both sides of this
fenders of the common school? It will be. though our corporeal natare is subject to the
question of hanging. For ourselves we
worth their while for the defamers of the laws of matter, subject to its limitations and
should greatly prefer a method of punishministry to take these, and nfany other infirmities, subjeet to the mystery of pain, ment more in keeping with the gentler side
things quite as important, into account be- death, dissolution, it does not follow that it of both the human and the divine nature. ment, there should be no connection, direct nanced all personal allusions. No definite
or indirect, between church and state, and
action was taken, but the subject is in the
has no noble destiny.
Rather is there evifore earrying their crusade further.
We may in time reach that condition, Mean- we oppose all legislation in the interest of hands
of the Y. M. board, that will do the
dence that its apparent weakness and in<
any
particular
sect
upon
this
subject.
We
firmity is incidental, the effegt
of perversion, while, we can think of no better way to deal should not fail to profit by - the experience best it can. A collection of $60 was taken
with these reckless and upparently barden- of foreign governments, where the efforts in aid of
and may be transient. AS yet we know
the Grand Ledge church, and other
The N. I. Yearly Meeting.
ed murderers than that of hanging.
But of the church to contro) the state constitute interests are, perhaps,
very little of matter—its nature, at{ributes,or
equally needy.
even this otha is in great danger of los- an evil of great magnitude and endanger
The session of the New Hampshire Year- laws. The more we know of it, the higher
The
women
came
up
to the Y. M. with &
the
rower
and
prosperity
of
the
people.”
ing its restraining influence over’ ‘cfimindls
ly Meeting was held with the Farmington and nobler it appears. What seem to be
from the wucertain and-quibbling use which: ‘ We trust. this may prove to be the key- purpose to fortru Mission society, if that
eharch last week. The fine weather, the weaknésses and infirmities may be referable
should be considered best.
1h:
They held
the-courts-makoof it. ©

good attendance, the harmony in

al

L state of brotherhood”
than
lion times could witness.

in these contributions for the object speci-

indications of it. Our reason, our very instinct demdnds it. The word of God clear-

on

vious to entering his eternal rest.

fied.

ed with inflaeuces which furnish powerfal mo ives to wrong doing as that of the
ministry. This state of things arises from
viz. i first, a eonsciousness

:

was a cause of gladness, The gathering
has evidently bad its influence along with
all the others which are now operating to
bring the North and South into closer union
It is by suchjblessed efforts as these, that we
are gradually coming into that completer

While the churches in Rhode Island take ** policy toward sister’ denéminations is to
characterized by an abundance of Scripture the initiative in this works they do not pio- be seasoned with charity,” and it will * take
quotation; the dignity and kindness with pose to monopolize it. Indeed, the step al- a Bible position on all moral questions.”
which counter opinions were exchanged ; ready taken is; we believe, in accordance
The General Baptists are a worthy ' people.
the clear words of denominational fidelity, with an understanding with the Ex. Com- They are separated from the Freewill Bapwhich rang from hearts as sound as steel; mittee of the Corporators of the Printing tists only by their name, and very many of
the grateful expressions of Christian love Establishment.
All the. triends of our de- them wish that even that difference was reand fellowship; the generous treatment at ceased brother, wherever they may reside, moved.
We exfend Christian greeting to
the hands ofthe church which entertained are not only cordially invited, but they are them, and hope for the success of this new
the session;
and the season of Christian “also earnestly solicited to contribute their literary venture.
]
.
i
‘communion with which it closed ;—alltliése offering.
A COMMENDABLE SPIRIT. Rev. H. P,
While it would not be in harmony with
characteristics it is a pleasure both to men‘Gage,
of Boston, being at liberty duricg the
the
character
of
the
deceased
to erect a
tion and remember.
The death of our lamented Dr. Day was’ monument excessively elaborate and expens- sammer vacation of the city schools (July
will
supply
any eof our
the burden of many a heart, but the lessons ive, yet its style and material will depend and August),
churches
that
may
require
his,
set'vices.
He
somewhat
upon
the
amount
contributed.
of fidelity which we learn from his life, of
cares not where the churches are, provided
patient and persistent work, and of cheer- A leading and well known layman suggests
ful service wherever a duty presented it- a granite .monument,.costing..some five they are accessible to Boston, nor whether
self, now utter themselves as though they hundred dollars, as ‘meeting his views of they are able to pay or not. His address is
No. 20 Forest street, Boston. “If the
were the benison of his lingering spirit, what would be highly suitable.
Knowing that there are thousands who church is weak and can not pay,” he says,
prompting us all to .a like faithfulness.
‘tevere the memory of Dr. Day.and wish to ‘““then I ean do them the most good.”
May they be fully and effectively heedperpetuate it, we Fook for great spontaneity
if
———————
A
—
ed.

be

no more ungenerous or unfair than to cast
eontinual aspersions on the ministry because a few men may bave proved untrue
and base.
ee
It is unquestionably true that-no class of

memory.

Education interests received fitting atIt seems especially fitting that the churchtention. y The Agent
of the Society, who is es in Rhode Island should take the initiative
especially looking after the needs and wel- in this work. Though Dr.. Day belonged
fare of young men contemplating or pre- to the whole denomination in such a sense
paring
for the ministry, is doing -an excel- as but few men have, yet the churches in
bs
lent work. Its resultscanot
n seem to be Rhode Island feel that he belonged to them
less than the accession. ‘of real strength to especially. 'It was in that Slate that he
this branch of service, as wall as the great- spent the most of his early years, gave his
er cfficiency of those already entering. the heart to God and received his rudimentary
field.
education. -1t wasthere that he filled three
)
We can hardly enumerate the other feat- important pastorates, embracing the far
ures ‘of interest. The unclion with syhich larger portion of his ministerial life, so
many of the aged clergymen presented the abundant in labors and far-reaching in intheme dearest to their hearts; the fice’ and fluence. It was there also that he, at last,
zeal of those who are just pressing into sought'a refage among hus friends, just pre-

attained eminence and influence by having
an intelligent reason behind the expressions
of every well defined opinion, but: tp such

AN

-

sons,

note, was wade

work of the Associations, and this ot course

sentation of this cause was such as to inter- conscience, power, freedom, responsibility
est all listeners, Its needy condition, ‘the like his own, assures us of existence beyond
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 16, 18757
| local churches that are suffering, the work the narrow boundaries of this lite. ‘We had
i ——LS TH
f= the South that is languishing, —these and a beginning, we are finite; but we shall
G. F. MOSHER, Ofiice Editor.
many other aspects seemed to arouse a never cease to be. We are subject to
feeling which we believe will not die as the change, but such as is consistent with proae All communications
designed for publicabrethren seek their homes.
Let the inter- gression.
Physical death—the greatest aption should be addressed to the Editer, and
all
est go through the denomination.
Our parent ckange and mystery of all—can not:
letters on business, remittances of money,
&ec.;
Success, especially in ‘the West, depends. be shown to be inconsistent with this high
should be addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N.H.
largely on comingto the wesoud of tl
destiny, :
:
:
=
=
te
Home Mission. The Sébrelary can not ilo
What Nature through ‘all its wide domain
A Word about 'Ministerss
the work alone. A few brethren can not do so beautifully typifies, the Scriptures aus
Oe
:
it. It demands the united and heacty help thoritatively declare respecting our future
"It is quite fashionable just now, we o)- cf our whole Zion.
God grant that it re- and immortal state» Not only is the sou!
serve, for many of the secular journals to ceive it.
:
immortal but man is immortal,
for the soul is
speak in disparaging terms of the ChrisOn several questions which . have lately the man, Though the body is corruptible,”it
tian ministry.
This is noticeable not so been freely discussed through
the denomi- shall put on incorruption, this mortal shall
much in the way of candid eriticism as in a
nation, and not without some perplexity, put on immortality, and death be swallowed
certain style of innuendo in Which the flip- the brethren
showed themselves
al to up in victory.
pant writer for the daily press has learned our
——
faith, Freewill Baptists aceordinzto
to excel. And itis to this unfair mode of the real and
proper meaning of “the term,
A
Monument
for Dr. Day.
dealing with a clas€ of men entitled to at and disposed
10 accept mo innovations
least candid treatment that we allude.
A which would either confuse its coangils,
As we stated last week, the
ingenious par
h has often more power
for mischief withthe mass of readers than
the labored argurhent of a column.
Work
of this kind comes within the easy range of
men having a kind of “smartness” not fet-

"

ww

v

Curious-

worthy
A

of

On the whole, thf

session

wus

hopefulness and helpfulness, and

one of
we

count

‘it as one of the rich experiences to us never

to be forgotten.

To meet with the old and

tried veterans of the cause,

who have long

* borne/the burden and heat of the diy, »

was refreshing ; while to greet the youngér
and stronger men full of the vigor and the
freshness of life was no less cheering. Bro.
a meeting or two, and the Y. M. hav- Miller, with his matured powers and earing takep action that seemed to cover nest soul, Dinsmore with his tireless fidelity,
about the same ground us they intended to Malvern large hearted und clear headed,
occupy so lar as the collection of funds was Woodwerth, ardent, brave and loyul as
concerned, they asked advice as to the pro- ever, Dodge with his abundant zeal and
priety-of perfecting their organization. A warm heart, Harris, enthusiastic in all
very free interchange of views and opinions good things, Totman, earnest and true,

followed, in which both men and women
participated, the resalt of which

was

Broadfoot,

that] —these, and

nothing more was done by the ladies in the

calm,

true-hearted and stable,

many others, it was a _pleas-

ure to grt as fellow laborers in the cooa-

organization of a distinct society, When mon field and to find inspiration in the
the Y. M. Mission Board was chosen two greeting.
:
ladies were elected as trustees, and all
The closing hour of (he Sabbath evening
seemed disposed to give this arraigement a
‘
session was surrendered to a fitting memosq
.
[fair trial} and have but one organiz‘ ation
for rial sefvice in which . the. universal grief
raring and disbursing mission funds,
over the loss of our departed Bro. Day ~~
\

°
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out of loving

hearts, .

A. H. H.

;

pastor,

may ‘be

‘The.

ad-

a suitable

house

‘tion by the candidate,
Lake
Village church.

$8,000,

In the latter

church since April 4,

debt, and thus

There have

been

conver-

nity pervades all their meetings,
On Sunday, June

6,

burden, which was erippling its energies, and
taking the heart out of its pastor, if that were

-

twenty-six

new meme

béen

During the past few months, 66 have

baptism,

added to thd church, nearly all by

and the revival

sqon,

Others are to be baptized

‘

:

interest is still manifest,

was &

We learn that the first Sunday in June

day of good cheer to the Mount Vernon Mission

church, in Lowell, Mass. In the morning four
convérts were baptized, and in the afternoon
these with four others received: the hand of fel-

The religious interest is in a healthy

lowship.

condition, and both pastor and people are great-

ly encouraged.

:
D

Putnam, N.Y,

The Free Baptist church in

this place is enjoying unusual prosperity. During the past winter the Lupd has abundantly
blessed us by the outpouring of his spirit. Sianers have been converted, wanderers reclaimed’
and the church revived.
Thirteen have recently

followed their Master in the ordinance
tism, and united with the church.

of bap-

All the forces

of the church seem to be udited in the great gospel work.

The congregations

have

that God

may

carry on the good
W. A. Naavy.

bath, Bro. Burgess, its pastor, baptized eleven
converts, and received into fellowship by letter
seven others, an aceession of eighteen in all,
with others yet to come.

- Auburn

Church.

This

months,
branches

tized forty-seven

teen'more.

converts;

Adding

timely.

especially

pastor is

Since

the

révival

winter, 14 have been
church.
Bro,
B, F.
tized 11 on Sunday,
that other converts
that ordinance. The
place is really good.

receiving

a

Literary Institution.

Thursday

evening,

Rev.

delivered

was

Societies

address

the

3,

by
On

Mass.

A. L. Houghton,of Lawrence,

Friday, occurred the examinations of the sever:
were

which

al classes,

highly

satisfactory to all

who listened to them, and must have afforded
special pleasure to the instructors, and pagrons
of the institution. ‘The studies of the classes exdmined embraced Geometry, Zoology, Botany,
Evidences of Christianity, Latin, Greek, French,
painstaking

examindtions

The

and German.

faithfulness

revealed

a

on the part of the sev-

eral. instructors, and reflected thuch

éredit upon

the classes. The reci ation in the Oles of Horin Tuscarora, N. Y., last ace, by the three young ladies of the graduating
added to the ¥. Baptist “class, was specially creditable.
The exercises of the graduating class, consistHerrick, the pastor, bapJune 6, and it is expected ing of two gentlemew and three ladies, in connection with those of the junior ¢lass, occurred
will soon put on Christin
Friday evening in Chapel Hall, The programme

religious

interest

in the

was varied, and furnished both entertainment’

and instruction.
Diplomas were awarded to the
graduates by the Principal, Prof. J. 8. Brown.

Rev. L.aW, Parker continues his labors with

"The institution only needs a lurger endowment

the Free Baptist church,in East Weare, N. H,,
with good acceptance.
Weare cheered, and ex-

to insure its permanent success, ‘and the work
which it has already accomplished ought to commend it to every Free Baptist ia the State.
4
VIATOR.

pect good results,

T..E.

June 10, 1870.

Bates College.
No prizes have yet been offered for the Junior
exhibition, which occurs Monday evening, June
28, and the college would be pleased to receive
offers of some from any friends who may be disposed to encourage our young men.
Last year three prizes were offered : the first
prize of 100 by Wm. B. Wood of Boston ; the
segond of $50, by the ladies of the Lowell
- church;
the third of $25, by the ladies of the

“WESTERN.

M. H. Tarvox

a communication from Bro.

who spent

church

the last Sabbath in

has already

Star, he writes :
The attendance,

appeared

8. school,

in the

the singing,

the

good order, the preaching exceed the average
of our societies in the north. I came away thanking God that the Free Baptists had a church in
Richmond where the Baptist faith predominates,
The old African church is the largest in America, numbering
about 800 were

three churches

there,

Our

Iome

two or

Mission has

made a noble beginning. May God and churches
north give them still more help,

That

‘The revival wave, which

passed

over or rath-

well-

ing up in and around these two cities, now exhibits its_grateful results in accessions to the
churches both in numbers and strength.
Nearly
all the evangelical ehutches have shared in these
fruits, some quite largely. I particularize only

our own.

Walnut

many more would have

Creek

borne

as

we look

Last Sabbath Rev. Mr. Bowen of the

Main St. church baptized two persons and welcomed them in befitting words to its fellowship.
The season at thie communion table presided
over by the pastqr, and Prof, Hayes, was very
pleasant and enjdyable.
This church, consider-

tes-

has a membership

of eleven,

with others to unite soon, .The churches composing the Q. M. welt all represented, and the

most of them reported prosperity. Two churches’
have been received in the Q. M. during the
past year, The session, I trust, was a profitable
one to’ the young church with which'it was held.

perhaps
not
without
its shortcomings.
Tts
rangeof benevolent operations ‘is large, and its
contributionsto benevolent objects, though not

Rev,

B. A.

How,

formerly 4 member

of

the

United Brethren church, and who has recently
come among us, was present and preached fo
good acceptance. There has been a F. Baptist

what they might be, still will compare well
with those of other like churches. I give the
exhibit of its last year’s work in this direc-

chutch recently organized

tion, rather to show the range of its operation,
thar any special help to any one cause,
Contributed by the church and congregation
for mission workin Lewiston, $47; Minnesota

Co, Towa.

in

Sumner,

Bremer.

© e8 of thie church, which of themselves “wiiount
to some $2200, ‘The exhibit was not" flaftering
and congregation,

because

Quarterly Meetings.

the

pastor had occasion to say that it fell consider
ably short of the average of his six years’ pastor-

ate.

Whether this was due to financial, or spir-

itual embarrassment, is not quite clear.
I simply

want

to

say

farther,

that

the

ma-

lime

with

session

with

the

to -see

them.

EUREKA,

Fhe social

church,

MARRIED

Collection for

the

benefit

June 4—6.

of

the

H. H. Davis,

A.T. Worden.

rian, $933,000; Episcopal,
$500,000; Congregational,
an, $360,000;

Universalist,

ers, $1,220,000.

Clerk.

CALL

Baptist,
Unitari-

the Baptists,

ALUMNI

The floor is thirty

street level.

v

THE

Downer’s

:

MONDAY

Hampton

EVENING.—Sermon

TUESDAY

classes.
TUESDAY

and

the

Hs

DR.

KEVENING.—Prize

Declamation

by

4

and

patrons

of

the Institution

are

dially invited to be present.
}
A. B. MESERVEY,

Nuw

Bampion

Literary

and

Biblical

y

The Abbe
church

has

in press

a work on

State of the Roman: Catholic

in France,”

in

he undertakes to

which

ghow that it is entirely under the influence of
the Jesuits, and that no good comes to morality

Berkvapr Q. M.—Held its May session with
26-27,
May
church,
the Gilford Village
‘I'hero was a good attendance, and the meeting
one of profit. - Wednesday evening was set apart
for the installation of Rev. J. N. Rich, as pastor

by a doctor of the Christian faith,

The deceased

gentleman has bequeathed them 30,000 florins,
subject to the condition that the sum be not

time

touched for 120 years, at the end of which
he calculated that the sum would
amount of three million florins.
The Congregational churches in
setts number 516,
061.

Mr. R. Pearsall

with

a

reach

the

of

of

a,

Holland

a

aA

:

Wy.

10,000

Location Healthy. Milles
8S, RIDGELY, Attorney,
:
1311
tamms

15

Me

svre,

and

Fuigle p Ckigd with legals prize, po tp i. 23¢, Cin
ou fee
LRIDE
& CO., 769 Bradway, N. XY.
v2
:

no

sewing

machine

immense

{

RA

cor-

14t16

G.

F.

JAS. H. FOWLER,
No.

k

533

Hilborn,

W

Springfield,

of the

1H G Corliss, Underhill

Cen,

Vt,

2

Street, Boston.

OF

GOD.
NEVIN,

We

.

for Price Lists.

Address

:

BUFFALO,

announce

N.Y.

that (until farther notice) we will

sell to applicants in any city or two. where we have
no agent, on the same terms and at the same discounts as to large dealers who purchase tronr $30;000

to $50,000 value anoually.
The fact of ours being

responsibility and the merits of our instruments.
GEO. A. PRINCE §& CO.
4t23

RCH ORGANS
CHU
At the lowest price constant with the qualtiy given and guaranteed.

E.

G.

Send Stamp for catalogues.

G.-Hook

&

ngs,Boston

Builders of nearly 800 organs,
lirgest and most complete in
lished 1827.

including
the

the

Six

country.
Establyeow2

OLDEST

IN THE

AND

THE

BAKER & CO. began the
of their celebrated

BEST

manufacture

Cocoa

W Schoonoyer—u

desideratum

Racahout

:

om

WAN

1DYL

Bondholders’

OF

WORK.

By LUCY LARCOM...cuauses NY
“A Story’of New England mill life as it was thirty

poem the treasures of her heart, as well as the riches
of her intellect.—Ljterary World.

SEX

IN. INDUSTRY.

Of LADOr. asses iariaranves sesnnn sare
¥“We predict for Lr. Ames’s book as liberal a reception as that-accorded to the work of Dr, Clarke.
of

America

owe

Dr.

Ames

a

CLASSICS.

and

sea to remember Osgood’s Little Classics, which are

books of all others for the pocket or satchel,”—Cungregatonalist.

BUNKER

‘those

to employ reliable persons everywhere 10
represent our firm. Merchants, farmers,

MEMORIAL,

and spirited Narrative of the Battle, by JAMES M.
numerous

Illustrations.

*.* For sale by Booksellers.
ceipt of the price.

JAMES

od

HILL

A unique souvenir of Bunker Hill Battle, containing
a superb Poem written expressly for this “Memorial,” by OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES; an accurate,
BUGBEE, and

Arabes

MASS.

of

years ago.
The spirit of the poem is deeply and
Jenaerly religious; faith and trust suffuse every
line.
She has wrought into this noble and beautiful

cents.

Walter Baker &Co.,
DORCHESTER,

Chairman

CHOICE NEW BOOKS.

is an excellent food for invalids, and uncivaled in
delicacy. All the above are for sale by Grocers and
Spice Dealers thropghout the country.

ba

TAYLOR,

York.

LITTLE

Cocoa

of Dyspeptics

des

FRED.

12 volumes of Capital Short Stories. $1 each.
“We advise all who intend to journey by land or

They now make the FINEST VANILLA Choco
late and the German Sweet Chocolate, Their

is the great

Desirous of maintaining their rights and of preventinga sacrifice of their interésts, will address at

boundless debt ?’— Hartford Post.

.

afflicted with weak nerves.

Burlington, (edar Rapids& Minnesota

The working women

-and Broma.

Breakfast

-

of absorbin
HIESTORI

WORLD.

Chocolate,

Tarrant’s Effervescent Seltzer Aperient,
-vhich combines theadvantages of a luxury with
those of the purest, satest and most genial alterative and tonic ever administered as a cure for dyspepsia and bilious affections.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

1131, New

100 YEARS AGO
ALTER

of

Committee, care Fred. Butterfield & Co., P. O. Box

13t14

THE

Bottled Bliss. Its impossible to ¢onceive
a more réfreshing draught than is afforded by

R. OSGOOD

MAINE

Paper,

Sent postpaid on

25

re.

& CO., BosTox.

CENTRAL

INSTITUTE,

PITTSFIELD, ME.

Courses of
paieiory,

weeks.

Study

for both

Normal,"

Classical,

:

sexes.

College

Scientific.

Pre-

Terms,

;

10

Fall term begins A
st 23, 1875.
Winter term
begins
November 8, 1875,
Spring term begins February 7, 1876. Summer term Define Apr
2, 1876.

KINGSBURY BATCHE At A. M,, Principal of
Latin, Greek and Chemistry.
\
ministers, teachers, &c., &c. Good wages
CYRUS
JORDAN, A. M., Principal of Normal DeJuasaniced. Address Hudson River
Wire |
' partment,
German, Didactics, Mental
and
Lo. 128 Maiden Lane, N. X., or 18 Clark
oral Science.
\
8, Chicags, Il.
Seow
Miss LINDA C. VICKERY, Preceptress, French,
Geometry and Botany.
}
Dr. Lang’s Remedy never fails.
Miss LOVINA H. HAYNES, N&mal classes,
CATARRH
We guarantee a positive cure, ne Miss ELLA C. HURD, Music,

charge.

REED

& Cu.

00:
3
8.10

FREEmatier how long standing. Trial

boitle sent to any sufferer free of
the
sole proprietors,
HENRY

Address

643 Broadway, Aew York,

4621

morth to agents, every Where,
Address
EXCELSIOR Mra. Co.,
Buchanan, Mien.
p

Mis/

ANGIE

E. HANSON,

Hoglich studies.

Board for clubs, either

for

froth $1.50 to $2 00 per week.

ladies or

gentlemen,

Board in families, in.

cluding rooms, ete: from $2.50 to $3 30 per week.
For

|

lurtheyp * parnenlars,

:

y

aadress

the

Secretary,

CU. A. FARWELL,
+ Pittsfield, Me,
»

o

largest

the oldest and

States, with 55,000 instrumanufactory in the United
ments now 1n use, is a sufficient guarantee of our

once

D.D.

and LEGENDARY
Lore of the BIBLE,
with accounts of its Patriarchs, Prophets, Priests, King and Heroes.
S00 Royal Octavo Pages with
numerous handsome engravings.
AGENTS
WANTED.
Millers’ Bible and Publishing House,
1102 & 1104 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

competitors.

|

Send

CO.

Manager,

A new and valuable Book
interest Sontag
all the

CURE)

N H,

NO.

Washington

VOICE

Forwarded.

H C Holsington, Milo, Me,

No person

and Manufacturing purposes.
Special inducements to agents.
WEED
SEWING
MACHINE

*

x

was, or ever

and success, as

runs without noise, and is adapted to both Family

Potter—O D Patch—E

A H Whitaker, Johnstown, O.
WP Wolf, Wilmington. O.

ever

popularity

the

——————

7 P Taylor, Hartsell, Morgan Co, Ala.

popularity.

8%

SUCCESS

Its standard of excellence and purity -has won for
it a world-wide reputation, and their various preparations have regéived the HIGHEST MEDALS
at the Paris and Vienna Expositions, and at all
the Principal Exhibitions of the World, oyer all

BY MAIL.

~. Now in use.’

;
Prize
Picture
sent free!
gem 150
! pA
‘The TOLL-GATE
objects to find!
Address, with stamp, EB. C, AR
2iyl
BEY, Buffalo, N. Y.

NEW

Tibbetts—C W
Troth—M
Terwilliger—T P Taylor—I"
Wheat—R
Walker—8
Turner—W
Toothaker—J Tukey—D ade,
I' R Wright.
A
HHM-D
p
i
D Waterman—KE
Whittemore—A Wyman—L W Wadsworth.
Books

of Jewelry,

should buy a machine without first examining it. Our

Plerce—~C F Penney—L Perkins—D E Potter —-E_A Porter—W S Phillips—L Roberts —-G*8 Ricker—H IL Russ—N
L Rowell—K C Stillman—R T Sanborn—J W Satterlee—
J Stevens=J J Smith—Mrs WJ Stanton—J L Smith—A

Swain—8

paper, 15. envel-

a pir cc

to Run, and will do All Kinds of sewing.

—A Hayden—H Hopkins—IJ Hoag—L L. Harmon—S P
8 Jones—8 8 JohnJohnson—A K Jones-A D Jones—1
son—8 H Kenney—C Kelsey—C 8 Loomis-J D Lewis—J
Meliay-R
Lindsey—B
H
-J
quale
A Libby=J P
MowMerrill=B Minard—R M Minard—G W Manter—M

Nquires—G A Stoddard—dJ

sheets

opes, golden Pen, Pen folder.

‘ent Yard

of

Ww Abboft —J H Alexander—P T Aldrich-W Andrews
~F 8 Bumpus~A Bartner—H T Bushley—O A H Bruce
—0 E Browning ~Mrs 3 Bradbury—R Bogie—SM Clark—
D C Curtis=J Chamberlin =W' Coughenour—J G Ulinkard—C L Comstock=-J H Calif—T Cary-Mrs L F Clark
—dJ DeMaranville—=Mrs 8 B Davis—J H Darling=%Z A
Dyer—H Elkins
~L A Fliut—B R FellowS—J Foss -F W
Folsom=M Folsom—F
Freese—C
8 Firman—-C B
Grifin—D Gilbert—dJ Grout ~W E Griswold—JA Gllmore
=Mrs L B Galer—B 8 Gerry—O C Hills—W E H oward—

ry-W W Moses—IL Norton—I, I

00,000

and

Homes,

has this machine, and all because itis so Simple, Easy

Institution

P Sandy, B Oakfield, N Y.

for one

»

Fieshworms,

will be put upon the market, that in so short a time

article 4 of the con-

Letters Received.

84,

Smith, preaching at the Hague,

was honored with the Queen
“ll
of his hearers.

4h

Massachu-

membership
:

.

e

or

Agenis for the best-selling Prize
Packages in the world, 1t con-

will gain such

Offide Addresses.

.. DL

Melodeons.
The Oldest, Largest, and Most Perfect Manufactory
in the United States.

of

SEWING
MACHINE !

Rev. A. D. Jones, North Berwick, Me,
** RH. C. Hoisington, Milo, Me.
* D. Allen, Chesterville, Me,
“ IT, Keniston, West Campton, N. H.
* 0. Pits, E. Corinth, Me,
qe

“

OF THE

W C Hackett—H C Holsington—U I Head—R L Howard

The “Jewish World” states that a curious
legacy has been left to the poor Jews of Kalisch

J

Fa
«i

2124

Post

-

Bartee, of

E. Darton,

,

UNEXAMPLED

stitution, by striking out the words *‘ two-thirds of
the trustees way be nominated hereafter by the
executive committee of the Freewill Baptist Edacation Society” and insert instead thereof the following: one-third of the trustees may
be hereafter

-

Michand

Rosalia

49 Bond St., New York,

,

V

o

will be held at Chapel
Hall, on Wednesday, June
80, 1875, at 1 o’clock, P. M., for the choice of officers
and to act upon the following article :(—To see if the
corporators will vote to amend

Organs &

Family Favorit

Prin.

New
Hampton.
meeting of the corporators

annu4l

Hymns

Geo. A. PRINCE & Co,

.
Huling, at the

A. H.

BY REV. ALFRED

Among the Mohammedan converts received by

«The Present

B. C. PERRY,
4m20 5thp

Aeres. Near railroad.
ood. Address WM.
):nton, Maryland.

THURSDAY EVENING —Promenade concert.

The

the Presbyterian missionaries in Persia was a
soldier, who stated that 200 men in the army
thought as he did,and were holding secret meetings in regard to the Christian religion.

rs s7779%

[

WEDNFKSDAY EVENING.—Lecture before the Literary Societies,—by Ralph Waldo Emerson.
'HURSDAY, A. M,—Exercises of the graduating
classes.
Friends

both of

% use Perry’s Improved Comedone and Pimple R°medy—the
" Great Skin
Medicine, or consult,
IF.

.

Young

WEDNESDAY.—Examination

middle and junior classes.

Searles,

NM Blackheads

Com.
(

-

Low-

FOR PIMPLES ON THE
TAGE,

Institution.

before

Men’s Christian Association.

Miss

A. Mandeville, both of

Miss

9, 1875.

at New

Penney,
and

for Perry’s Moth and Freckle
Lotion. "It is
yeliable.

possible

]
fy

|

Biglow,& Main, Publishers,

>

Probably

Anniversary

As-

of these

Social Significance

Grove, and

INDIANA Y. M. will be held with the Franklin
church, commencing at 2, P. M., Friday, Aug. 13.
312)
D. A. TUCKER,
Clerk.

feet below the

An illustration of the spread of the principles
of religious toleration is afforded in the fact that
a bill has been introduced into the Prussian Diet granting corporate rights to Baptists.

Christian and
sociations.”

and Miss Aana

1

FULLONTON,

MILLION

A= One Copy of either of the above sent by mail,
post-paid, on receipt of twenty-five cents.
~

FORMOTH-PATCHES,
FRECKLES,
AND TAN, ask your Druggist

ating class, to listen to ten minutes’ addresses by
members of the alumni, and to take action with
reference Lo the formation of an association, ard

B. F. HAYES,
E. W. PORTER,
A. L. HOUGHTON.

ONE

No other Musical fstrument ever obtained the same

J

J.

Nearly

have been sold,

For Prayer and Social Meetings,
Is being adopted everywhere. Over 350,000 Copies
already sold.

Rev. R. M. Minard, Mr.

Chicago.

THEOLOGICAL

the adoption of a constitution,
H. QUINBY,

Fame)

COPIES

Winnowed

1: 8,62

C.F.

residence of D. D. Bird, Ezq.,Mi. Thomas

In pursuance of these instructions, the commitiee
extend an invitation to ali the persons above designated to meet at college chapel in Lewiston, on
Tuesday, Juue 20, at 3 o'clock, P. M., or immediately
after the public exercises of the theological gradn-

Lew izton, Me., June

74,000,000

;

OF

’

ropa,

Treas.

F. Taylor, of

Frankie

In Chicago, June 2, by Rev.

Clerk.

such public exercises as they might deem

; and expedient.

Greek church, 138,000,000 Romanists.
An underground church is being constructed
in London, to accommodate the fishing populaIt is built untion in one-quarter of the city.
der ground because land 1s so dear, and will

cost £8,000.

T.

nominarion, together with such ministers as wee
connected as teachers or students with F. B. s¢minaries previous to the establishment of said school
in the year 1810. The undersigned were appointed
a committee with instructions to eall a meeting ¢f
the above named graduates and ministers to b~
held at Lewiston,
Me., during
commencement
week; to prepare and present to said meeting for
its consideration, a constitution ; and to provide for

a

Protestants,

M. Hathaway

Rela-

solved that steps be taken to form an Alummi Association composed of graduates and former students of our eastern Theological School, who have
a standing in the ministry of some evangelical dc-

It is pr@bable that the Rev.. Dr. Eecleston,
of Philadelphia,.will accept the office of Bishop
of the Episcopal Geo of Iowa, to which he
was elected a few days since. He Is about 40
years of age, and leans in his faith quite strong»
ly toward the low church side.
in round
is,
Europe
of
population
The actual

65,000,000

TO THY

World-wide

.

Bristol, Vt. May 2, Mr. Louis Green and Miss Jennje
Taylor, both Lincoln, Vr,
3
At the F, Papiist parsonage ip Tuscarora, N, Y.,
|’ April
17. by Rev.
B. F. Herrick, Mr, Jad. Davis, of
Westfield, Pa, and Mrs, Huldah Brown, of T. ‘At
the residence of the bride’s father,June 3, Mr. Amos

SCHOOL.
At a meeting of graduates from the F. B.
Theological School het@*“at “the Roger Williams
church, Providence, R. I., in Oct. last, i* was re-

dents of Andover Seminary on. + Congregation-

numbers,

‘

Miss

HILispALE Q. M. will be held at Bankers, for
miles south of Hillsdale,commencing June 25. Opens
ing 8 rmon by Rev. A. A. Smith.
B. L. PRESCOLT, Clerk:

is lecturing to the stu-

alism.”

4

In Starksboro, April 30,by

E. B. Patterson, and

219

It is stated in the + Examiner and Chronicle”
that so many of the recent converts in Rev. Mr.
Hepworth's church of the disciples are asking for
baptism, that a baptistry is to be added to the
other church accommodations.
The two theological seminaries of the United
Presbyterian church of Monmouth, Ill, and
Xenia, O., have been united.
A Baptist and two Presbyterian clergymen
received the Lord's Supper at the hands: of an
Episcopal Bishop.
All this at the Church of
the Ascension, West New Brighton, Staten
Island, in May, 1875.
i
of St. Louis,

April 8, Mr. John

Conference will convene on Friday,25th,at 4 o'clock,
P.M. ith
:
J.
W. HiLLs, Clerk,

Presbyte-

oo

May 21, by Rev.

Milliken, of Burnham,
of South Montville.

SUSQUEHANNA Y. M. will be held with the Fabius
church, five miles by omnibus from Apulia station, Syracuse & Binghamton R. R., June 25-27.

Methodists and Presbyterians ave about equal.

. Dr. Post,

of L.

8. Wood.

Hymn read for Critici m, H.G Mceker.,
3t
A. E. WiLsoxN,

$220,000 ; all oth-

In membership

Church,

{Of

ell, and Miss Mary 8. Mead, of L..” March 13, Mr.
George A.Armitage and Miss Nellie L. Bartlett, both

The Christian’s Armor, A. B. Loomis,
Grounds or
Cause of
Ministerial Success, 8. Cady. . A Chapter of
Scripturéread
for Criticism,
P. Scramlin.
A

cause,

$842,000;
$705,000;

of Haverhill.

ng-

Regeneration, G. Huxtable§

tion of the Sunday #¢hool to the

General,
The Chicago churches have a total membership of about 100,000; value of church property $7,571,000 distributed as follows: Catholic,
$1,031,000;

Mrs. J.

1.00

the bride’s father, by Rev. A. L. Houghton, Mr.
John A, Hall and Miss Hattie M., oldest daughter
of Cols L. D. Sargent, both of L. April 26, Mr.
Hezekjah Kelley and Miss Elizabeth B. Reed, both

The Bibla View of

Church,

Piive Gold.

3100

20.00
1.00
2.00
10,00
H2

Ia Lawrence, Mass., May 25,at the residence of

Come the Second TimeE. C. Hodge. Mode of Baptism in the Christian Church for the First Three
Hundred Years, E. Crowell. The Duty of the Clergy
to vote and take a Public Partin Political Contests,

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

$1,750,000 ; Methodist,

the

Me.,

Mr. Charles A.
Nellie Knowlton,

Our Guide and Pattern, T. A. Stevens, The World’s
Future, or the State of the World when Christ Shall

$10.67 ; contribution after services, $7.52.
Next session with the Hague church.
W.

in

In Augusta,

worthy. <The Source and Necessity of Spiritual Power, A.E. Wilson,
Our Home Mission Work, I. B,
Coleman, Foreign Mission, J. M. Crandall. Christ,

its last

Ministers in attendance were
Revs D. C,
Wheeler, W. A. Nealey, John West,” David
Smith and Licenciates Bros.1). Ackerman and
Geo. West. The meetings were all well attended
and a deep interest seemed manifested by all
present for the great cause that we all labor for,
that is, the spread of gospel truth,
The business
portion of the meeting was in the main harmonious.

Mission

iN

(A worthy Favorite.) About 400,000 Copies sold.

35.00
20.00
10.00
1.50

Ly

OF MAY,

Wide Awake! Wide Awake

every time;

God and Man, W.H. Fonerden.

L. A. DEMERITTE,

MONTH

Royal ‘Diadem

AT

Me,
per G. W Bean,
K A
Holmes,
A Roby,
tt

DURING

.
HEGEMAN’S
.
+
76 East Ninth Street, Ngw York,
Cordial
Elixir
of Calisaya
Bark,
4122
91 Washington
Street,
Chicago.
A pleasant Cordial which strengthens and improves
the Digestion; an excellent preventive of Fevers
Fever and Ague, &c., and a great Renovator and
Topic for Invalids and debilitated persons. The
igood qualities of-this preparation have been fully
The New Boston Magazine for Girls and Boys.
tested and
proved by almost every family in New
England.
egeman & Ceo. New York, Sole
Profusely illustrated.
It takeg at sight.” SubManufacturers. »Sold by all Druggists.
3m15
scription price $2.00 per year. Agengs
wanted everywhere, Address, D. LOTHROP & CO., Boston.
Specimen copies 15 cents.
2261

Tis known in every clime.

Clerk.

* DELIVERED

A

Tyeas

GREAT SPRING TONIC

For

The prajehing was timely,

Horicon

£8

01 LIBNY-

OF ALL

(Just Published)
OVER 100,000 COPIES SOLD AND

Special Notices.

a

iy;

and religion from their scheming.

Rev. E. A. How is their pastor.

On the Sabbath following the news of Bro.
Day's death, appropriate services were held at
Sufferers, $50; General Missions,” Home and
church in Chicago and a characteristic .serForeign, $100; Maine
State Mission,
$100; the
preached on the occasion by Rev. Bro,
mon
Woman's
Mission, $91; Beneficiaries, $150;
ResoluMalyern, full of tender remembrance.
Geeneral Educational Work, $300; Harper's Yeradopted
also
were
nature
appropriate
an
of
tions
ry, $60; In aid of other Churches, $500; Making
| by the church and congregation.
a total of $1380,
:
This of course is exclusive of current expensthe church

phosphate of

be exhibited to those who desire

in attendance,

Y.) Q. Mi—Held

Lewiston,
N H, per
per Mis M
H chy,

Dover, N. H.

Notices and Appointments,
spiritual and powerful. The ollowing delegates |’
to the Ind, Y. M. were appointed : Rev’s
M. K.
THE LITERARY SOCIETY of the Central N.Y. "Y.
McKee and William Lucker, C. Larebee, Daniel
will meet at the church in Oneonta, June 23, at 6,
Holcomb, H. H. Burns, John and Silas Tucker, M.
P. M. Assignments as follows: Opening
Sermo
B. Manlief, C. C.. Ruble, Arnold Fuller, J. C. for Criticism, J. Langworthy; alternate, S. Hoxie.
Design of.
Printy, N. Barnes, H. Risinger, John. Buchan: Essays: Origin of Evil, JM. C. Brown.
‘Christian Baptism, 8. F. Mathews.
Christian Bean and Matthew Oldham.
er
:
nevolence, J.B. Randall.
The General Resurrec.
;
church,
Union
with
session
Next
tion, S. Ww. Schoonover.
Prayer,
Its Kfféct on
Grorce(N.

7.25

4.00
C.

ADVANCE

Brightest
and Best

23,00

36,75

:
TN

»

i

. COMPETING
BOOKS.
Booksellers know this, for they sel them

92.04

Wash. St. eh; Dover, N fr,

PLACES THEM

IN

F. B. Woman’s Mission Society,

healing property, which renders the oil doubly efficacious. Remarkable testimony of its eflicacy can

upon the Morning Star,

sult of a series of meetings held there during the

past winter, “It

ing its size, locdtion, &c., ought to be among
the most live and efficient in ‘the denomination.
Indeed it tries to be, though in some respects,

to

used, 18 endowed by the

FAR

6.00
5.00
4.50

Woman's
us! Miss, Soc., , NN Scituate,
Scituat R I,per M A Saun -

The report that 250,000 Polish Catholics have
dressed ' in the habiliments of mourning, we
resolved to pass over to the Greek church is con- nommated by the New Hampshire X, M., provided
pledge anew our loyalty to the denomination of
they
shall belongto the F. Baptist denomination,
firmed.
A memorandum to . the Emperor of and
one-third may be nominated by the graduates
which it is the, able and constant organ, and for
of the Institution, provided that at least six of the
Russia
acknowledges
the
secession,and
justifies
it
which its editor gave his brilliant, worthy and
same shall be F. Baptist. And to tradsact any!
corporation,
noble life,
by ¢¢ the moral impossibility of accepting the business proper to come before said
J. R. PIKE, Sec.
"
Rev. 8, SumMerriN writes from Horton, Iowa,
dogma of infallibility.”
vi
New Hampton, June 11, 1875,
as follows :
AsC,
M.
Y.
the
of
The seventh conference
¢ The Cedar Valley Q. M. held its: May ses- |
New Hampton Institution.
-gociations of all lands will meet in Hamburg,
sion with the Six Mile Grove. ¢hurch.
This Germany, Aug. 14—18,
Toe Trustees will meet at their office on Tuesday,
Dr, Baur,
court June
30, at 4, P.M,
. C. LEwis, Sec.
church was’ organized recently, and was the re- preacher at Berlin, will read an essay upon ‘The
New Hampton N.H., June 11, 1875,
z

Lewiston and Auburn Churches.
er which for the last few months has been

the

timony for the Master, had time served. Revival interest has. been enjoyed by some of the
churches, and gll appear steadfast and hopeful.”
Tender and appropriate resolutions
on the
death of Bro. Day were passed, from which we
make room for the following :
;

3,800 members;
last Sabbath,
in attendance on the 8. school.

We may not only have one, but

at Mineral, Ill,, in

services, and

Richmond has a population of 65,000, (before the
war, 75,000), and has a colored population of
25,000,

Iil., church,

QM.
Rev.-J. M, Kayser, writing from Winneconne, Wis, of the last session of the Waupun
Q. M., held at Winnebago, says:
j
«The business was transacted harmoniously
the preaching practical and good, and the social meeting on Saturday afternoon unusually
interesting.
Seventy-one participated in the

May with our Mission church in Richmond, Va.
After describing the new house of worship, an

accountof which

the pastorate of the Burns,

and will immediately enter on his labors,
The revival interest in the Minneapolis church,
Min., still continues under the labors of the pas-tor, Rev, A. J. Davis, who is. much encouraged
in his work.
The last Sabbath of May he baptized three more in the Father of Waters.
» © Rev. E. TisserTs, so long at Agency city,
Iowa, is now laboring successfully with the

Lawrence church,
We have received

:

We learn that Rev, M. G. Purr has accepted
acall to

UNRIVALLED EXCELLENCE AND
POPULARITY OF

5

25.00

City; Towa, per E Dudiey

>
Poyer, N.'H.

ow"

i {Smday School Seng Buoks

a

;

radjsh, Ist Fairfield, Mich, per E J

do Main St ch,
do
Furmington,
Sutton, N H, ch,
' Kk, Washington, N

A sewing silk, of honest length,

Lake

°

June

Friends,

To THE CONSUMPTIVE.—*Wilbur’s Compound of
Cod Liver Oil and Lime,” without possessing the
very nauseating flavor of the article as heretofore

~Rev’s J. Keeling .and E.

during the session.

v

*
GETZWS SCHOOL FOR THE PARLOR ORGAN-The \ 1st Newbury, N H,oh,
Mrs C Brayton, Park 5t Ch, Prov., RT, .
acknowledged instructor—has attained a remarkable
Mrs O A Bradbury,
* to con. herself L. M,
Mrs E Keach, N Scituate, R I,
i
popularity from its inherent merit. Teachers everyMrs E Wilkinson, 8 Woltboro, N H,
Ad
where are using and recommending the work. Sent
Miss S Beachum,
"
y
so
A friend,
by mail for $2.60, by book and music stores. Lee &
Walker, publishers, Philadelphia, Pa,

Woman’s

Center. The weather during the week was all
that condd have been desired, and the clustering
hills,on either side of the village, seemed to
have decked themselves in their richest robes of
On

Agency

-

a

D. A. Tucker,

A (rip last week to the Green Hills of Vermont, afforded an opportunityto attend: the an.
niversiry exercises of the Seminary at Lyndon

green to grace the occasion.

expenses.

|

A HOUSEHOLD treasure you will find

good, lively interest.

“

Center, 111,

i

Rirrey Q. M.—Held its May term. with the
Zion church, May 21-28.
J. C. Printy was
chosen Moderator.
The churches were notall
Letters from some of them - report |
represen ted.

a feast of fat things.

warm reception, not only from our church, bat
from othersof the city,” Which 'aré in hearty fel7 oY
lowship with it—g. ¥.
Lyndon

aT

Omitted May 22.
per E'W Ricker,
:

Mrs Calvin

meetings were attended by the Spirit and it was

The coming of the new
Hes

wu

Taal

The Hanson Place Baptist church, Brooklyn,
of which Dr, Fulton is pastor, owing to. diminishing revenues, voted to reduce the pastor's salary and also to adopt other measures to reduce

with Hinkley church, Aug. 20,
IRA SLATER, Clerk,

and preached

seven-

to these severa) received by

during the last month.

On the first Sabbath in

J. Maniver,

Sabbath

letter it makes an accession of some seventy-five

June we baptized 17,and gave the hand of fellowship to 18, These, with four others, who have
joined by letter, make 75. who have, within a few
in Auburn,

last

BE. TurrLe, Clerk,

Pond, of Separate Baptists, were

ago its pastor, Bro. Mariner, bap-

before the Literary

Baptist church

Lord’s

The Spirit

“

ductive of great good.

immersed ;

not been

have

B

.
Alton, N H,

sale by A. B. WILBOR, chemist, Boston.

accompanied with
rain, so that its
have begun to “run over the wall.”

Three weeks

Avsury, Me, On the third Sabbath in May
we were permitted to administer the ordinance
of baptism to 43 converts and to give the hand

weeks, united with the Freewill

vine of the

Next session

of the Lord has been flowing upofl it for six

Rev. J. B. Merrit is at liberty to supply any
of anv churches, either temporarily or permanently.
Address at either Old Orchard, Me., or
Salem, N. H,

of fellowship to 53.

increas-

A week ago last Sab-

plauting, has been especially favored.

great city. The housesto-house visitation keeps
pace with the public services and has been pro-

CreveErAnp Q, M.—Held its May term with
the Royalton church, An excellent meeting was
enjoyed; quite a revival interest has manifested
itself in some of our churches.
The work on
the Cleveland church is being pushed forward
with energy and dispatch. A request from the
Liverpool church to the Q. M., for the restoration of Bro. Erastus Ensign to his " rmer posi.
tion as an ordained minister, was, atter a careful
investigation, granted by vote of conference. The
Sabbath collection was for the parent Hs M. Society, Amount, $26.11.

Already has spiritual help come

to accompany temporal.

increased ;

the prayer meetings are well sustained, and the
Sabbath school is prospering, Pray for us
brethren,
work.

ing prosperity.

on with

to be

but protest against it as antagonistic to our dedeffimental to our
nominational usages, and
best interests,
:
church, Aug. 24-26,

a moderate amount of outside help, the whole
amount was secured. And with this timely
relief the church bids fair to go

Lvs Jes

Walnut Grove, N H, per S Meserve,
. Mrs IC Emery,
Kennebunk, Me,
¥
Farnumsville;
Mass, per A M Freeman,

The fol- pathize in their efforts for the regeneration of the

' "Next session with the Strafford and Barnstead

possible,
Two members of the church at once nobly put
down $1000 apiece.
The woman's circle with a
sort of instinctive daring, often, perhaps generally, more serviceable than man’s more pompous,
reason, assumeg
the responsibility of another
$1000, and so the subscription went on, till, with

bers were received ore Lawrence (Mass.)
church, of which Rev.’A. L. Houghton is pastor,

this staggering

from

relief

gain

aided by earnest workers who eordially syme

into’ full membership

of persons

in ‘our churches who

Last summer a

brave determination was formed to wipe out the

every day, a fact of

session

Resolved, That, as a Q.M., we do not endorse

the receiving

nineteen have been baptized and united with the

sions, also, in Milo, and a deep feeling of solem-

its May

lowing resolution was passed and ordered
gent to the Morning Star for insertion:

the méan time t& sustait® public worship, was
could do,

®

Rev J § Palmen, Prairie

Messrs, Moody and
Sankey are unremitting in their labors, - and are

with Pittsfield church, May 26—27.

To pay the interest on that sum, and in

about all the church

Next session with the
attend the public services
wo
J. G. Muxsey, Clerk. ‘| wonderful significance.

Ngw Durnax Q. M.—Held

some six

years ago, soon after the organization of the
church, it necessarily incurred a debt of some

place a revival interest has’ been in progress, and

$s

of worship

AH

Tippecanoe,

This, church has

| something to sustain
‘one’ after it is built, In

in-Milo, Me.,

La Grange.

Is

passed through a struggle, almost amouting to
a fight for existence. It costs something to build
up a new church in a city these days. It costs

Wehave good news from Rev. H. C. Hotsivoand the otherhalf in

Pine Street Church.

getting

*1ow, who preaches half the time

silently but constantly,

doubtless the wisest and most efficient.

Rev.B. Bi WiLsoi is at liberty to take charge
He

working

Bd

BIGLOW
& MAINS

application to individuals at their places of business, Buch a systém, under the sharp eye of the

1st Free Baptist church, in North Berwick,
, 23.
Me., and entered upon his laborsMay

onfounded
oo Competition G

—

were conducted according to the following pro an church which met in Baltimore, represented
J M Plummer, 8 Exchange 8t., Portland, Me.
| gramme, Anthem by the choir; Invocation and 24 District Synods,769 ministers, 1,228 chtirches, |
‘reading
tures, Rev. F. L, Wiley; Prayer,
Foreign Mission,
=
THE
Rev. J. P,
Watson (Preshyterian); Hymn by 117,028 communicants,
James Bailey, Ea Andover, N H,per C B Grifin,
, 1
atty G Rowen, Lewiston, Me, Por Ww H Bowen,
mw :
‘the choir; Sermon, Rev. J.” Frank Locke; In.
The full returns of the district meetings of the
stalling prayer, Rev, J. P, Munsey ; the Charge Irish Wesleyan Conference show a total of 20,- W A Rideout, Wakefield, N 1,
:
:
100 |
and Hand of Fellowship to the candidate, Rev.
Lafayette Q M, Wis, per A C Hogbin,
64.0
Foster, R 1, per miss A M Williams,
13.50
G.N. Park; Address to chuxch,Rev.H, 8. Kim- 282 members against 20,040 last year.
Defiance, Ind, per J R Myers,
¢
8.71
“
Ld
ref
3,
ball; Welcome tothe willage, Rev. A. R. Lunt
The revival meetings in London continue, and Allen,
(Methodist) ; Voluntary by the choir; Benedig- increase in interest. Between 60,000 and 70,000
ary L
Marston,
Effingham, N H,
5.00

their visits from house to housé or by personal

Rev. A.D, Joxks has accepteda call to the

of a church desiring a pastor.
dressed at Liberty Hill, Conn,

JUN:

A

The Genéral Synod of the Evangelical Luther- |

of the. Gilford Village church. | The extreioh

‘Solicitors and collectors largelydo the Work in

Ministerands Churches. |
©

STAR

58,

i

for carrying on this department of Chriswords 'chinery
| tian work in this church is admirable. It is very,
| rare that.a collection is taken up in the Churchy

fonnd fullest recognition.in tender

spoken

NG’

NOUN

J.

ou

ng

o

pg
WT

3

.

.
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190
back with it wrapped all about him like a
blanket.
Three winters ago, there was quite a fall
of snow in Washington, and the day before

ry

Christmas the boys and girls on University

Nest in the Old Green Tree.

Hill enjoyed

‘We’ll build us a nest.ia the old green tree.”

<
.
Then how they twittered and how they sang,
As up and down in the boughs they sprang!
© Peeping and spying
all round about,
‘fo find the cunifingest corners out,
Because it must be, you see, you

ing, with his

weut.

a ** Reindeer”

Whita home we’ll have in the old green tree.”

How they weat flitting all in and out?
How they beth twittered and thirped about!

First they laid nice little twigs along
For a. good foundation, firm and strong;
Then Papa Robin, said he, * ll find

Something or other our nest to bind;

Down to the meadow he quickly flew,
Where the grass was springing fresh and new,
And said to a horse which was feeding there,
“Good Dobbin, I want some nice strong hair,
If you don’t object, from your wavy tail;
It’s better for me than hammer and nail ;
And we’ll sing you a song in glee, in glee,

in

shooting

along and

Swinging ber tail with g lazy care,
there.

““ Good Mrs. Brindle, I would bespeak
Some nice soft hair from your back so sleek;
I pray you give it to me, to me,

you

spend

den, but he did not care a fig for the pinks sist him in his office, and nearly fifty applicants came. Out
and poppies that day.

Just belped herself, and then upward flew,
Leaving with Robin her treasure red,

And down to the barnyard lightly sped.
round

Of madame’s “ ghirp;” and they all agreed
To give her what feathers she might need.
Then who so happy as she, as she,

tree.

the boots, put himself into the vest and but-

him,

toned iv all the way“ up, which effectually
covered the obnoxious dress—all but the
sleeves.

He then

sat down

for some nice,soft wool

From your back so fleecy, white, and full,
So that our nest it may be, may be,

All snug and warm in the old green tree.”
Then sheep and lamb, in plentiful store,
Gave till Robin could carry vo more,
‘Who, soon returning with downy spoils,
Betook himself to his happy toils.

man,

the
great organ, and was suddenly filled with
an unspeakable longing to go and hear the
big music. «+
‘
-Had you been in the streats- of a_ certain
town on that Sunday morning, you might
have seen the phenomenon of a hat and
boots slowly wendjng their way up to the
church door; and had you looked closely,
you might have seen two small hands clinging

to

a

strap

of either boot,

and

to

and

asked

Phil lived,

‘tell

him

for the
and

became of him after that,

that

children.

said

* Tan-

I do

not

know.

He did not come back, and I never heard

As up in the nest in the old green tree!
—8t. Nicholas for June. :

How Tommy

- @he Familp Circle.

well-bred people,

Dobbses,

and

knew

who

and

der, and his teeth as white as milk; and
when he wrote his name, I noticed that his

finger-nails were clean, instead of being
tipped with jet. - Don’t you call those letters
of recommendation ?

1 do, and would give

‘more for what I can tell about a boy by using my eyes ten minutes than all the fine
letters he can bring me.”

were

Didn’t Mean

better. - The

to.

—

them.

ni

“ Ob dear !" cried Jeuny,

‘“‘when I went

across lots, I forgotto put .them
me;

up

after

I didn’t niean to.”

So her father had a long hunt, and came

of her.

—

amine

for

€

Oe

a minute,

quietly,

sword-shaped strip of fluted

its

ex-

narrow,

green,

so, that

he

Then her mother told her that'this didn't

hands

and

Went to Church.

It was Sunday morning, but there was an

cared-for example

Noth-

of Nature's workman-

ship; made, as it seems, only to be trodden
on to-day, and to-morrow

to

be

cast iuto

Soni kind of gibberish, and make
stran
ds, as if he were trying to re-

worn only ou state occasions.

So Jenny said she would try very hard to
kill it while it was little ; and she has grown
so careful since then that you might play
with her for a year, aud not find out that
she was the very little girl I have told you
about.— Congregationalst.

used to

eh the western

_ plains; or give his father's war-whoop.

“He bad a passion for bright colors arid

feathers, and under one corner of an old

building; he had an odd collection of gaudy
bits of cloth, broken pieces of lookifigIf he were

gent to the stable for a robe, he would come

by-and-by

he

was

dow

hired

scented

undulation,

steep

to

the

Life is made up ot little things.

He who

tesies, little kindnesses, pleasant words,
genial smiles, a friendly letter, good wishes
and good deeds.

One in a million, once in
do a heroic aetion. Bat

a life-time, may
the little things that make up our life come
every day and every hour.
Pr)

Literary Beview.

the lower ani[)

IN GREAT BRITAIN, under

and Sankey,1873 to 1875. With
ketches.,
Rufus W. Crick,

** North Side Tabernacle,” London, the volume
contains blographical sketches of these two men,

and

much

other

incidental

information.

Dr.

Clark has obtuived
his material mainly from
trustworthy British journals, and’ the narrative

will be-found highly suggestive,
graphic apd interesting.

besides

By Charles Bradlaugh,

being

Boston: Wil-

160.

Price, 76
Hike

The author is known to American readers as
a Radical of the radicals, and an extremist in

English

reforms.

He

explains

in

the

preface

could claim

on

etc.

New

octavo.

York:

pp. 143.

Harper

&

Brothers.

1875.

Price, $1.50.

»We are glad to get a book that may call the attention of its readers to the duties of Kindness
and care which they owe Jo dumb animals.
It
can not be doubted that sych will be the result of
the one before us,although many will differ from
ome of the points presented. The
scheme of

the book is

to show that the lower

animals do

possess these mental and moral characteristics
which we admit in ourselves to belong to the
immortal spirit and not to the perishable body.”
He begins ** with clearing away the difficulties

which arise from the misunderstood passages in

‘the Old
ures
mals.”

Testament, and proves that the Script
ot deny a future life to the lower aniThe two passages alluded to are Ps. 49:

12, 20; Eccl. 8:21. The author disposes of these
‘by quoting fourteen pussiiges to show that, if we

take the literal meaning of the trunslation, man,
in common with beasts, has no future life. ‘Some
of these quotations.are Ps. 6:5; 115:17; 146:3, 4;

Job 7:9; Eccl. 3:18—20. By over three hundred
original anecdotes, all authenticated by the authors, he attempts to * show that the lower ani-

mals share with man the ‘attributes of reason,
language, memory, the senseof moral responsibility, unselfishness

and love; all of which

be-

long to the spirit and not to the body,and as man
expects to retain these qualities
in the next’)
world, there is every reason to presume that the

lower animals must

share his immortality héreare

very

interesting.

reader may be inclined occasionally

The

to doubt the

truth of them, but those who have observed ani
mals the most closely will give them
credence.
It is almost useless to dey
mals often act with more wisdomfthan

arise from mere instinct.

il

The last chapter deals directly

staté of animals.
‘sage in

Genesis

with

Allusionis’ made
9:6, as

beasts as well as man;

pointing

and to

to

most
anicould

the future

tg the

pas-

affutare for

Exodus

21:28

where, in the Mosaic law, av. ox thit takes a
mau’s life iy subject to. death just as if it had been
# man who murdered his few. We do not quite

should be

to succeed the present

throne, or

obliged to admit

else

to procure a

special enactment which shall for the future exclude the Brunswicks,as the Stuarts were excluded in 1688 and 1701, The following is a
condensed form of the reasons for excluding this

house : 1. During the one hundred and fifty-sev-

en years the Brunswick family have reigned
over the British Empire, the policy-and conduct

of the majority of the members of that family,and
especially of the various reigning members, al-

ways saving and excepting her present Majesty,
have been hostile to the welfare of
mass of

the

people.

2. During

this

period,

fifteen-six-

teenths of the entire National Debt had been
creatéd. 3. They have used the government for
securing places and pensions for themselves
and
their associates. 4. A huge pension list has been
created. 6. The monarchs of the Brunswick
family have been, 18 ost cases, costly puppets.
6. They have shown
es utterly incapable of initiating or encouraging wise_ legislation.

7..The nationa! expenditure
frightful

extent, while

been

has increased to a

our

best

lost, and

possessions in

Ireland rendered

chronic in its discontent, by the terrible misgovernment under the four Georges. 8. The taxa-

tion has been shifted from the land
on to the
shoulders of the middle and lower classes,
The remainder of the book is devoted to accounts of the wickedness of the monarchs of that
house, which whether true or false
catalogue.
All must admit thatthe

form a sad
four Geor-

ges were bid enough and that England hgs cause

to fear the accession of the present’ Prince of
Wales, but whether

that country

is ready for a

revolution and would profit by its results only.
the most profound statesmen of Great Britain
cau conjecture.
It would hardly be safe to trust
to the guidanceof such an extremist as Brad-

laugh.

]

PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS OF THE WRECK OF
THE VILLE-DU-HAVRE AND THE LOCH EARN.
By N. Weiss? Dalegate to the Evangelical Al1873.

Transiated from the
ndolph
$1.25.@For sale

New York: Anson0! ‘D. F. Ra
208.

& Co. 16mo. pp.

Price,

by D. Lothrop & Co.

It might seem almost ungracious to revive in
the American mind "the horror of that terrible
wreck of the Ville-du-Havre, but the translator
says it is dome more for the sake of those who
find it impossible to forget than to renew the
grief of those who find it psintul to remember.
The particulars may be readily recalled. The
steamship whose wreck is here described left

New

York, Nov. 15, 1873, for

France, baving

among her passengers many of the returning delegates to the Evangelical Allisuce. On the night

of the 22d, the steamer
vessel,

sank,

were lost.

aud

was struck

nearly

three

by a passing
hundred

lives

The whole voyage, from its gay and

happy beginning

to its

sad and

fatal

ending

is

here portrayed, including the succeeding calamity to the ship ow which a few of the rescued had
continued the voyage.

It is given in that vivid,ab-

rupt and dramatic style characteristic of the
French, in which language it first appeared. It
is a most thrilling and appalling narrative, and
will ‘revive painful memories in both hemi:
spheres.

- One relieving feature of the book is the

use that is made of the almost instantaneous and

therelore less Painful death which the victims ex-

perienced.

“It wae 4 providence whose

is unveiled,

“

:

mystery
A

The sadfe publishers issue ADDRESSES

AND

LECTURES OF D. L. MOODY, with a narrative of
the awakening in Liverpool and London.
The
voléme continues the striking account from
the
Birmingham meetings, where a previous volume
left it, and contains verbatim reports of some of

the addresses and lectures which Mr. Moody delivered in these two cities.

after as they share his mortality at present.”

These anecdotes

the

liance Conference,

MAN AND BEAST HERE AND HEREAFVTER.
Il1 strated by more than three hundred original
a wa
thy
By the Rev.J.G. Wood, M. vA.
A
F. L. 8., author of * Homes without Hands,?

the work adapted to his use, while Lo every

Christian it will commend itself by the purely
Scriptural spirit-which imbues it, The Intest mods
ern research is made to add to its value,
while its
maps and illustrations are sufficient aud reliable,
The historical chapters which introduce
each
book in the volume. before us are a noticea
ble
and excellent feature.
:
.
:
THE ROYAL ROAD TO FORTUNE.
By , Emily
Huatington Miller, author of * Highways and
"Maggie Full ry” ete. Same pub-

lishers,

1500

833. .

That this story could have originally got into
the Little Corporal is something of a recom
mendationof it, for that magazine was not
apt to
deal in dullness: It now appears with a sequel,
which will enable the reader to follow Jimmy
*
Marvin still further on the royal road to fortune.

Diligence in business and faithfulness to

the

Lord,~this marks out * the royal road,” ang
the story well illustrates how safe and excellent

itis to make them the rule of life.

It is full of

the experience of every day life, while some of
the scenes which it portrays, especially those in

the western lumber regions ‘and ou the froutier,

are striking and thrilling.

The same publishers issue Our KING AND
SAVIOUR, by Dr. Daniel Wise, being an account
of our Lords life on earth. In it the great events

in the Saviour’s life are arranged in their probs.
ble chronological order, and so set forth as to
make them seem more real and clear, both to

young persons and to the older reader.
The
style is easy, and is sufliciently expository
to

make the story seem connected and entire, as it
really is. Dr. Wise has fitted himself for this

3 task by a long and rich Christian
life, by much
reading, and by holy contemplation of the char-

acter of his Lord and Master, It is a faithful
aarrative, and. one that will be lovingly read.

that this pamphlet is not a Republican one; it is. The volume, whichis a 12mo:of 367 pages,is

only an indictment alleging the incapacity and
viciousness of the House of Brunswick, and a
statement of the legal right of the British people
to dethrone the succession on a vacancy arising.
The beok then proceeds to explain that the British. parliament, limiting the monarchy fo mem-

French.

we

-~

kindnessto
I

oF Gop

America have

to be a blue water, studded here and there with understand whether thre author intends to follow
that he new-mown heaps, filling all the air with out this idea, and punish and reward beasts in a
day e
good little girl for a whol
‘might be a boy in the evening. Then, fainter sweetness—Ilook up toward the high- future world or not. It will certainly be safe
for ug, while seeking
finally, the trowsers grew tobe the rule, er hills, where the waves of everlasting care that we do not ourown salvation to take
ill treat the humblest of
which green roll silently ‘into their long inlels God's creatures. The least that we can say is
Land the dresses the exceptions,
dresses were kept till such times as he amoff® the shadows of ‘the ‘pines; and we ‘that every beast of the forest is the Lord's, and
:
should be bad.
"may, perhaps, at last know the meaning of the cattle on a thousand hills, and not a sparrow
Poor Tommy ! they were the dread skele- these quiet words of the 147th Psalin—*¢ He falls” to the ground without his notice. Many
tons in his closet.
maketh grass to grow upon the mountains.” Christivng need to be more Christlike in their
treatment of animals. But if we believed fully
|. Well, he was left all alone in his dis- — Ruskin,
with the author
Then

be

quite as significant work wrought in
Ireland. Besides portraits of. Messrs. Moody
and Sankey and an illustration of the fumous

Brunswick

large boots,

Gather
a single blade of grass;

WORK

Messrs, Moody
Biographical

sovereign

That same week she was playing with

clinging to the straps thereof, as if in desperation.—Work and Play.

of Grass.

THE

I didn’t mean to be tardy.”

mean to, if she let it live, would grow into
a great, ugly, giant habit, and make a slave

Blade

people to show more
mals,

Brow, and I did not think it was so long.

fell over and hurt his head very badly.
He
cried so loud that his mamma came,
‘“ How did he get this great bruise ?”
“I hurt him,” said Jenny; “I. didnt
mean to.”

The

It would

home very tired.
.
Next day Jenny was late at school, and bers of the Church of England, exeluded the
Stuarts and contrived that the Crown should
had a black mark.
“ Why weie you not in- devolve
upon the House of Brunswick. The autime ?" asked the teacher.
.
thor’s object is to procure the repeal of the only
*‘Lstopped a minute to play with Katie title under which any member of the. House of

she went, and ran against him,

small

value..

well if an effect of the book should be to awake
discussion whigh would result in constraining

cents.

$

object, which wholly disappeared under ber

very

in this case, is not of any

liam F. Gill & Co. 12me. pp.

camel's hair shawl. The gray-haired minister recollected himself, and very soon
church was over.
How the young Thomas reached home 1
do not really know ; but I have heard that
when the Dobbs family was returning from
church, there were seen to protrude from
under the maternal camel’s-hair two very
two

natural nowadays to. believe that even the mistress saw any apparition, So the cat's testimony,

WICK.

‘ Some: one left the bars down,” he said,
nd‘the cows’ are gone.
[ can not find

the hat there came a voice.

.with

room years before. Her evident fright
aroused her mistress who, looking up, saw the
apparition. . We are too faithless in the super-

THE IMPEACHMENT OF THE HOUSE OF BRUNS-

John came home very angry.

‘unheard-of commotion in the usually wellthe oven’; and a little pale and-hollow stalk,
ordered household of thes oblses, for a
feeble and flaccid, leading down to the dull
dreadful thing had happened. Cinthy Ann
brown fibers of roots. Aud yet think of it
had lost her hair!
that lovely hair for
well, and judge whether of all the gorgeous
Little Phil.
which, but the day before, she had. given
flowers that beam in summer air, and of all
her whole quarterly allowance of fifty dolstrong and goodly trees, pleasant to the
After one of the skirmishes on the west- lars. And now it was gone! She wrung
eyes or good for food—stately palm and
ern frontier, between the U. S. {roops aud " her hands in despair; of course she couid
pine, strong ash and oak, scented citron,
the Indians,
a bhalf-famished pappoose, not go to church—nobody ever went to.
burdened vine—there be any by man so
strapped upon a board, was picked up by church without bair !
deeply loved, by God so highly graced, as
one of our soldiers. The Indians had all |- There was a council held in the hall, and
that narrow point of feeble grass. And weli
fled and there was no one to claim
him, £0 it was decided that burglars bad been in
does it fulill its mission. Consider what
he was brought into camp.
He soon be- the house, and it would be wise to consuit
we owe merely to the meadow grass, to the
came quite a pet, and the men named him the police. They would therefore’ send
covering of the dark ground by that glorious
‘¢ Phil Sheridan,” in honor of the fighting Thomas (who was dressed for church in
enamel, by the companies of: those soft, and
general.
:
his new trowsers) in quest of an officer; countless, and. “peaceful
spears.
The
~ It was thought that his parents: or some but he was not ‘‘ around,” which was fields! Follow but for a little time th
of the tribe would come in search of him; strange, as it was his practice to be areund thoughts of all that we ought to recognize
but the months went by, and vo one came; when anything of an exciting nature was in these words, All spring and summer is
either they were too frightened to return, or transpiring ; so, naturally, they began to in them—the walks by silent scented paths
they concluded that the boy was dead.
fear that he, too, had been a victim. Jane —the rests in noon-day heat—the joy of
After a time, the garrison had to move,
had dresse@®him up beautifully, and seated herds and flocks—the power of all shepherd
and it was thought that the camp -was not him in the great new arm-chair as straight life and meditation—the sunlight upen the
a suitable place to bring up a child, so he and uncomfortable as a brand new pin in a world fallicg in emerald streaks,and falling
was sent in the charge of some person to brand new pin-cushion; but he was cer- soft blue shadows, where else it would have
the War Department at Washington.
That tainly not there now, and it remained an struck upon the dark mold or scorching
was not the place for children,either. Two open question whether he ‘had walked off dust—pastures beside the pacing brooks—
or three kind gentlemen talked the matter on his own accord, or had been picked off soft banks and knolls of lowly hills—thymy
over, and decided to send the little fellow for his peculiar straightness, and cleanness, slopes of down overlooked by the blue line
out to Howard University. He was quite and newness. Just at this exciting crisis of liftéd sea—crisp lawns all dim with early
too young to go inte the boarding-depart- there was heard in the regions of the pur- dew, or smooth in evening warmth of barment with the students, so Mrs. Burrows,
sery a decided ‘* squeak ! squeak ! squeak !" red sunshine, dinted by happy feét, and
one of the teachers, agreed to receive him
Then up rose the Dobbs family, including softening in their fall the sound of loving
into her family, and take care of him. And Dr. Johnson, the dog, Mrs. Brown, the voices ; all these are summed up in those
there was where I knew him.
cat, and the three small B's, and repaired to simple words—the fields; and these are net
“ Poor little Phil,” was what we used to the nursery.
Where, lo ! mounted upon his all. We may not measure to the full the
call him. A droll little specimen he was, careering steed, sat
the young Sir Thomas, depth of this heavenly gitt in our own land ;
with his straight, black hair coming clear while, fleating out
fipon the breeze was though still, as we think of it longer, the
down to his eye-brows, his high cheek bones Cinthy Aun's magnificent tress, iuglorious- infinite of that meadow sweetness, Shakesand copper colored skin; and his strange, ly tied to the wooden stump which once peare’s peculiar joy, would open on us more
balf-savage ways. He did not like to had Leld a tail !
and more, yet we have it but in’ part. Go
study very well, but he would patiently sit
There was n general uproar and confu- out, in the spring time, among the meadan hour at a time, with his primer open be- sion, and in the midst of it all the aspiring ows that slope from the shores of the Swiss
fore him—upside down! He used to go to youth was carried away captive, and soon, lakes to the roots of their lower mountains.
sleep over his spelling lessons every even- to kis deep mortification, he found himself There, mingled with the taller gentians and
ing.
shorn of his manly habiliments and robed the white narcissus, the grass grows. deep
There were two French boys ligng in in the despised dresses of his ‘infancy; for, and free; and as you follow the winding
the same house with him, but he did not you must: know, that when first the. belov- mountain paths, beneath arching boughs all
play with them very much. He used to ed pants came, dresses were the rule, and veiled and dim with blossom—paths along
like to go off by himself, and then he would the lovely trowsers the rare exception, the green banks and moulds sweeping

Hi

kind

anything from him. But, somewhere, I ing, as it seems, there of notable goodness travels over a continent must go step by
hope that he is growing up to be a good or beauty. A very little strength, and a step. He who writes a book must do it
very little tallness, and a féw delicate long sentence by sentence; he who learns a
and useful man.—Advance.
lines meeting in a point—not a perfect point, science must master it fact by fact, and
veither, but blunt and unfinished—by no painciple after principle. What is the bapmeans a creditable or apparently much- piness of our life made up of ? Little cour-

And when, in good time, each dear little bird
Hatched out, one by one, you never have heard
Such * chippety, chippety, chippety wee,”

glass, and shining strips of tin.

w

it, he took it to the house where

kee.” Then he ran away as fast as he
could.
When summer came, Mrs. Burrows went
North and took Phil with her. What ever

Should miss the warmth of her sheltering wings.

croon gver hum, far away

he

the kitten one day, when the baby was silting on the floor. Jenny did not look where

made a queer little bow,

Five little blue eggs very soon were there,
And Madame Redbreast could hardly spare
A moment, for fear that the precious things

that

I comed for to hear de big moosic, pa,
when they came back they counted out
sixty-three cents. Their father put them and I won't ncbbe
boer take Cinthy
hpsses’ tail again, neball in his pocket, and when he came back Ann's hair for my
al,
from tewn that evening he brought a ber I"
Cinthy Ann grew purple in the face, The
bright, new sled=-a much nicer one than
was ever bought before for sixty-three pale mustache of Dobbs; jr., looked paler
than ever against the scarlet back-ground of
cents.
After the children had seen and admired his face. Mrs. D. gfasped the offending

back door

Then they both labor so merry and fast,

showing

clear fregh, readable style, and covering ground,
‘The weakest point in the book is, we thinkthe
, particularly in the present volume, on which we
last anecdote, where an account is given of a cat, doubtless have fewer
exegetical helps than on
which, sittiug iu her mistress’s lap sees the appa. any other portion
of the Bible. Not only minis.
rition of 8 woman who has hanged herself in the ters and scholar
s but the general reader will fing
same

D.
D. same Publishers. 1875. 12mo. pp. 871,
promptly and respectfully, showing that he
Price, $1.50. |
A
was polite and gentlemanly. He picked up
Coming generations will doubtless refer to the
the book which I had purposely laid down
great English
on the floor, and replaced it on the table, the time. It revival as one of the marvels of
marks an epoch in the
while all the rest stepped over it or shoved history of the world, and ‘proves how religious
signally
it aside; and he waited quietly for his turn, God will bless humble instruments in the accomstead of pushing and crowding, showing plishment of his work.
The volume before us is a complete history of
that be was honest and orderly. When I
the movement, from its beginning in Scotland in
talked with’ him I noticed tbat his clothes.
1873, to its present condition
iw England, inwere carefully brushed, his hair in nice or- cluding the

alter-

to preach, for there standing at the eutrance

When they came out, he pulled off his cap,

That each little corner is finished at last,
And no oneever did see, did see
A nest like that in the old green tree.

after
He

gave up his seat instantly to that’ lame old

to

gray-haired minister looked up and forgot

dren were up very early the next morning,
wishing everybody in the house a ‘* Merry
Christmas.” And the first thing they saw,
when they looked out of the window, was
Phil sliding down hill oa’ his new sled.
During the morning, he came fo the

Our Robin drew near ; and there he spied
A bonnie lambkin close at her side.

showing that he

thé door
was careful.

meditate, with
the large boots lying: out straight betore thoughtful. He took off -kis cap when he
came in, and answered Wy questions
him. He thought of the church and

You must think

Santa Claus brought it for him." The chil-

Down under a beech-tree, half asleep,

mhother

selected

accountable mistake; the dbor of the tools
room had been left open. He went in.

of the Dobbses’ pew, was an animated pair

and asked Mrs. Burrows

And, last of all, to an old white sheep,

Indian

of the whole numbér he

in a short time

any

won't bave

They ran away to get their tin banks, and

So the sauey bird, without more ado,

call'the words his

R
v
pn
seruples with regard to animal diet. Could it be Terry, afier passing underge
t
h
e
excell
ent «
;
| right to kill for food animals which have imnior-' al supervision of Dir.
Wheicn. im to us A)
tal souls?
ACL
ie i
a.

A gentleman advertised for a Loy to as-

own devices, so he slipped out into. the gar-

Gerty looked sober,
but #mie said, of boots with a hat on top. Mrs. Dobbs
stoutly, ‘“ What is the difference of that, ‘took her eyes fromshe face of the minister
papa? We want to buy a sled for Phil and rested them for a moment on this
more than everything, if it takes a million strange object, and then grew:pale. Mr.
hundred dollars.”
Dobbe looked sharply through his eye-glassTheir papa laughed, and asked them how es, and said ‘‘ Jupiter I” loud enough for
the minister to hear. Then out from under
much money they had.

as Mrs. Redbreast downward flies,

The turkeys and ducks and chicks came
As soon 4s they heard the cheery sound

She read a slory-book and left him to his

ed around except. the

| of that.”

To line my nest in the old green tree.”
ey

came

to buy anything else with..

staid old cow in the field she spies,

*¢ ’d thank you, ma’am,

them.

‘“ Well,” said their papa, ** if you

To bind it up tight, with right good will,

When she flew back to the old green

hour

no sled of his own, and
offered him - were few
At length he found a
use that for a, sled; but

your money for Phil,

With a whinny, good Dobbin gave consent,

thought were

pockets,

a sled for him,” chimed in Jamie.’

As we build our ngst in the old green tree.”

To switch off the flies Je

Letters of Recommendation.

not entertaining.

nately liftidto aid the feet that might be
noon, with a new project.
supposed to &tcupy the inside.
¢ Papa,” said Gerty, ** can’t Jamie and
Qureh was nearly out, and the Dobbses
me take our Christmas money and buy lit- were cklmly sitting in their pew, all ancontle Phil a sled all for himself ?”
scious of what awaited them.
Presently
** You see, he’s a little Engine, and is so there was a strange
* clump!
clump !
cold, and hasii’t got any papa or mapma, clump!” in the aisle. © A low titter swept
and can’t have a bit of fun if we don’t buy through the congregation. Everybody look-

For don’t you see, it must be, must be
good, strong nest in the old green tree.”

*

his

struck it withuch force that it went "right
out from under him, and bounded into the
fence. Phil picked himself up, and scampered away in a hurry.
Two dear little children .who' had been
watching the fun from their nursery window, and who bad seen Phil's forlorp attempt, came to the dinner table that after-

“ Chippety, cuippety, chippety wee,

And

jn

The eager crowd jostled and shout-

The poor child had
the rides that were
and far between.
board, and tried to

At last the two little birdies spied
The very best spot in the branches wide,
Cunningly sheltered, and hidden from view
By a spreading branch, yet airy, too.

A

hands

as smooth

ed, and all he could do was to watch’

see.

And back to the tree busy Robin went
7
And worked at the nest with claws and bill,

of coasting.

after hour, while the merry riders came and

The very best spot in the old green tree.

i

sport

were at it, until the walks were
as glass.
bs

Two little robins in Spring-time gay,
Talked about making a nest one day,
$0 snug and so warm, 80 cosy and neat,
To start at their holisekeeping all complete.
« Chppety, chippety, chippety wee,

'

rare

church; but Jane was

one. * I should
Presently,he discovered that by some unlike to know,” said a friend, ** on what
ground you selected that boy, who had not
pe
a single, recommendation ? »
:
It was a new sight for Phil. ‘His usually There hung bis father’s garden
clothes, and
** You are mistaken,” said the gentleman,
sad expression changed (0 an amazed grin, a rough and ready hat, two feet broad,
He ‘‘ he had a great
many. He wiped his feet
and he stood at the top of the hill, shiver- put the bat. on his head,
then stepped into when he
came in, and closed

P———

oy

the

From early morning until late at night they

grace with Jane, while all the rest went off
to

They

are on practi-

cal and spiritual themes, und are full of the en
thusiastic, simple and convincing utterance
by

which the author has heen able, with the help ot

the

Holy

Ghost, to

move the

Paper. octavo. Price, 50 cent«,
Lothrop & Co.

heart of

For

Brituin,

sale by D,
;

The National Temperance Society publishes
RIPPLES OF SONG
a collect
,ion of stirring tem

perance songs set to live music.

is bound

.

in attractive

°

THE LIviNG WESLEY, from the same House,
is the title of a 12mo. volume of 269 pages by Dr,
James H. Rigg,of Westminster Training College, London, in which he portrays the great pioneer of Methodism as he was in his youth, and

in his prime, dealing with him especially in his

bumpan affections,in bis intellectual: character,

aud

in bis gifts and power

as a preacher.

The

author is well hown by his connection with the

literature of Methodism, and by his writings on
the modern Anglican theology, a subject to
which he has given considerable attention, Thus
made familiar with the reshits of Wesley's work,
he was the better

fitted to} portray

the

worker

himself, which he has done intelligently, and
discriminatingly, but we should think with too

great

freedom

in showing

up

his

weaknesses.

But the book, considering the ground that it covers, is full of interesting material, besides containing much that is fresh and new in its presentation. Price, $1.25.
BINNEY’S

THEOLOGICAL

COMPEND,

whose

aim is to lay the feundatioas of a firm belief in
the Christian religion, and in particular to furnish young people with the chief grounds of their
faith, has also been issued in an improved form

by Nelson & Phillips. The work .has not only
been widely read in English but such has been
its popularity and its manifest adaptation to its
aim, that it has been translated into German,
Swedish, Arabic, Chinese and other languages,
to be used in missionary work.
It is concise,
containing only 195 pages, but is sufficient for
the work which it proposes.
It treats of the ev-

idences of religion, and of the Doctrines, Morals
and Iostitutions of Christianity, mgintaining »
line of argument, fortified by Scripture citation,
that ie both logical and complete.
the text at the foot of each page

Questions on
make it well

adapted not only to the classroom but especially
to the private student and independent
after truth.

searcher

The same publishers issue in three volames
“Jeanie Nesbit and Jack’s Theft,” * Malcolm
Dykes,” and {sur other stories, and “Very-Disobliging”, aud eight other stories, They sre call-

ed * The Guilford-street

Stories,”

are

-ebclosed

books

will be a

in a neat box, and are excellent reading for the

Juveniles,
Among

.
the readable

volume by Albert

summer

Rhodes, well known

to Lhe

readers of Scribner and the Galaxy, entitled

“The Frenchat Home.” “The author has had
rare opportunities for observation as diplomate
and man of letters,
Some thirty characteristic

illustrations will add to the attractiveness of the
book, Dodd & Mead will be the publishers. A

new story by Edward Garrett, the pepular author of *“ Occupations of a Retired Life,” etc., is

promised by the same house in June.

MABEL WALTON’S EXPERIMENT, by Joanna.
H. Mathews, author of * The Bessie Books,” 1»

a capital, wide-awake

storyof a girl

who was

constantly getting into trouble because she didn’t
‘care. Its one of the * Miss Ashtow’s Girl's” series, and is published by Robert Carter & Bros.,
New York. Price, $1.25.
‘“June brings
first number of

all beautifud things,” and the
Wide- Awake among the rest.

We had heard it whispered that such a magazine

‘Was contemplated,

We

had

even suspected, by

an apparent conspiracy on the part of the young
folks to get und lay by all the spare change they
could, that they were in league with the publish-

ers, and knew much more than we did about it.
But we now doubt if they knew half. that was
coming. The magazine is as true to its name as
sunshine is to its, or merriment to its. Its colored title-page, its fine paper, its clear type, its fin-

ished illustrations, and its ample

pages, present’

a mechanical appearance that need not be excell -

ed.

There are various

departments

devoted to

papers en the animal kingdom, the inhabitants of:

strange countries, historical _and : biographical
sketches, articles on. fancy work, music with

songs’in typeqssd quantities of guess-work, illustrated puzzles, and several
8 of large type
especially for the youngest readers.
The litera
ry contents are equal to the rest. Here is a po-

em by Louise Chandler Moulton, and one ot
those tender and beautiful stories sueh as she
alone can write ; a story by George

MacDonald ;

an illustrated description of Longtellow’s home,
by Hezekiah Butterworth; and other noticeable
tales and atories and sketches by popular writers, The best artists, among whom are Sol Eytinge, F, T, Merrill, W. L, Sheppard, Wm, A.

Waud, J.J. Harley, and others, furnish the illustrations, All of these features will be contin-

?

announcdd that nearly bewilders one in trying to
estimate the future success and excellence of the
magazive. . The Publishers, D. Lothrop & Co.,

Price, 16 cents.

COMMENTARY ON THE OLD TESTAMENT. Vol.
IV. Kings to Ksther, By Milton 8. Terry,
A.

M. D.

illustrated, and

style.

[It is designed

for children and youth in Sabbath #chools, Bands
ot Hope, Juvenile Templars, und other
Juvenile
societies.

amply

D. Whedon, LL: D., Editor,

York: Nelson & Phillips, 1875. 16mo, pp. New
634.
This fourth volume of Whedon’s Commentary,

although the second one issued, is part
of a work

now in progress designed 10 embrace
all the
books of the Bible. The portion devoted
to the

Old Testament will embrace eight
volumes, thé
purpose of the editor being to exclud
e fiom it
al but commeatary proper, thus
reducing its
bulk and expense, but probably increas
ing its
practical value, The preparatory work
by Mr,
/

ued.

There is a list of contributors engaged and

Boston, have evidently
the enterprise, too, much
venture lo fail. Hence
sure that it wil) be kept

put a large
in fact to
we may be
fully up to

capital into
permit tho
practically
its present

high standard, The editor, Miss Ella Farman,
is favorably known, and shows that she is well
adapted to this special work. The subscription

price is only $2.00 per year, a marvel of cheap-

ness, considering the excellence of the, maga-

zine itself. If it does n’t gain a wide circulation
and great popularity we shall Be unable to tell
the reason,

ok

THIS |

Sa

>
°

smallest

and Warren, the life of Revere yet emitte
aided in gona clear and steady ray, which
ducting the people on to the Bl of indeSam Adams Ted the
While
pendence.
columns, the energetic and trusty yeoman
proved ove of his most helpful and. success.
j
/
tul sub-lieutenants.
Paul Révere, by extraction A Huguenot,
goldsmith by oceupaand engraver and
ton, Jan. 1,
place in May,

tion, was born: in
and died in the same

thus Wing

habits

1785,

and being a
t events at

the
he
his

en-

imbibing then, like

thusiasm of the hour,

ple, the spirit of chivalric

many of the

daring

enterprise and

which qualified him

perilous struggles
for the more stirring and
French War was
The
.
ution
Revol
the
of
Colin this respect a training school for the they

mpatient—and salve

In the department

business,

in

i he

and

from

The

dilligence

‘7

without

master, and

hegamea

aid of an instructor learned the art of cop-

per-plate engraving, He was one of the
four engravers at thar date in Boston, and
was Fepiited to stand at the head of the list
for Ability amd skill in the use of big delicate
and difficult art. “While earnestly devoted

to the duties of his employment he contin- ued to find time for reading and stndy.
Besides the books relating to his department of business, he felta

in

interest

deep

. the social questions which were then 'agitating the new world, avd was thus led to
read the histories

of the

especially

time,

those treating of the progress of

Fnglish

liberty, for he was in deep sympathy with
the progress of humanity, having ‘imbibed
the spirit of freedom which pervaded the
atmosphere of America at that period.
This intelligent sympathy with the liber-

al tendencies ot the time induced him to

employ his art to rome the Tpatriotic
cause, then Iniperiled by the” authorities in
England, The engraving of the Stamp
Act scene in Boston, which lie. executed in
| popular, and served
1766, was deservedly
to put to blush the agentsof the king, as

patriot-

well as to revive the courage of the

jo people: - At a later date, in 1770, he exes
cuted an engraving of the Bostun Massacre,
with equal interest by.
which was received
the peop'e. Revere was the Harper of that
day, who spoke-to the eye as others, to the
ear of the people. For, as will be indicated
by

the above, his

to mend

others,

their

as also

sympathies bad come by

this time to be fully awakened and enlisted
in the popular cause. The measures advo-,
to" thwam,
cated by Adams ‘and Hancock,
the plans of England for the subjugation
of the Colony, and to combine the inhabitants in support of the interests of patriotjsm and liberty, met his hearty approval,

partment,

:

in order to

their

insure

‘alle

expresswas the government and military
mrdn in the most important crises of the

war. - At the commencement of hostilities

and had no

facilities tor ils manufacture. Paul Revere
was sent to Philadelphia in order to learn
how to make it, ‘aad on his return erected
a powder mill near Boston, from which
the army in the carly part of the war was
supplied. After the destruction of the tea
in

Boston

harbor, it was

deemed

riots, and the American cause
great loss by their deaths,

sustained

a

It has been estimated that the loss of life

in the various armies of

the

United

States

serred that no less than 11,000 of our

brave

desirable

ao
years, of £120,000,000.—Irish
-

Habit

of

Star,

Brevity is specially important.
$v

obituary.

Verses

are

to

A Singular Book

srespect.
is the

these.—

Schools.

RD

sonable, when

the

have

children

diffefent

inheritances, prospects,and capacities. Now

because it molds them all to one rigid pattern; but it is the interest of the community
that each child’s special git or grace should
be sedulously cultivated, not obliterated.
We Americans are so used to weighing
multitudes and being ruled by. majorities
that’ we are apt to underrate

influence of individuals.

the

potential

Yet we know that

Agassiz's word about a fossil fish justly outhuman

weighed the opinion of the whole

race besides; that Von Moltke is worth
great armies to Germany; that a few pages

of poetry

about

slavery

and “freedom

by

Longfellow, Lowell, and Whittier have had

the profoundest effect upon the public fortunes of this country during the past thirty
years; that the religions of the world have.
not been the combined work of multitudes,

but
We
our
may

that

have been accepted from individuals.
must not be led by our averages and
majorities to forget that owe life
be moore precious than other millions;
one

heroic

character,

one

splendid

genius may well be worth more to humani-

ty than multitudes of common men.— Presi-

dent C. W. Eliot.

The
|

Fare

to Destination.
Goines

«What's the fave to Destination 2” inquired an individual who had waited his turn
in the Pacific Mail Steamship Company’s
office in San Francisco.
“To where?” demanded the gentleman of
the golden beard, frowning through the
window.

««To Destination’ is what I said. I'd
thought of only getting a ticket to Yokobama, but since reading that notice,” point-

ing to one on the wall, “perhaps it might
be better to buy one slap through to the
other place, hey”
«Oh, you'll go to that

Y

port free.

pass over Jordan,

—

Every

one does,” returped tha agent, with asper

fv

a

wp rv

A

his soul to

|*

RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE.

the Re-

well as superior moral worth, he shared
only the regard felt for a beloved son, but

The Spring Term will open March 2d; 1875, and

close June 1uth.
The Summer Term will open June 15th, and close
September 2d.

Ridgeville, Ind.

not
the

EVANSVILLE

special esteem due to an intellectual companion.

Liberal

|.

is 4 bedutiful one, being surrounded by a vioh, pro.
ductive, farming country. (The village of
Evansville
cay not be sutpassed in the high moral bo e of ite inhabitants, having no liquors or bi
d saloons.
The school enters upon its fifth year with increased
facilities for the accomplishment of its work, Prof.
Bradley and wife having, after four years’ charge of
the school, recently enterea into a contract with the
Trustees to conduct it for five'years to come, thus
giving permanency.

Offers.

CALENDAR:

FALL TERM opens Aug. 26, 1873,—ends Nov. 21.
WINTER TERM opens
Dee, 9,—ends March 6, 1874,

SPRING TERM opens March 24, 1874,—ends June 13.

The Board of Corporators, at its late meeting,

For tucther particulars, address,
Rev. G. 8. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.

went as far in the liberality of its offers to the
patrons of our publications as it could go
dom or safety,

And we have reason

in wis-

WHITESTOWN SEMINARY .
THE summer term will commence March 22.
The Institution is one of the largest and best in
the State. Terms moderate. Send for Catalogue,

to believe

| that these offers will be met in the sae spirit of

0

liberality and enterprise in which they are made,
The price of our books

cent. lower than

do

is twenty

Feb. 22, 187),

per

NEW
A.

similar books can be purchased

elsewhere, but

|

i

We continue our offer to clubs as follows :

Any subscrib€™to the Morning Star, who will
a NEW

ONE, can

have

strictly in advance,
Clubs of six or

more,

can

ONE-THIRD

have

the Star

BEING

NEW

at $2.00 each,

strictly in advance.
3
No commission can be allowed on either of the
above offers,and every subscriber will see the de-

and

proved

tell asleep in Christ:

The family, in

comforted -with

the

durance that she died in the Lord.
~

their deep

precious

as-

M. C. HENDERSON,

MRS. STEVENS, widow of Dea. B. Stevens,
Jormerly of Deerfield, N. H., recently died in
New Durham, N. H., at the residence of Dea. E.
Berry.
She was converted in youth, and joined
the
Episcopal
church, in Portsmouth, x. H.
After marriage, she with her husband joined the
C. Baptist church, at Deerfield, of which they
were faithful members, and their house the home
of meetings, to which she often referred after
many other eveuts were forgotten.
Then some
years were spent in Lowell, where her husband
died, from which time she has lived in New
Durham.
Although afflicted with severe pains
and the loss of her faculties to a certain extent,

yet the light of a Christian

character

even to the end.

was

seen

C. C. FOSTER.

MARGERY P., widow of the late Andrew
Drew, died in Newfield, Me:, May 6, 1875, aged

76 years. It is forty-six years since she experienced religion and, being baptized by Elder
Samuel

Burbank,

united

Newfield. - During all these

with

years

the

she

church

was

at

an

For the last ten
earnest and devoted Christian.
yeats of her life she was a eovnstant and great
sufferer, but: she was patient and resigned.
When the lust hour came, calling her children.
to her bedside, she requested them, her suffering was so great, to pray that if it was God’s
will, he would then take her to himself, Thus,
in the triumphs of a living faith, she departed: to
be with Christ, which is far better.
She leaves
three daughters and a large circle of friends to
mourn, but not as those without hope.
|

.

ting up the clubs, and so make the generous of-

:

No other Sabbath school paper in the ¢ountry

has been published at so low a price as the Little Star and Myrtle,and we can not furnish them
at the old price and pay the postage in addition.
Ten copies or more, sent to one address, will
be twenty-five cents each, while all packages

containing less than

‘ten

‘will be ‘thirty cents

each.

family, but for all who visited them, Her memory will be cherished by all who knew her. She

leaves a husband, four sons, two daughters, an
aged father, other relatives and a large circle of

NORTHWOOD

(Including the “ LAST JOURNALS,” unfold vividly
his 30 years strange adventures, curiosities, wonders
and wealth of that marvelous country,
and is
ABSOLUTELY
THE
ONLY
NEW,
COMPLETE
work. ‘Hence Xt Sells 3 just think, 12,000 first 7
weeks. It goes like wild fire. 805 pages 100
Only $3.00.

Agents wanted:

Send for

Ternis and pesitive proof of above.
HUBBARD

BROS.,
Pubs.,
723
Street, Phila.,
Pa.

Sansom
“1y

$77

A WEEK
to Male and Female Agenis, in
their locality, Costs NOTHING to try it.
Particulars FREE.
P.O. VICKERY & 60. ANzus5
ta, Maine.

GRAHAM, PERRY & CO.
LOAN & REAL ESTATE AGENTS,
ROOM

14,

SPEED

123 Dearborn
Or Room 67, 55

BLOCK,

Chicago.

St., -

Congress Street, Boston.

Loans Negotiated and Investments made. Real
Estate Purchased and Sold for Non-residents. References given when desired.
t£36

1

DECALCOMANIA, BEAUTIFUL ART
OF TRANSFERRING PICTURES, with
instructions and catalogue sent free for 10 cts., 100
for 50 cts. They are Heads, Landscapes, Flowers,
Autumn Leaves, Animals, Birds, Insects, &e.
They can be transferred instantly to any article as
to iwitate the most beautiful painting.
Also 5
Gem Chromos for 10 cents, and beautiful catalogue

of Silk Book Markers free.

BALDWIN

& CO.,

;

744 Broadway, N. Y.
RE

HARD

3mi3

TIMES

‘

Samples 25 cents.

A Gem worth Reading !—-A Diamond worth Seeing
gi
SAVE YOUR EYES,

RESTORE your SIGHT, 8

Overworked

how to Re~Vision and

Eyes;

Inflamed,

Watery,

how

and

§
to

Mailed

Free.

\

“AT
cure

Near-Sighted

Pamphlet of 100 pages

Send

your

COTTON,

will

commence Mon.

-A. B., Principal,

with

Assiscants,

i

The tuition will be as usual.
For further particulars address the Principal.
Northwood Ridge.

N. H., Aug. 5, 1874.

.

LAPHAM INSTITUTE,
NORTH SCITUATE, R. I.
HIS Iastitution furnishes, College Preparatory
Eaglish and ‘Scientific, and Ladies’ Collegiate
course of study,
~
BOARD OF INSTRUCTION,
ARTHUR G. MOULTON;A. B., Prmcipal.
MissAbbie E.Jenness, Preceptress.

ASSISTANTS.
Mr. M. E. Burnham, ,
Miss O. AaAngel.
Mrs. J.

Steere, (music).

Spring Term begins

For

further

Norih Scituate,

BATES

March 22, 1875,

piitietilare

address

the

Prineipal,

R. IL.

tf 4d

COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL
| SCHUOL.

FALL TERM, 1874.
The Fall Term of the Theological School connect:
ed with Bates College begins

Thursday,

August. 20th.

For further information address the President, O. B,
Cheney, D. D., or Professor John Fullonton, Lewis.
J. A. HOWE, Sec.
on, Maine.

AUSTIN ACADEMY.
ENTER STRAFFORD, N. H.
REV..S. C. KIMBALL, A. M., Principal.
Mr, Kimball is a graduate of Dartmouth College,
a superior scholar, an experienced and
teacher, with competent Assistants.

successful

Summer Term
begins May 11,1875,
Rooms and
Whe. in private families at reasonable rates.
Aa~Free tuition to students who have the ministry

in view.

For further information address

cipal or,
WARREN Foss,
z
Center Strafford, March 18, 1875.

PIKE

the Prin.

Secretary.

SEMINARY.

CALENDAR.
Spring Term opens March 16, 1875.
General Examinations, Juue 14, 15, 167
Anniversary, June 17.
Fall Term opens August 31, 1875.
:
This School was never in better condition for Joins
thorough work in Academic Instruction. No priWith three carefully arranged
mary instruction.
courses of study.
The Classical, Seminary and
English Course. “We are prepared to fit students for
or to give a thorough English
land,
the
in
college
any
and Scientific preparation for the active duties ot
address the Principal,
eatalogue,
life. For full
a
IRVING B. SMITH.
3t)
WEST

VIRGINIA

COLLEGE,

FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.
This Institution offers to students important and
For particular information,
peeuliar advantages.
send for a Circular to
. REV. W,COLGROVE, A. M., President.

LITERARY INSTITUTION
LYNDON CENTER, VT,

LYNDON

J.S. BROWN, A. B., Principal.
G. H, STOCKBRIDGE, A. B., Associate.

Miss L1zZZIE CALLEY, Precepiress.,
With
a full

Three

complement

complete

Scientific,

and

of

courses

Ladies’

address to us ajso,

Agents Wanted

$5 to $10a day guaranteed.
Gentlemen or Ladies.
Full particulars sent free. Write immediately, to

CO., (0. Box 9%.)
DR. J. BALL.&
Stroet, New York City, N. Y.
No, 91 Liberty

2

competent

.of

assistants,

study :— Classical,

course.

School

first class

in every particular,
Library and Reading Room
tree to students.
in
+ + SPRING TERM of 13 weeks begins Tuesday, March
1875,

"FALL

Au, 1875.

TERM

of 13 weeks

begins Tuesday,

TUITION:

-

.

-

Higher English
.
:
Latin and Greek,
French (extra), .
.
Instruction on Piano or Organ,
Use of Piano or Organ (exira),
Instruction on Guitar,
-

Eyes.
Eyes, and all other Diseases of the
BY ADJUSTING
MONEY
WASTE NO MORE
HUGE GLASSES UN YOUR NOSE AND DISFIG-

URING YOUR FACE.

B

Primary Studies,
Common English,

THROW AWAY YOUR SPECTACLES,
SIGHT.
Tells
store Impaired

31,1874.

Faculty :

For ILLUSTRATED Catalogue send stamp. Address,
ME OkTERS UNION, New Bedford Mass,
vy?
;

By reading
oar Illustra=
ted
PHYSIOLOGY
AND
ANATOMY
of the
EYE«-

August

WILLIAM

«

for Agents to make a living that are not’ selling our
goods, We have work and money for all men and
women, whole or spare time, at ‘home or traveling.
The grandest chance ever offered.

SEMINARY.

The next term of ten weeks

CALENDAR.

"

H. P. MANSUR,

ROX ANA, wile of Rev. William Downs, died in
Mercer, Me,, Feb. 21, aged 60 years.
The subject of this notice gave her heart to Christ about
42
years ago,
was baptized
by Rev. John
Farnham, and united with the F. B, church in
Rome.
She continued one of its most active and
uséful members till the Master called her home.
She loved the eburch next to her home and
cheerfully shared in its labors, joys and sorrows,
and prayed for ite prosperity till the last. As a
Christian, wife and
mother, it can be said in
truth, she has done what she could.
Her presence made her home pleasant not only ‘for the

tory course. The special work of the school is to
prepare students for college, and every effort is made
to do this in as thorough a manner as possible. Expenses are moderate. Send for catalogue.
A. M.JONES, Sec.

competent

fer available.

SCHOOL.

theological school affords many
advantages which
are very important to students during.
their prepara-

copies of the Star are now taken,
and friends will choose their own

rare I1’s.

interest. In the midst of a useful life, and when
it seemed that her services were the most needed, the Master called. The evening previous to
ber death, she retired in usual health, and in‘five
short hours bad passed the vale of death.
The
messenger death gave no warning of his near
approach, and without a word or a groan she

NICHOLS LATIN

day,

The pastor
way of get-

N.H., July 20, 1874.

FRITZ W. BALDWIN, A.M. Principal, with three
Assistants.
Fall Term begins,
Aug. 18, 1874.
The location of this school pear the college and

after the formation of a club in every: place where

IVINGSTONE.

herself a worthy

New Hampton,

sirableness of obtaining a new one, or of looking

M. A. QUIMBY,

member of the church.
In the family, to the
motherless ones; especially, she faithfully performed the duties of a mother.
Her services

Fall Term begins Monday, Augnst 24, 1874,
Fall Term closes Friday, October 30, 1874.
i
Vacation two weeks.
Winter Term begins Monday, Nov. 1% 1874.
Winter Term “loses Friday, Jan. 22,
1875.
acation one week.
Spring Term begins Monday Feb. 1, 1875.
Spring Term closes Friday, April 9, 1875.
Vacation two weeks.
;
Summer Term begins Monday, April 26, 1875.
Summer Term closes Thursday, July 1, 1875.
For further particulars, apply to the Principal,
vi
oJ Ca TEWIS, Sec Trustes,

the

two copies of the paper, for one year, at $4.50,

SUBSCRIBERS,

with eight

Four terms of
»

lications exert themselves to increase their circu-

furnish the name of

INSTITUTION.

A. M., Principal,

CALENDAR:

wish to place them where they .will be doing
good,
;
As we pay postage on the Star and other pa-

lation,

HAMPTON

B. MESERVEY,

associates,
Six regular courses for both sexes.
ten weeks each.

some of them are now put. ata

still Ypwer figure, as we have them on hand, and

any single

J.S. GARDNER, Prin,

Whitestown, Oneida Co., N. Y.

and thus willa greatly increased patronage be
secured,

SEMINARY.

The location oY this mstitution at Evansville, Wis,

wo brothers and a sister,each younger than he,
survive him. The loss to the family, the church,
and the COMI
seems very great, But the
cutting off of earthly hopes is more than compensated by the nobler attainments. and purer
enjoyments,to which a recently found Saviour
has called him.
Com

ErLiza A, wife of P. P. Houghton, of Lyndon,
Vt., died April 27, aged 50 years. Our sister

was a Christian,

INSTITUTE

Yor, because of his intellectual attainments as

inadmissible.

|

COLLEGIATE

ing to his home be suffered for a few weeks from
The Fall Term will open: September 7th, and
pnetmonia; but this disease soon gave
place to]
me close
the fatal malady. Thus were his fondest earthly November 25thx
anticipations
med to be disappointed. To
For Catalegue, address the Secretary,
his parents this bereavement is very severe.
’
y
WM. REED,

AE friends to mourn their loss, which is her eternal
1
One of the dangeisof home life
ity, and turned away.
Hon.Charles Hale in his oration,on Egypt
habit of disrespect—that which is bred by
gain,
S. BOWDEN.
The
offended
applicant
wheeled
and
took"
familiarity. People who are all beauty and recently delivered before the Alpha Del- two strides to the opposite wall, where,
died in Parsonsfield,: Me.,
WM. MourToN
sunshine for a crowd of strangers, for ta Phi fraternity, gave the following curi- having first glanced it over, to be certain he
of his age. When about
year
90th
the
in
1,
Muy
affection,
faintest
the
not
with
have
they
aloud,
whom
was right, he read the notice
moved to the
and interesting statistics :
three years of age, his paren
areall ugliness and gloom for their own, ous
tremendous emphasis :
farm in Parsonsfield, on which he died. In 1804,
is
Egypt
of
population
the’
present,
At
by whose love they live. - The pleasant lit“Passengers who intend to go further he was married to Mary Pearl, with whom ‘he
tle prettinesses of dress and personal adorn- 5,251,757; and’ the number of acres of land than Yokohama, are requested to purchase lived over fifty years, during which .time no
nearly
very
that
so
death occurred in his fumily, his wife being the
ment, which mark the desire to please, are cultivated is 4,624,221,
of through tickets to Destination, as otherwise first to go. All the children are still living, He
density
‘a
man,
its
mainlains
acre
every
those
of:
admiration
from
the
for
rates
put on only
they will be charged full local
was the eldest and last of a family of eight chilwhose aduiiration goss for nothing, while population which compares with the most
Yohohama, viz., $150 to Hong Kong,” &e,
the ‘time of his, degth left over
dren, and
For
Europe.
of
countries
populated
closely
. , the house companions are treated ‘only ‘to
“Now,” said the man, ‘my beard ain’ eighty descendants. He was strictly honest and
country
the
administration
civil
of
‘had been for
the raggod gowus and threadbare coats, purposes
yaller, nor may be so well iled as some upright in all his dealings, and Thé
sun: shall
the touzled hair:and stubbly beard, which, is divided and sub-divided by well-defined folk’s, but I Dleve I've read that notice ‘many years a man of by prayer.
day, neither shall thé
thy light
if marking the ease and comfort of the sans limits into provinces dnd other districts,the straight, and if so I want to know, what's bemoonno more
give Tight unto thee, but the Lord shall be
~ facon of home, mark also the indifference ‘number of villages or communes, exclusive
the fare to Destination. Derned if I care unto thee an everlasting light and thy God thy
giv8,447
being
towns,
large
nineteen
of
and disrespect which do go much damage
.
and T'm not glory.”
how far I go, if it's an object; ot
ons
to the sweetness
gpd delicacy of the daily ing 1200 as the average number, of inhabitme

the

might be his last opportunity with his brethren,
Address; 1. D, Stewart, Dover, N, H.
and so it proved to be, In bis Jast sickuvess, |
which was short, be was calm and hopeful, and
when the spray of death was falling upon him. Caution. —Notice.~The Genuine Edition.
he whispered sweetly of the Christian’s peace aud
IFE AND LABORS OF
the glorious kingdom above.
May the children
take up his falling mantle and wear it till they

affliction, are

a large school tends to make children alike,

Mauia.

In his sickness,

deemer.
Toward
the
close of the term of
school, his failfng health begun to foretokén ‘the
fatal end which
proved to be so near. Return-

among her neighbors,in administering to the
sick and dying, will be remembered with special

& Reflector.

The common notion that all children
should be taught alike Ys eminently unrea-

Most book collectors have their special
ties or hobbies, that is to say, tliey usually
have a favorite subject to which they devote particular attention. ‘Thus one makes
avother,
American history bis specialty;
American poetry, or, as book collectors
say, they ** run ‘upon ” Shakespeare or the

Egypt.

The ex-

full sweep of two entire floors.
We congratulate the House of Scribner
upon the conveniences and elegance of their
new quarters. We congratulate the reading pablic upon that hospitality which will

Large

this notice.

pers hereafter, will not the friends of these pub

Scribner's superb
another great library.
Monthly and the unvivalled 8. Nicholas
demand for their various departments the

Watchman

subject

dying was but committing

Not more than a

gingle square can well be afforded

yh

CHARLES C, BRAGDON, Principal.

IE
Winter Term, Jan, 5th, 1875.
Spring.Term, April 6th, 1875
\
’
g
2
5. HANNA, Principal,

faith of the Christian was his daily support; and | .

who

Address,

,

$xooed

Fall Term ot 16 weeks, begins Augusc 31st, 1875, Fed
the

in the Morning’
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" ‘WILTON, MUSCATINE CO., IOWA.

equal to ten cents a Line, to insure an insertion.

tensive stock of Mesirs. Scribner, Armstrong & Co.'s own publications constitute

be sure to make it also a sharer in

boon

WILTON

not patronize it, mustaccompa ny them with cash

Fisher's Histories, each

Scribner, Welford & Armstrong.

World,

that a correct account be transmitted to
other Colonies before False reports should
reach them from the royalists; and: accord- drama, or books upon Botany, on Fishing,
ingly the indefatigable Paul was despatch- on Faceti®, the Greek and Latin classics,
Butthe most famone of editions of the Bible, and so on, each taked on this errand,
his services in the ¢ause of the Revolution ing up a particular topic with a determina.
was the night-ride to Lexington, to apprise tion to possess every book and pamphlet.
.
the leaders of the designs of: the British, that relates to it.
We are led to thedd remarks by reading
and to rouse the country. The incident
has been immortalized in the beautiful lines a notica of the forthcoming sale in Paris, of
entitled ‘Paul Revere's the library of Dr. Maldart, an admirer of
of Longfellow,
Cervantes and a collector of all known ediRide.”
:
* At the close ot the war be devoted him- tions of Don Quixole; of the editions in
gell again to business, and was for a season Spanish, Dr. Maldart has 400, including the
engaged in casting bells. He was a mem- first one, which was published. in 1605; of
ber of the order of Masons, and assisted in the French, he has 168 editions ; of English,
laying the corner stone of the State House. 200; of Portugese, 61; of Italian, 196; of
The ending of a life markedhy so many German, 70; of Russian, 4; of Greek, and4;
stirring events became serene and he de- of Polish, 8; of Danish, 6; of Swedish
:
;
Latin, 13.
parted at the age of eighty-three years.
We have seen it stated that, with the exPaul Revere was ‘a princé among the
eople..Of French origin, he displayed a ception of the Bible and the New . Testaarge -measure of the Gallic spirit of en- ment, there were more editions of Robinson
Progress
thusiasm, alove of adventwe and enter Crusoe and of Bunyan’s Pilgrim's
lanprise, combined with many of the more than of any other books in the English are
sober and staid traits which characterize the guage; and we doubt whether there
will
representative Englishman, In him was four hundred editions of , either. We
New
in:
gentleman
a
know
we
sobered
that
add
France,
of
witnessed the chivalry
of the vari
and regulated by an abiding love of liberty. York who has made a collection Progress in
ous editions of the Pilgrim’s
—Zion's Herald.
all languages.— Providence Journal.

The

uaries published

this de-

the Bible; Hodge's Systematic Theology ;
Fisher's Supernatural Origin of the Bible

soldiers died on board of the one called the
« Jersey Prison Ship,” alone! This dreadfu) mortality is universally attributed to the
cruel treatment which they received while
crowded together in close confinemertIn 1775, he made the press tor the paper in fact, they were murdered by the Englor
money
paper
the
engraved
he
on which
lish.
*
As the war broke out he enthe Colony.
was two large
Britnin
Great
to
loss
The
tered the military service of his country. armies captured by thé’ United States, exHe was made colonel of the Colonial als clusively of many thousands killed and takand was often detailed on delicate and diffi- en in various actions during the war; thir
cult service, where tact, energy and cour- teen colonies dismembered from her, and
age, as well as prudence were required, He
increaseof her national debt, in seven

la“ked powder,

begins Sep. 23,

Mrs, CHARLOTTE, wife of Lucas Shaver, died
AlexanThe war commenced at Lexington on the- Conybeare and Howsons St. Paul ; Adams’ in- Davenport, N. Y!, of pneumoma, Apr. 22,
Woolsey’s,
Bushnell’s,
Shedd’s,
der’s,
at
19th day of April, 1775, and terminated
aged 67 years.
Sister S.
professed ‘religion
‘
4
about 18 years ago, under the labors of
Rev.
Yorktown on the 9th of October, 1781, last- sermons.
Of
secular
histories,
we
recall
Froude's
Dayid Greene, and since that time has livell
an
The Enging six years and six months.
and Ireland, Curtius’ Greece, earnest Christian life, loved and respected by
lich gent 134,000 soldiers and sailors to England
family #nd neighbors. She was sick but a short
conquer America. They employed the sav-' Mommsen’s Rome. Of firet-class books on time, yet perfectly reconciled to go. On her
other
important
subjects
published
by
this
scalpand.
death-bed she took a hopeful and affectionate
age Indian with his tomabawk
Haman Intellect, farewell of children and grandchildren, urging
ing knile to buteher and massacre the house, there are Porter's Whitney
OrienNature,
them
to promise fo meet her in heaven. She
patriots, aud-had in their service thousands Marsh's Man and
leaves an aged husband, three son: and one
Four
of mercenary Germans who fought for pay. tal and Linguistic Stodies, Blackie
daughter:
May God help them all to prepare to
Morals, Max Muller's
i
Besides these, the Americans. were opposed Phases of
meet her above.
bud
T. A. STEVENS,
works,
Smith's
Assyrian
Discoveries
to
adhered
by the Tories or Loyalists who
have
by
no
meaus
exhausted
the
list
of
{he
DEBORAT J., daughter of Geo. B. 8, and Mrs,
the English king, and were as bloodR. 8. Tuttle, died in Meredith, N. H, of pneuthirsty and savage as (heir Indian and Ger- more valuable books issued by these pub- ] monigy
Feb. 12, aged 35 years.
For a long time
lishers.
man allies.
this beloved disciple of the Saviour had learned
the
that
show
to
enough
named
have
We
Cen230,000
patriot army numbered
The
trust God in patient suffering.
Some months
very high character which this ‘House has toprier
The brave
to the sudden attack of the disease which
tinentals, and 50,000 militia.
won
at
home
and
abroad
is
well
deserved.
ore her away, she had so far improved that
and courageous French were their allies, Its imprint is stamped
pon very much’ of friends were much more hopeful of her; bat the
who aided them with men, money and
Master
had need of her in the higher, purer, and
of
ators
te
he
ships, and helped them to secure their in- the soundest and presto
sweeter service above, and so he took her to:
apprecischolars,
American
own:age.
our
taken
vessel
English
first
dependence. The
with himself.
She honored her profession,
it, will re- live
and has bequeathed to the living the precious
on the sea in the war of the Revolution.avas ating this truth; ana grateful offor the
continevidence
fresa
every
in
joice
example
ot
a
Christian
life, And so friends are
captured by an Irishman vpamed O'Brien, ued prosperity of these publishers.
greatly comforted in her useful life and happy
and the first Commodore ¢f the United
To meet the immense demands now made aati. Blessed are the dead that die in tbe
States was another Irishman; John Barry,
ord.
.
4
upon
the numerous departments of this
was
It
Navy,
Agerican
the
of
the Father
House,
a
removal
has
been
made
to
premthe
that
,”
Lexington
*
"
DEA. JacoB PERKINS died in Meredith, N.
on his vessel, the
were first raised on the ises 743 and 745 Broadway. The new store H.,of heart-disease,and poeumonia, March 24,
stars and stripes
faces
Astor
Place.
1t
is
situated
in
the
aged
84 years, Bro. Perkins was amoung the
‘The Best Major-General killed in
ocean.
rich harvest of sheaves, gathered by Rev. E.
Warren, who fell on most accessible part of the city. ln-spa- Knowlton
bautle was General
than 60 Jats ago, which conciousness, in light and cheerfulness, in ele- stituted themore
Bunker Hill on the 17th of June, 1775, 4nd gance
first {ruits of the church in its orof
finish,
in
every
arrangement
necan
,
Montgomery
ganization.
He was highly esteemed by his felthe next was General
essary to facilitatea vast and varied busi low citizens, and held a prominent place in the
Irishman, who was killed at Quebec on the
ness,
this
Establishment
is
superior
to
any
confidence
and
affections of his brethren.
He
1775, while gallantly
31st of December,
was industrious, prudent, social and reliable.
other of like character in this country,
leading a charge against tbe enemy's The richest productions of the foreign press In a public meeting at thie church a few weeks
works. Both were brave and sterling pat- are here found in the importations of Messrs. before his departure, he remarked that that

giance to the’ throne aod their sympathy
with the king, to be paid from the royal
treasury. To his the leaders ou the liber
al side made opposition, and among (hem
was found Paul Revere.

the Colonies

much : less extent

in its class; the Speaker's, Lange’s, Alexander’s, Andrews’, Lillie’s Commentaries on

—

-

course of reparation for college

+000) >

one of which is an authority and a standard

Battles of the Revolution.

:

to

sea

Anecdote of gn Elephant.

We have in mind, as we write,

tanley’s, Schaff’s,

{

to

so

in

te, atone

of foreign scholars and thinkers in

during the war, was not less than 70,000.
The numbers who died on board of the horToe
ion.
and insured his €afnest. eo-operat
prison ships of the English cau not be
“rid
judges, hitherto paid bythe Colony, were calculated. , It ie, however, confidently as-

_ henceforth,

rose-trees, but,

of America, and to a not

and

inherited

inalienable right.— Golden dge.

At

of engxav-

the number of

HN,

His ticket waits.— Boston Transcript,

ex-

statistics

the

of

compiler

«

duty, the stranger rushed down stairs as
if he would leave impress on every tread.

presses his regret al not being able to give

our ways, and to pay the tribute we all
claim for ourselves as our inalienable due

howe, and

ed

be.

the close of the wav

quicker

vulgarity, we shouldbe

In 1756, Revere entered the artillery, and

engaged with renewed zeal

~The

ces.

ville

3

and 18 duys. This
pi man was a
oe of '| J ASELL SEMINARY FOR YOUNG WOMEN Auburn.
unusual promise. He w
liar
dale,
(near Bostany) Mase. Attract
p
of intellectual atiatdments. pecutia] rafhe |
t instruction in all Anohos js
AYE home
health, manners and’ morals; nearly full. Next year

come back for his ticket. Threatening fo
report him to the company for neglect of

turns, the number of palm trees was 8,429,

over

-

go S. son of AUGGR B: Colby, Eag. did

1

give,

Obituaries.

onies. They learned the use of arms;
“were brought into contact and sympathy
comar
with each other in contending fo
acquired a knowlmon cause; and they.
edge of heir resources, and the courage to
use them, which became indispensable in
the later struggles,

served 48 a lieutenant at Fort Edward.

hoe

In‘the Garden of Plants, in London, the
part for the deficiency,
he adds that the.
keepers were engaged in destroying #& great
at all; for if they do really mean nothing quantity of essence of roses manufactured number of rats, when one of them escaped
by it, and their ‘disrespect jis not what 1t in the Fayoum was 38,000 ounces in 1869, and ran to the spot allotted to the elephant.
and 49,500 in 1870. +
2
unseems to be, theyresult of strong anger,
in Beypt Seeing no other refuge, in the twinkling of
controllable temper, but is merely a habit, |’ The whole number of mosques
are as many as 523 an eye the rat snugly ensconsed himself in
then it oughtto be conquered without loss is 6,541, of which there
in Cairb,—a city of 850,399 inhabitants, by the trunk of the elepfant, very much to the
of time, being merely a manner that hurts
dissatisfaction of the elephant. He’ stampall-parties alike, * But, if we analyze. it, we: a very exact enumeration made in 1868. ed his foot, twisted bis truuk around like
shall find that the secret of the fine manner Comparing this number of mosques withit the sailof a windmill, anc then stood sud:
given,
of the upper classes resides in the dignified the number of comniunes alreadyscarcely
any’ denly still, apparently reflecting on what. it
respect they not only demand for ~them- will be seen that there can be
do. Presently he ran to the
without one at least. The number was hest to
selves, but they pay to others. A high- village
trough where he was accustomed to
bred person, ingry, does not brawl and of pilgrims to Mecca in" 1878 was 22,911. water
plunged in’ bis trunk and filled it,
scold like a fishwife, and the steel. with The number of deaths from cholera in 1865 drink,
and then raising it, dashed out the ratin a
)
which one of the ** superior people” wounds was 61,189.
torrent like that which issues from the hose
his opponent is polished, keen, deadly if
of a fire engine.
When the rat struck the
ou will, but not brutal. The self-réspect
The
House
of
Scribner.
ground, the elephant seized him and made
would prenouleated from the beginning
———
im tindergo the immersion and projection
vent gny coarse explosion, such as the ‘unNo. 654 Broadway, New York, has for three or four times. The fourth time the
cultured classes permit themselves to use
only too readily, and self-respect has no years past been a favorite haunt to a large rat fell dead. The elephant, with a quiet
but majestic air, erushed it under his font,
finer method of expression than that of re- circle of buyers and readers of books. It and
then went round to- the spectators to
‘But while we praise and has been the headquarters of a great publishspect for others.
admire the'results, we decline the discipline ing establishment represented by the firms, make his usual collection ef dainties.
of the method, and give ourselves up.to the Seribner, Armstrong & Co., and Scribner,
varions vulgarities included in disrespect Welford & Armstrong. From this house
4
.
Ad
as privileged of our condition and the right has gone out a literature vast in quantity
we
if
aud
unsurpassed
in
character.
The
books
Perhaps
of spoakiog one’s mind.
could get it firmly implanted as an article. here published upon religious subjects repof belief that disrespect is an’ unpardonable resent the fullest and richest contributions
- PARTICULAR NOTICE!
Persous wishing obit-

1818,

the opening of the Revolution. At
opening of the French War of 1749-63
was a young man, and, like most of
bidity was stirred by the military

Wanting {

eT

:

‘16,14875."

JUNE

can get. for my money. You're paid to
advice to passengers, I reckon.”

498; of fig trees, 498,190; of orange trees, ,
428,250; of lemon trees, 856,435, and €o on,
Figures are collected and tabulated showing the number of trees of every one of
forty-six kinds in each of nineteen provin-

formed—rude,

be

to

of ‘disrespect

rough, insolent,

stirring

most

the

through

merican history,
. period in
participator in many of the

Ji

HEFREW

poonlin, 1 cxpottbin

:

Not ily is the census ‘of ‘the population

Parmuch endnpgered by other things.
ents and up-bringers do not pay enough at:
tention to this in the young, They allow,

Quin

Adamses,

ae

-

"

TNT

TU

very exactly looked after, berihs and

side by

than when it invades the hose and endangers still more that which is. already too

It nota star of the

of freedom.

Re

ST

"

als or exch of ‘these subdivisions. of the

spied by the- enthusiasm of liberty, and the sore with the steréotyped excuse,
Jaboring * They mean nothing by it, * which, if we’
became an apostle -among the
the ‘new look at it aright,is worse than no excuse
classes. of Boston in Sending
first magnitude, like the

4

deaths
The agent confessed that he was, and
advised
the passenger for Destination
carefully
noted,
all
diseases
'
‘recorded
of
custom
the
abd
‘affection
rea
with
side
walk
up
andsdown the wharf in the
numberall
are
trees
the
but
under,
tabulated,
habit
e
and
regrets
a
1%
famliarity,
breeze
for
half an hour, and after that
re-/
last
the
by
Thus,
for,
accounted
any of’ its 'éonditfons, but never more so ed and
want of respect which seems to run

Among the lesser lights which kindled
to a glow the political heavens, at the opening of {he American Revolution, the name
of Révere stands. out conspicuously on the
page of bistory and song, as well as in
the dim and fading traditions of he, period.
a man of the people, he was inThough

ehyt

Es

‘of the mdoners and tempers of home,
still
in bothof which, we find too. often that

‘Paul: Revere.
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vs
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life: ‘And what is trae of the dress i§ truer’
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Vocal Music,18 Lessons,
.
.
1.50
Penmanship, 15 Lessons,
1.50
on
relying
students
and
Aa-Clergymen’s children

re-

their own exertions for an edncation, received at
duced tuition.

Board from $3.00 to $3.50In families; in clubs at
lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding,
For full particulars in regard to the School send
I. W. SANBORN, Sec’y. Board
for catalogue.
5
‘
of Trustees.
Lyndon Center. Vt,,1875.

LEBANON

0

ACADEMY.

~ W. E.PULSIFER,B. P.

Principal, with full

boardg@f teachers. 4 regular courses for both
sexes.
Spring term, of 11 weeks begins Feb. 2nd. Summer of 10 weeks begin April 27th,
"
For particulars,
address
:
ELIHU HAYES, Sec, Trustees
fn
W. Lebanon,
!

New
Gio
B23,

&Co;

York,
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DOMESTIC.
Twenty-two aldermen of Chicago, have beens
; fined $100 each and costs for contempt of court

in violating an injunction against counting

at the last municipal election.

votes

costs.

appeal was taken.

been discovered

Topsham, Vt., which the Bate geologist
nounces to be very pure.
The two hundredth anniversary of the
war and settlement of the town of Swanzea

setts.

——

in

ing, at the age of 50.

Commencement &xercises at the Classical Inst.
in Waterville, Me., will occur haly 2. The Bee-

will

thoven quintette club of Boston, and Miss Annie

Louise Cary will give the concert.
The

of

faculty

of Yale College

have

disbanded

the two secret societies of the sophomore class.’

Massachiu-

Bowdoin has 247 students according to the un-

3

not done for some time,

The little boys

learning this

darn their “wn mittens and sew on their own
buttons. Itte. besthem a lesson they may need
during the
a privilege
neat work.
New .York-

in the daytime, and to. the meeting of the whole

people; and

now

the

dwelling at a rent

being solved

by

problem

within

the

‘“How to

moderate

tion that

the

increase of *‘ flats”

is

room

should

be a homely,

matter-of-fact apartment, consecrated to the utili-

rr

Unslacked lime is excellent for cleaning small
steel articles, such as jewelry, buckles, and the
like.
'
.
Hard putty around glass may be softened by
the application of a hot-soldering iron,~—a fact

to be

~

Interior

bas appointed

Axtell,
The annual meeting of the New Hampshire
Historical Society was held Wednesday.
Charles
H. Bell,of Exeter, was elec¢ted president.
New Hampshire has 68 savings banks with

+ $30,214,685.67

due

depositors.

The

State

from this sum is $283,608.09.
General Joseph

tax

2

D. Webster bas been

appoint-

ed collector of internal revenue for Chicago.
Mr. Evarts closed his plea in behalf of Mr.
Beecher, Tuesday.
Proofs of six volumes of the official records of
the war will be ready by the time Congress assembles, compiltd and put in type at the War

. department

under

the

laws

of the

last

Con-

gress; ©
Three indictments have been found against

H.

B. Claflin & Co., of New Yogk, for complicity in
the great silk smuggling frauds. The value of
the silk alleged to have been. surreptitiously

im-

ported is $1,000,000.
op ov “ds Governor Cheney, of New Hampshire, was
inaugurated, Thursday.
The Secretary of the Iuterior bas appointed a
commission to treat with the Indians for the
Black Hills:
At the recent exhibition of the National Acad-emy,
in New York,
the sales amounted
to

$26,000.

°

Accordingto the Boston

Journal’s

record

of

fires during the month of May, the loss by fire in
New England amounts to $1,710,300.
T. G. Phelps has been nominated for’ the governorship of California by the republicans of that

$10,000 by Mrs. Betsey Whitehouse, of Sancook,
N. H.
Rev. John C. Long, D. ig of Charlottesville,
Va., has accepted the professorship of Church
History in the Crozer Theological Seminary, in
Upland, Pa.
The will of the late John C. Green, of New
York, gives the college of New Jersey $100,000,
and $50,000 to the Princeton Theological Semi-

nary.

Professor Theodore G. Wormley, of the Ohio
Mechanical and Agricultural College, Columbus,

has been

appointed

to deliver

the

address

ow

Chemistry at the Philadelphia Centennial.
The cannon over which Princetdn and Rutgers
colleges recently quarreled, has been placed on

a stone pedestal at-Princeton and surrounded by
solid stone
again,

cement to

prevent

its

easy_capture

President White,of Cornell, has been re
ed by the students of the University to d
course
of lectures on the condition of the So
based on observations during his recent visit t
Florida.

The Jubilee
again

Singers of Fisk

embarked

for

University

Europe,

give a series of concerts.

where

Their object

have

they

will

isto

se-

cure, if possible, another $50, 000 toward the endowment of the University.
4
The recent legislature appropriations to Michigan University were: water works, $5,000; deficit, $13,000; hospital, 8,000; dental school, $3,000;
homeepathic medical school. $6,000; school of

State.

mines, $8,000;

A large quantity of bogus five-cent nickels is
on the market.
The Boston express train, which arrives in

The National Baptist deals in facts, not theories; at least in the following instancé: One of

New York, about eleven

o'clock

at night,

was

thrown from the track near 178th street, on Saturday.
Several passengers, including Speaker
» Blaine, were injured.
The Treasury department has under consideration certain changes in the customs laws, with a
view to the prevention of smuggling by travelers.

Advices trom the West say that W. D. Jenkins,
United States marshal, and Wilham D. Street,
Indian scout and guide, had a desperate fight

with

a band

of Cheyenne

county, Kansas, a few

Indians,

days

ago.

in Rollins

Jenkins

and

Street fortified themselves atthe head of a ravine
and fought the Indians four hours, killipg seven,
and finally driving them off,
A Baltimore special says two fast freight trains
collided near Pheenixville on the Northern Central Railroad, on Saturday, and one of the con-

ductors was thrown by the shock

into the falls

and instantly killed.

apparatus

for do., $5,000;

total,

48,000.
the girls at Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, keeps
up her ‘studies, keeps track of eight love storjes
in weekly papers, writes twice a week to five
young men, sews for a charitable society, and
finds time to ride and skate, and practice fora

concert.
The graduates of Storer Normal School met on
June 2, to organize an Alumni Association, and
the following officers were chosen: J. D. Varey,
President; J. J. Kane, Vice President; Mary E.
Frauklin, Secretary; Marcia E. Lovett; Treasu-

rer; Committee to draft a Constiiution, W.
Bell, W. B. Hill, Coralie L. Franklin. John

H.
A.

Holmes, of Lexington, Va., was appointed orator for June, 1875.
Hon David Joy, of Northampton, Mass., re-

cently deceased, leaves about $36,000

to Antioch

College, Unitarian, at Yellow Springs, Ohio.
is given on the ground that the college makes
distinction in the admission of students, ‘ on
count of the accident of sex or color,” and is

It
no
acs,
to

be held as a fund for the benefit of indigent students, under the name of the “ Joy Fand.”
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necessary
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to our comfort;

not

an article to be allowed that doesn’t earn, its living,

and

These

can

not

prove

wants being

its right to

provided

for

be

there,

first, then we

will admit the ornaments of life,—casts, pictures,
engravings,
bronzes,
books,
chief
nourish.
ers in life's feast; but in the beginning these are

to be few, and of the choicest, and the greatest

care is be taken in admitting a new-comer.
The
room, from the very first, ought to représent the
culture of the family they have for art; it should

represent

themselves,

and the troublesome

represent these,

and

not "other
its owners

convert that great

The

mation. a

public debt of

France

now. stands

at

$4,500,000,000, and the interest is-over $165,000.
000, being cousiderably the largest which is paid

on any debt in the world.
The London Daily News reports
minent

at

Athens,

which

muy

a crisis imresuic

in =the

abdication of the King. Five Turkish men-ofwar ‘have been ordered to. cruise in Greck
‘waters, The Russian minister Nas advised the
King not to. abdicaie without securing the rizlts
‘of his heir to the throne. The probability of
the intervention of foreign powers i discussed
at Athens,
The workmen’s societies of Paris, Have opened
a national subscription to provide
for sending a
delegation to the Philadelpbia exhibition.
Marateau,
the Communist
editor who urged
, the shooting of the Archbishop of Paris, died in

New Caledonia.
A royal decree bas been issued in Rome,
mulzating the convention between Italy

proand

Sunduy, ‘baccalaureate before the graduaiing
class, by the president. Monday eveving, Junior
Prize Exhibition.
‘Tuesday evening ~gymbustic exhibition.
Wednesday, A. M., meeting of
the Alumni Association in the chemical lectu.e

room. Adams Hull, at 8:80.
the

alumui

earnestly

Full attendance of

desired.

P. M., poem

Cheever, D. D., before the alumni oun the oeccasion ot the fiftieth unniversary of their class,
Evening, concert by Miss A. L. Cary, Miss Hen-

ricita Beebe, Mr. W. H.
il. Beckett, and

Fessenden,

the Philharmonic

Mr.

Club «ft

Wm.
Bos-

ton.

Thar-day,commercement exercises. Even-

ing,

presidead’s

levee.

Friday,

8,

a.

Mm.. Pui

Bela Kappa business meeang, 8, A M., « xumination of candidates for admission to College.
The Literary
Adelphi, a. society connected
witli the New Hampton Institution, adop ed the
following preamble and resolut.ous on the death
of « member:

In cooking

inexpensive way to keep lemons
in a jar filled with water, to be
day or two. By this means, it
can be kept fresh and sound for
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select a fine
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The most healthy pie-crust’
sweet cream and flour, with a
knead thin, Bake
in a quick
way is to sift a quart or two of
Stir in the center a little salt and

second rate one. - We might almost as well say,
it makes no difference whether the people we

live with are first rate
ner.
.

+

or second-rate.—Scrib-

On Bathing

poo
JOHN
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yo and Travel-

M. GATEHOUSE,
Hall.

Opposite Olty

Do
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all,
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BOOK
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S)>me mothers, writes a physician, think,when
their children get beyond two or three years of
age, the frequent entire bath can be dispensed
with.
If some of the main facts of physiology
were well
known and understood, every. one
would perceive that cleanliness of the skin is one
of the conditions of good health. It happens,
. when
bathing is disregarded, that the lungs,
kidney or bowels have more than their apportion
ment of work, : If these are strong and healthy,
they may bear the tax with little apparent
injury, but, in most cases, a lowering of the vitality
and tone of the system ensues. Lyrge bath tubs
are pleasant and convenient, but” not indispensable to the proper cleansing of the skin,
A

speedy sponging of the body

in pure water, fol-

lowed Ly friction in pure air, is al that is neces-

sary.
When disinclined to use woter; 8 find thorough application of the flesh-brush to the whole
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and

pine,

of

which

6,000,000,000

in 1874.
After a critical examination

feet

were cut

and comparison

of the raisins produced in California with the
Malaga, the New York grocery trade declare
them superior to the imported article.

Fall reports

from

the fruit regions

of New

Jersey, Delaware
aud Maryland,
which the
Philadelphia Press has taken painsto collect,
give a most promising prospect for an unsurpassed yield of peaches this season.

Mothers.

The yield of the wheat crop in South Australiv is 10,000,000 bushels, leavinga surplus of
183.000 tous for export.
The yield in Victoria

is 5,000,000.

needs of a family of

of

alligator

léather

bas

now become an important, br anch of industry.
The skins come chiefly from Florida and Louisapa, and the hunting and skinning of tue apimuls are extensively pursued.
About tweuty
thousand skins are tanned every year.
They
are manufaciured in the United States and ex-

ported to England and France.
owing to their superior
formidable competitors.
down

The French,

a s. 1d H

West

n

has

come to

be

more

highly

natural down, because

it is much lighter.

made

any kind,

by

Itis

from

feathers of

cutting the barbs of the “feather

from’ euch side of the quill, putting them ina
stout cloth sack, and rubbing them
between the
hands
as a washerwoman
does linen. Five
minutes rubbing will have mixed the mass into
a felt-like subsiunce, rendering it homogehsous.

with which thé’ youngest—not yet ten—assumes |
her duties, assisting me at meal-times, and Jegruing to make yeast and help at baking.
‘he
hi
housemaid makes beds and sweeps the living

. Resolved.1, That the biterary Adelphi has lost

rooms, while the nurse attends her little brothers,

89.8 inches) of cloth,
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and warmer
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American School Music Readers.
Book 1 (35 cents), Book II (50 cents), Book III (50
cents, Excellent graded books for schools.
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position with respect to books of its class as Richard
son’s does to other Pianoforte Methods.

And il. as is likely, yon are a leader of a choir or
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our new book, T'homas’s Quartets ‘and Anthems,
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Bronchitis, Offensive Breath, Cons

sumption, Throat Affection and Debility of the Nervous System, Dr whatever cause, cued by
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Pocket Dictionary.
Abridged from Webater’s

Quarto, illustrated with
‘I'his yotome

nearl.
WO
HUNDRED Engravings.
embraces a careful fe ection of more

State, extra ......
Soutkern Flour

aban’

tha:

18,000

| of the moet important words of the language; and
cortims tavles of oney, Weight and Measure, Abbreviations,
words, Purases, Proverbs, &o., from
the G eek. 'he Latin, and the Modern Langungos.
Rales for Spelling, &

« &o.

making

the

most

com-

fete (nd u-efu ‘vocket companion extavt. It is
eautifu’ly printed ou tinted paper, and bouny!in
4 Morocco, Tucks, git edges, $i. For Sale everywhere. Sant by mail on receipt of the price.

IVISON, BLAKEMAN, TAYLOR
& CO
a

Pub ishers of Webster's School Dictionaries,
140 Grand Street, New York.

wonit mats

itself more and more intoa telt-like substance.
The estimate bus been made that in France
“alone enough feathers are allowed to go.1o Waste
each year to'make from’ 7,000,000 to 8,000,000
squure meters of eloth. Tn other words, as much
is lost in France in feathers as Is pald-for cotton.
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Switzerland, which estublishes the boundary be- one, who, by his willingness and readiness to do ‘dressing and washing: them, and occasionally
‘tween the two countries, in accordance with the L vvery duty assigned him, won the Léarts of all holding the youngest baby. "Change of duties
1s members,
IRON.
award of the arbitrator, Mr. Marsh, minister of
9. That, though we regret that be is no longer every week makes. the work seem lighter, and
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8. Tunt, as un expression of our sympathy to,
Years ago, when thred little boys’ followed 1my.
General
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Blair
is
steadily
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MOLASSES,
law for the suppression of brizandage und other thé friends of the deceased, a copy of these resothree girls, I gave to each sister the gift of a lit- under the operations of transfusing healthy blood Porto Rico, ¥ gal..
lutions be transmitied to them,
“een
disordersin Sicily und elsewhere,
“ee A 0 — 58
tle brother at birth. He was to be her boy, and into his veins, He has now received three opera- New rien, new, v gal. sessnses
x
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piped = T0 e—1n
Schurz will return to America in OctoCom.
H. H. ‘McIN IRE,
the gift holds good in a way I never imagined at tione, The first time an ounce and a half wasRICE,
«+» ber, He intends totard shit time in EngWw. E. PIPER.
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New Hampton, N. H., May 6, 1875.
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secret of it is in keeping. every duty at its regwe. «this price is constantly increasing. A proc.
lar hour, and each child knowing het appoint- ess’ hus also been invented for muking cloth of
feathers. To make a square meter (a meter Is
¢d work, They are cook, housemaid and nurse,
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. The
trade in sardines amounts to nearly
£200,000 in value per annum.
The curing principle .is quite simple. After being carefully
washed and sulted, they are dried in the sun or
wind. They are then put into boiling oil, after
which they are placed in boxes, the lis dy are soldered on, and the whole affair exposed
to the.

action of steam.
The manufacture
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The total value of silk products manufactured
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in America from Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 1874, was
$18, 692,482 and the umber of pounds of silk
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fly, and jet black.
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« Blackberries and raspberries, set outin spring,
may kill themselves by overbearing.
It 1s pardonable to wish for some fruit the first year.
It
a wee seems 10 be growing freely some fruit may
be left. Cut out black-knot, or any symptoms of
disease that may appear, and as they appear.
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a cup of soft (not liquid) lard,or butter and lard
mixed, stir it thoroughly witli the flour; next

way that you need bardly touch it with your
hands till you can roll it out. Bake quickly. This
will make three or four pies.
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it, and go all whose experience is associated with by the application, but the pain has disappeared.
it,
whethes it be a beautiful and cheerful room,
, Camphor
possesses a wondrous
stimulative
ly a homely and bare one, or a merely power over the nervous system of the body, and
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lowable for a reasonable
man to give
much
Bu
soaking seeds, which are not easily germinated,
thought to it. But it has a real, vital relation to
in a weak solution of camphor water, obtained
life, and plays an important part in education,
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and deserves to be. thought about a great deal
it to cool, then dropping
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to warm water and soaking the seeds in it for
whether we hang poor pictures on.our walls or
Figs common, 14 8 13 Cheese, ¥ bile.
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twenty-four hours, they will soon sprout.

by

il. W. Longfellow, LL. D., and oration by G. B.

Hydrate of chloral as a stimulant is taking the
place of opium, hasheesh, etc., in England, and
to some extent in thls country.
It kills in about

would let

"A little Chinese girl about eight years of age, person an admirable substitute ; especially on
A capital of 1,200,000 florins has been suband born in California, has been admitted to one retiring, it relieves nervousness, equalizes the
scribed to establish a new daily in Vienna. “of the primary schools of the city Sacramento.
circulation, and induces quiet sleep.
Mothers,
The Mexican
Congress
has
appropriated
Application for her admission was made in the
above all, should see that their chiluren are well
$30,000 for Centennial expenses.
usual way to the superintendent of public schools
bathed. If the skin is kept active and healthy,
The corporation of London has resolved to but he referred the matter to the Board of Eduthere will not be half the danger from fever, cold
invite the mayor of New York, to the inter- cation.
This is the first time that a Chinese par- and eruptive disease. If your little one is cross
national municipal banquet,
to be held next
ent has made application for the admissionof a or troublesome, aud finds no occupation that
month.
child to the public schools, but the example will
pleases Kim, try the effect of a bath; sometimes
‘I'he town of Morshousk: onthe right bank of doubtless be followed.
it is magical, and,if tried, he will go to sleep
* the River Tsua, Russia, is entirely destroyed by
Commencement week at Williams College,
and awaken
bright, , cheerful and happy.
Do
fire. Ithad a population of 20,000 and contained
July 3—7; fund 1y, forenoon, address before the
not, though, as
I have seen some parents do,
three churches and several manufactories,
Mills religibus society by the Rev. Dr. Nathanplunge a‘child into water, when be scream$and
A Newfoundland despatch says that the St.
iel W. Conkling, of New York, President Chad- shrinks from it, thmking you are doing
a good
George’s herring fisheryis a failure, and there
deed.
Nature must be the guide; if your child
bourne’s baccalaureate in the afternoon; Mon1s much distress : among the people at the Bay of day evening, Adelphic Union address by David
has a nervous constitution, a shock of this kind
Islands. The Bunks fishery is so far unsuccessis only exhausting and injurious.
Dudley Field of New York; Tuesday, alumni
ful.
3
and class day, with gymnastic exhibition in the
Reports have been received from the Fiji
afternoop
and presideny’s reception, prize rheTo Prevent Moths.
Islands that 50,000 natives died of epidemic
torical exhibition and promenande concert in the
rr
W——
measles.
evening; Wednesday, commencement
proper,
A
very
pleasant
perfume,
and also preventive
An earthquake and tidal wave swept away
with the president’s reception in the evening.
against moths may be made of the following inthree villages at Lifu, one of the Loyalty Islands,
Commencement day at Wesleyan University
gredients:
Take of ¢loves, carraway seed, nutoff New Caledonia, on the night of March 30.
comes this year on June 24; however, certain of
meg, mace, cinnamon, and tonquin beans, of
The British steamer Vicksburg, which left
the anniversary exercises began as early as June
each one ounce, then add as much florentine orQuebec for Liverpool May 24, was cut through
4. Rev, Joseph Cummings, D. D., LL. D., deliyris-root as will equal the other ingredients put
by ice and supk on the morning of June 1, A . ers the baccalaureate sermon on.Sunday, June
togetber.
Grind the whole well to powder and
boat containing five of the crew was picked up
20 ; Monday is class day; a gymaastic exhibition
put iit in little bags among your clothes, ete,
four days later by the steamer, State of Georgia.
takes place on Tuesday, and the Alumni AssociThis will answer for furs also. But I never tried
Over forty persons, including the captain, it is | ation hold their exercises on Wednesday.
We
said, went down wit) the ship, and fears are enalso learn that of the 183
Students at this univer- anything more certain as a protection against
tertained for the safety of the occupaits of the
sity, 148 are professors of religion, and of these, Jmoths in furs than to first shake out or beat out
other boats,
forty-cight have already received license to every foreign substance before putting away for.
the season.
Then wrap them up mn a perfectly
The Pope, in reply to ap address presented , preach,
The present senior class numbers
forsound paper.
What I meant by sound is, that
him, June 1,irom students of colleges in America,
tv-five, and of these all butsix are professors of
there shall be no holes or breaks in the paper.
thanking
bim for the election of Archbishop
religion.
‘Make a bag of the paper by pasting; pack in
McCloskey to tbe cardinalate, alluded to the
Bowdoin College anhounces the following proand paste up the mouth of the bag, Put ina
excellent
reception given the appointment in
gramme for commencement week, Juiy 4-9:
America,
and added, ‘“1t seems that the barvest in America is ripe and laborers alone are
wanting. You are preparing yourselves for that
work. Preach especially by example in order to

wings and drumsticks will keep them from being:
baked to a crisp and spoiled.

people;

tact is, that it will and must

whether

est and articulated a few words; which

‘Boston WHOLESALE

Notch.

made that we

CLOVER, W Mis + £1 ov ba on Svar vison
Timo
mothy seed, ¥ bush, rib

The last

—

the furniture shall be the be st designed

000,000 acres, an amazing endowment for free
school purposes.
Michigan University graduates this year 187
law students, 2 of whom are women, and 64
medicajstudents, 8 of whom are women.
~~
Dartmouth College, has recently been given

—
SEEDS,

Markets.

In roasting poultry, oue thickness of writing
or nice brown wrapping paper ‘tied round the

want in the living-room, for a foundation, that

unconscious,

-

time he watched the operation with great inter.

Recipes and, Hints.

and

But it is by no means'm
living

sensible and: apparently

feta.

means,”

apartment houses, the * parlor ” must be given
up, there being no provision made for it in the

«Ommon plans.

winter to

convenient to know.

Governor Axtell, of Utah Territory, governor of
New
Mexico,
vice Geddings deceased,
and
. George W. Amory,
governor of Utah, vice

Pid

tender regard while life lasts,
of five, six and seven are

ties, while the Muses and Graces are left to kick
their heels in the ball. On the contrary, we

The Secretary of the

#

any formal parlor, but, taking the largest and
pleasantest and’
most accessible room in the
house, let us give it*up to the wife and children

four ounces, and the last time previous five
ounces, The first two times he lay almost in-

Work on the Portland und Ogdensburg is going . nual catalogue, just issued.
" Ralph Waldo Emerson will deliver the oration
briskly.
When the iron trestle-work at
Frankenstein is completed, which will be the at the anniversary of New Humpton’s Institute
first'of this week, the track will be laid to the ‘on the 30th inst.
"The school lands of Texas amount to over 100,Willey Brook, which 18 within two miles of the

‘ on

v

!

Let us begin with the” fiauk abandonment of

each little girl looks after and pets her own
“+ boy, * and he, in return, saves any choice morselox expends his pocket money in gifts for his
* own girl,” goes to her in any little need or
trouble, and will, Iam sure, love her witha

in after years, has <ept them amused
-bitter cold days, and they esteem it
family when evening comes.
There is not much
Harvard College, Phillips professor-of~gstrono- need at the present time to emphasize this sug- to get needle and thread out of the
my, and professor of geodesy in the scientific] gestion,
— Rural
for it is one which’ experience and basket of their «own girls."
school, died shortly after midnight,Friday morn- necessity have already made to a good
mphany er.

take place June 22, on which
lon Dr. George
B. Loring will deliver an address The day wil}

. State officials from Rhode Island and

in Bow-

.

Joseph Winlock, director of the observatory of

pro-

be’ enlivened by a clam bake and the présence

mas on Thursday at the medical school
doin College.

The Living Room.

of Canterbury.

and

killed

was

at Lee, Mass., Tuesday, one man

several persons injured.
A vein of manganese has

An
mill,

By the explosion of a boiler in ‘a paper

President Woolsey, of Yale College, will deliver the oration before thie Phi Beta. Kappa Society at Harvard this year.
Fifteen young gentlemen received their diplo-

The Brown University class of 1876 celebrated
on Thursday might, the obsequies of Chaucer by
a torchlight procession representing the pilgrims

The members of

the council were each tined $300 and
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